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A study of decompressive craniectomy in acute stroke - A
retrospective study from tertiary care centre from India

N.S. Madduru
Neurology, Neurology, Kurnool, India

Background
Decompressive craniectomy is life saving emergency surgery in

patients with stroke with mass effect and midline shift. Sparse data
available from India regarding outcome of patients who underwent
this procedure for stroke.

Material and methods
Retrospective study of case records of consecutive patients with

stroke who underwent decompressive craniectomy at our tertiary
care centre between January 2001 to December 2011.

Results
During study period, 97 patients underwent decompressive

craniectomy for stroke. Mean age was 41.5±15.2 years; 53 were
males. Risk factors included hypertension (22.7%), diabetes mellitus
(10.3%), tobacco smoking (34%), alcohol consumption (29.9%). Most
the patients presented with altered sensorium (87.6%), motor
weakness headache (62.9%), vomitings (59.7%), seizures (47.4%)
and pupillary asymmetry on examination (36%). Large artery
thrombosis (46.4%) venous thrombosis (41.2%), hemorrhagic causes
(11.3%) major causes; cardioembolic (1%) stroke rare. Ischemic
stroke (87.7%) common than haemorrhagic (11.3%). midline shift on
CT brain was evident in 91.8% patients. In comparison with survivors,
patients who died had significantly lower median (interquartile
range) Glasgow Coma Scale (GCS) values at admission (p=0.003)];,
and at 24 hours after surgery (p=0.003)]; longer duration of
ventilation after surgery (p=0.001)]; and more prolonged hospital
stay. Overall, 15 (15.5%) patients died. Of 40 patients with venous
thrombosis, 28 (70%) showed complete recovery without any focal
neurological deficit.

Conclusions
Decompressive craniectomy is life saving emergency surgery

especially patients with venous thrombosis. Lower GCS at admission
and 24 hours after surgery, need for prolonged mechanical

ventilation following surgery are prognostic markers of death in
these patients.

doi:10.1016/j.jns.2019.10.214
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The effect of transcranial direct stimulation(TDCS) and exercise of
cognition and motor aspect in patients with chronic stroke

S. Kauraa, M.V.P. Srivastavaa, S.S. Kumaranb

aAll India Institute of Medical Sciences, Neurology, New Delhi, India
bAll India Institute of Medical Sciences, N.M.R- Mri Facility, New Delhi,
India

Background
Chronic stroke is one of the most common causes of long-term

neurological disability. The recovery of hand function is extremely
important for stroke survivors but intensive physiotherapy, the
current ‘gold’ standard intervention is expensive and time consum-
ing, in short supply and inherently limited by the activity of the
residual cortex.

One potential adjunct therapy is transcranial Direct Current
Stimulation (tDCS) to the ipsilesional primary motor cortex (M1).
Anodal transcranial Direct Current Stimulation (A-tDCS) is a non-
invasive brain stimulation technique that involves passing a 2mA
current through the brain via two scalp electrodes with one centred
over the ipsilesional M1.

Method
We report a randomised, double-blind placebo-controlled trial

using A-tDCS as an adjunct to physiotherapy in 20 patients with
chronic stroke. Patients received one-hour long standardised upper
limb training intervention across 20 consecutive working days, with
tDCS applied during the first 20 minutes each day. They were then
assessed using BI, MRS, MAS and MOCA on enrolment day, one
month and three months after the intervention. Patients also had
structural (using 3D T1) and functional MRI (motor task in block
design). BOLD and VBM analysis were carried out to estimate
clusters of activation and measures of grey matter volume.
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Conclusion
Overall improvements in function were seen in the A-tDCS

group reflecting meaningful long-lasting functional benefits. A-tDCS
is a relatively cheap, well-tolerated and easy-to-use approach. The
results suggest that it could rapidly become part of routine clinical
practice and guide therapeutic developments.

doi:10.1016/j.jns.2019.10.215
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Comparison of one-session anodal tDCS effects on fine motor
control in subacute and chronic stroke patients

E. Pavlovaa, R.V. Semenovb, A.B. Guekhtb
aKarolinska Institute, Department of Clinical Sciences Karolinska
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Institute- Danderyd University Hospital, Stockholm, Sweden
bMoscow Research and Clinical Center for Neuropsychiatry of the
Healthcare Department of Moscow, Neurology, Moscow, Russia

Objective
To compare the application of tDCS in subacute and chronic

stages of stroke in order to define an optimal time-window for
stimulation.

Methods
Anodal and sham tDCS was applied to M1 of 13 stroke patients in

balanced cross-over design during subacute and chronic stages of
stroke. The Jebsen-Taylor Hand Function test, evaluating the time
required for performance of everyday motor tasks, was employed.

Results
The repeated-measure ANOVA showed significant influence of

stimulation type, the test performance time relative to stimulation
(during or after tDCS) with no overall influence of the stage of stroke.
The interaction TYPE*TIME*STAGE was significant. The effect after
anodal tDCS in the subacute stroke was significantly higher compared
to the effects in all relevant conditions including the chronic stage
(Fig. 1). Yet, on the individual level, this type of response was present
only in six patients (Group 1). On contrary, patients of Group 2
showed small responses (1–1.3% improvement compared to sham) in
the chronic stage. These effects were significantly higher compared to
those in the subacute stage (Fig. 2). All Group 1 patients were women;
six men and one woman belonged to Group 2. No other difference in
clinical characteristics between groups was seen.

Conclusions
For some patients tDCS treatment in the subacute stage of stroke can be

superior over the treatment in the chronic stage. However, the possibility that
other patients might show opposite effects, cannot be ruled out.

doi:10.1016/j.jns.2019.10.216
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Association between admission blood fibrinogen-albumin ratio
and clinical outcomes after acute lacunar infarction

L. Zheng, J. Liu, X. Yang, M. Liu, D. Wang
West China Hospital of Sichuan University, Center of Cerebrovascular
Diseases/Department of Neurology, Chengdu, China

Objective
We aimed to investigate the influence of admission blood

fibrinogen-albumin ratio (FAR) on 3-month disability and death in
Chinese patients with acute lacunar infarction.

Methods
Consecutive patients with acute lacunar infarction who were

admitted within 7 days of stroke onset between January 2012 and
December 2016 were prospectively enrolled from Chengdu Stroke
Registry.Patientswereclassified into twogroupsaccording to theirFAR
values on admission, using an optimized FAR cut-off value determined
by ROC curve analysis. Univariate analysis and multivariable logistic
regression were performed to determine whether higher FAR values
were associatedwith 3-month disability andmortality.

Results
A total of 371 patients (mean age 64.8 ± 12.9) were analyzed in

the study, of whom 128 (34.5%) were females. Patients were
classified into high FAR group (≥ 0.077) versus low FAR group
(b0.077) based on the optimal cutoff value of 0.077. Patients from
high FAR group had significantly higher risk of 3-month disability
(25.3% versus 12.1%, p = 0.006) and 3-month disability/mortality
(29.2% versus 13.3%, p = 0.001) compared with patients with low
FAR values. After adjustments by multivariable logistic regression,
high FAR were still significantly associated with 3-month disability
(p = 0.014, OR = 2.35, 95% CI 1.19-4.65) and disability/mortality
(p = 0.005, OR = 2.56, 95% CI 1.33-4.98).

Conclusion
Higher FAR on admission were independently associated with

disability and disability/mortality at 3 months since onset among
acute lacunar infarction patients. This needs to be verified in future
studies with larger sample.

Keywords: Lacunar infarction, Stroke, Fibrinogen, Albumin,
Disability, Death

doi:10.1016/j.jns.2019.10.217
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Intracranial atherosclerotic disease among Saudis, prevalence,
characteristics and predictors of outcome

M. Alabbasa, A. Al Khathaamib, A. El Metwallya, M. Badria, M.
Alskainib
aKing Saud Bin Abdulaziz University for Health Sciences, Epidemiology
and Biostatistics, Riyadh, Saudi Arabia
bKing Abdulaziz Medical City- National Guard Hospital, Department of
Medicine- Division of Neurology, Riyadh, Saudi Arabia

Background
Intracranial Atherosclerotic Disease (ICAD) presents with high

mortality and morbidity worldwide. Little is known about ICAD in
Arab countries, we aim to present an extensive view of the disease
burden, characteristics and outcome in Saudi Arabia. ICAD found to
be dependent on ethnicity with increased risk among Asians. Since
there are ethnic diversity backgrounds in Saudis this study of
increased importance to explore those differences.

Methodology
Institutional Review Board (IRB) approval has been obtained. This

ongoing investigation planning to include total of 1379 stroke
patients, meanwhile the analysis was conducted on 460 patients.
All stroke patients admitted to the stroke unit at National Guard
Hospital, Saudi Arabia, Riyadh from February 2016 to July 2018
records were reviewed retrospectively. After excluding all hemor-
rhagic stroke, sinus thrombosis and stroke mimics cases, we enrolled
all ischemic stroke and transient ischemic attack cases.

Results
Of 460 patients admittedwith ischemic stroke, 77 (16.7%) found to

have ICAD. Themean agewas 61 (SD±12) years and 304 (66.1%)were
male. 293 (63.7%) patients were diabetic, 330 (71.7%) had hyperten-
sion, 176 (38.3%) were overweight and 149 (32.4%) had hyperlipid-
emia. Diabeteswas significantly associatedwith ICAD (p-value=0.01).
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Conclusion
ICAD presented with high proportion of 16.7% among Saudi

stroke patients. In our cohort, diabetes mellitus was the strongest
predictor among ICAD patients. These findings should increase the
attention of physicians to ICAD in terms of treatment, diagnosis,
prognosis and clinical follow up.

Keywords: Intracranial, Atherosclerosis, Ischemic Stroke, Saudi,
Prevalence

doi:10.1016/j.jns.2019.10.218
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Women vs men. sex differences outcomes after mechanical
thrombectomy in acute ischemic stroke

C. Ciardi, J.J. Cirio, M. Buezas, M.L. Caballero, M. Lopez, J. Chudyk, J.F.
Vila, P. Lylyk
Clinica La Sagrada Familia. ENERI, Buenos Aires, Capital Federal, Argentina

Background
Adifferencebetweengenders inthefieldof ischemicstrokehasbeen

often reported. We aim to evaluate sex differences in strokes quality
metrics, treatment and outcomes of acute stroke in our daily practice.

Material and methods
We performed a retrospective analysis of large vessel occlusion

strokes treated with mechanical thrombectomy up to 24 h from
symptomsonset from2013to2018.Sex-differenceshavebeenevaluated.
The primary outcomemeasured wasmodified Rankin Scale (mRS) ≤2 at
90 days. Secondary outcomes included successful reperfusion defined as
modified Thrombolysis in Cerebral Infarction (mTICI) scale 2b/3,
mortalityrateat90daysandsymptomatic intracranialhemorrhage(SIH).

Results
Atotalof224strokepatientswereincluded:116womenand108men

with similar baseline characteristics. Compared to men, women were
significantly older (mean age 70 SD 15 vs 65 SD 14 years p=0.008) and
median time fromsymptomsonset tohospital arrivalwas315 inwomen
(IQR 145-510) and 203 in men (IQR 115-360) p=0,015. The rate of
mRS≤2was 45,7% of woman vs 53.7% of men (p=0.28 OR: 1.37 IC 0.81-
2.33) Successful reperfusion was achieved in 73%of women vs 81.5% of
men(p=0.18OR:0.61 IC:0.32–1.16).Mortalityrateat90dayswas16.4%
vs 18.5% respectively (p=0.80 OR:0.86, IC: 0.43-1.72) and SIH was
evidenced in 11 patients in both sexes (p=1OR: 1.08, IC: 0.44-2.61)

Conclusion
Our single center study suggests that women are equally likely to

achieve good outcomes as men after endovascular treatment despite
been older and the delay in hospital arrival.

doi:10.1016/j.jns.2019.10.219
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Clinical interventions to manage sleep apnea in patients with
stroke: Systematic review and meta analysis of the ongoing
clinical trials

S. Redkara, V. Redkarb, S. Redkara, M. Inamdarc, A. Inamdarc, M.
Jagtapd, D. Khanolkare, R. Shradhhaa, S. Kulkarnif, S. Deshpandeg
aRedkar Hospital and Research Center, Medicine, Dhargal, Goa, India
bRedkar Hospital & Research Center and Krishna Institute of Medical
Sciences, Medicine, Dhargal-Goa- Malwan- Redi and Karad, India
cAshwini Hospital, Medicine, Akluj- Pune, India
dRedkar Hospital and Research Center, Medicine, Redi, India
eRedkar Hospital and Research Center, Medicine, Malwan, India
fKharghar Diabetes Heart and Child Care, Medicine, Navi Mumbai, India
gSeth GS Medical College and KEM Hospital, Medicine, Mumbai, India

Introduction
Obstructive Sleep Apnea (OSA) has been found to be very

common in stroke patients, which impedes stroke rehabilitation
and recovery. Although the negative impact of sleep apnea on the
clinical course of stroke is well known, data regarding non-invasive
ventilation and its clinical implications in limited.

Methods
We reviewed ongoing trials from WHO- ICTRP (www.who.int/

ictrp/search/en), www.clinicaltrials.gov, last on May 5, 2019 with
key word ‘stroke’, ‘sleep apnea’, ‘intervention’, without any date
restrictions in the electronic searches. SPSS was used for statistical
analysis

Results
Seven trials (including, Reverse-STEAL, eSATIS, SAHS, SAS-CARE) are

recruiting 1026 patients; with three multicentric trials (Germany (2
trials) and Switzerland (1 trial) as the leads) and Canada, USA, France
and China conducting one trial each. Registration date ranged from July
2010 till September 2018, with randomised, parallel designed studies.
The masking methods includes open label, double blind and triple blind
in four, two and one trial each, respectively. The primary purpose is
treatment in five trials, prevention and supportive care in one trial each.
The mean estimated enrollment of participants is 147 (SD ± 103,
maximum 300, minimum 40, 95% CI 52 to 242). The cumulative
duration is 45 months, with mean duration 6.4 months (SD ± 7.8,
maximum 24, minimum 3, 95% CI -0.81 to 14).

Discussion
This is the first ever systematic review for emerging primary

outcomes based on modified Rankin score, neurological recovery and
functional independence scale for the device-based interventions to
manage sleep apnea in patients with stroke.

doi:10.1016/j.jns.2019.10.220
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hypodensities within hematoma is time dependent and predicts
outcome after spontaneous intracerebral hemorrhage

P. Kesava, V. Vedarthama, S. Manianagatta, C. Nageshb, S. Erat
Sreedharana, E.R. Jayadevanb, P.S. Sarmac, P.N. Sylajaa
aSree Chitra Tirunal Institute for Medical Sciences and Technology
SCTIMST, Neurology, Thiruvananthapuram, India
bSree Chitra Tirunal Institute for Medical Sciences and Technology
SCTIMST, Imaging Sciences and Interventional Radiology, Thir-
uvananthapuram, India
cAchutha Menon Centre for Health Sciences AMCHS- Sree Chitra Tirunal
Institute for Medical Sciences and Technology SCTIMST, Biostatistics,
Thiruvananthapuram, India
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Background
NCCT brain imaging biomarkers of hematoma expansion in ICH

has gained relevance in recent times. Though the intra-hematoma
hypodensities can predict hematoma expansion and outcome, it is
postulated to be time dependent.

Aim
To assess the differential prevalence of intra-hematoma hypo-

density in spontaneous ICH over time from performance of NCCT
from symptom onset and assess its predictive valve in early
hematoma expansion and functional outcome at 3 months.

Methods
Patients with ICH within 48 hours of stroke onset were included.

Baseline clinical and demographic data was collected. Baseline NCCT
Brain was analysed for hematoma volume, characterisation of intra-
hematoma hypodensity, with 24 hour follow up NCCT hematoma
volume calculated for identification of hematoma expansion. Poor
functional outcome was defined as mRSN 3.

Results
92 subjects were included in the study. Intra-hematoma hypo-

density was found in 40%. Prevalence of intra-hematoma hypo-
density was higher in those with baseline NCCT performed within 3
hours of symptom onset compared to those beyond 3 hours. 54% of
patients with intra-hematoma hypodensity had hematoma expan-
sion compared to 29% without (P = 0.02). Multivariate analysis
revealed presence of intra-hematoma hypodensity (rather than
pattern or number) to be strongly associated with poor functional
outcome at 3 months (OR 3.86; 95% CI: 1.11 -13.42, P = 0.03).

Conclusion
There is a decreasing prevalence of intra-hematoma hypodensity

as time from symptom onset to NCCT increases. Nevertheless the
presence of intra-hematoma hypodensity is significantly associated
with hematoma expansion and predicted poor short term functional
outcomes in spontaneous ICH.

doi:10.1016/j.jns.2019.10.221
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A patient-assessor blinded, randomized controlled trial of com-
prehensive acupuncture therapy for neuropsychiatric sequelae of
stroke

Z.J. Zhang
The University of Hong Kong, School of Chinese Medicine, Hong Kong,
Hong Kong Special Administrative Region

Background
Acupuncture has benefits in the rehabilitation of neuropsychiatric

sequelae of stroke.

Objective
This study was aimed to evaluate the effectiveness of compre-

hensive acupuncture therapy (CAT) in improving poststroke depres-
sion (PSD), functional disability, and cognitive deterioration.

Methods
In this assessor- and participant-blinded, randomized controlled

trial, 91 stroke patients who initially had PSD were randomly

assigned to CAT (n = 45) and minimum acupuncture stimulation
(MAS) as controls (n = 46) for 3 sessions per week over 8
consecutive weeks. The primary outcome was baseline-to-endpoint
change in score of the 17-item Hamilton Depression Rating Scale
(HAMD-17). Secondary outcomes included the Montgomery-Asberg
Depression Rating Scale (MADRS) and Zung Self-Rating Depression
Scale (SDS) for depressive symptoms, Barthel Index (BI) for
functional disability, and Montreal Cognitive Assessment (MoCA)
for cognitive function.

Results
CAT-treated patients showed strikingly greater endpoint reduc-

tion than MAS in scores of the three symptom domains. The clinical
response rate, defined as an at least 50% baseline-to-endpoint
reduction in HAMD-17 score, was markedly higher in CAT-treated
group than that of controls (40.0% vs. 17.4%, P = 0.031). Subgroup
analysis revealed that the addition of electrical stimulation on frontal
acupoints in CAT produced more apparent effects in reducing BI-
measured disability. Incidence of adverse events was not different in
the two groups.

Conclusions
CAT, particularly with electrical stimulation, reduces PSD, func-

tional disability, and cognitive performance, and could serve as an
effective rehabilitation therapy for neuropsychiatric sequelae of
stroke [This study was support by Hong Kong Hospital Authority
and registered in www.clinicaltrials.gov (NCT02644161)].

doi:10.1016/j.jns.2019.10.222
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Epidemiology of paraneoplastic neurologic disorders and auto-
immune encephalitides in France

J. Hebertabcd, B. Riched, M. Rabilloudd, J. Honnorata
aHospices Civils de Lyon, Neuro-Oncology, Lyon, France
bUniversity of Toronto, Neurology, Toronto, Canada
cSorbonne University, Epidemiology, Paris, France
dHospices Civils de Lyon, Biostatistics and Bioinformatics, Lyon, France

Background
There has been a marked increase in the number of antibodies

associated with paraneoplastic neurologic disorders and autoim-
mune encephalitides over the last decade.

Methods
We present a national epidemiologic study conducted at the

French National Reference Center for Paraneoplastic Neurological
Disorders and Autoimmune Encephalitides. For the period covering
2015 to 2018, we describe the age and sex distribution of these
disorders by subgroups, their associated cancer. Regional and
national incidences by subgroups were also calculated for the French
territory.

Results
636 patients met inclusion criteria. The overall crude incidence

rate for France for the period studied was 3.18 per million person
year. The crude incidence rate for paraneoplastic neurological
disorders alone was 1.01 per million person year and 1.78 per
million person year for autoimmune encephalitides alone. The most
commonly diagnosed antibodies were NMDAr, LGI1, and Hu. The
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overall proportion of females was 56.6% but this varied by subgroup.
Paraneoplastic neurological disorders and autoimmune encephaliti-
des followed a bimodal age distribution, with the former contribut-
ing to most cases above 35 years old and the latter to most cases
below 35 years old. There was an increased incidence observed in
each subgroup of disorder for each year studied while maintaining a
constant rate of antibody detection (Figs. 1-3).

Conclusions
Paraneoplastic neurological disorders and autoimmune encepha-

litides subgroups follow different age and sex distributions. The
regional heterogeneity in incidence noted in this study and the
constant detection rate despite a sustained increase in samples
received may be explained by underdiagnosis of the condition.

doi:10.1016/j.jns.2019.10.223
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Cardiovascular complications and its relationship with functional
outcome in Guillain–Barre syndrome (GBS)

R. Vermaa, S. Guptab, R.K. Garga, H.S. Malhotraa, P. Sharmab
aDepartment of Neurology-King George’s Medical University, Neurology,
Lucknow, India
bDepartment of Neurology-King George’s Medical University, Neurology,
Lucknow, India

Background
Guillain–Barre syndrome (GBS) is a monophasic disease, charac-

terized by acute, polyradiculoneuropathy. The study was aimed to
asses cardiovascular complications in GBS and its relationship with
outcome.

Material and methods
101 patients were included in the study according to Brighton

case definition. All enrolled patients were evaluated as per pre-
determined algorithm, which included Nerve conduction studies,
Cerebrospinal fluid analysis, routine investigations, ECG, 2D Echo,
cardiac markers and autonomic function testing. The study protocol
was approved by institutional ethical committee.

Results
The 96 patients were enrolled in the study. Mean age of patients

was 35.75±17.66. 60.4% males and 39.6% were females. Cardiovas-
cular complications were present in 54.2% of patients. The electro-
cardiogram changes were present in 50%, hypertension in 28.12%,
tachycardia in 26.04%, bradycardia in 13.54% and 11.46% patients had
fluctuating heart rate. Raised Pro BNP(b-type natriuretic peptide)
and Troponin T were present in 26.04% and 3.12% patients
respectively. Acute coronary syndrome occurred in 2.08% and heart
failure in 2.08% patients. Echo abnormality was found in 8.33% of
patients. On univariate analysis, history of preceding infection,
Medical Research Counsel sum score, neck muscles weakness, facial
nerve involvement, bulbar involvement, respiratory failure, cardio-
vascular complications, autonomic dysfunction, Nerve Conduction
Study (Acute Motor Sensory Axonal Neuropathy), baseline Hughes
score, were significantly (Pb.005) associated with poor outcome.

However on multivariate analysis, none of the factors was indepen-
dently associated with poor outcome.

Conclusion
Fair number of patients of GBS developed cardiovascular

complications and these complications were associated with poor
clinical outcome.

doi:10.1016/j.jns.2019.10.224
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Clinical features of the seizures in the neuronal surface antibody-
associated autoimmune encephalitis - Report of 18 Cases

Y. Wang, Y. Wang, F. Song
The 1st Affiliated Hospital of DaLian Medical University, Neurology
Department, DaLian, China

Objective
To investigate clinical features of seizures in different types of

neuronal surface antibody-related autoimmune encephalitis (AE).

Methods
The clinical data of seizures in 18 cases of neuronal surface

antibody-related AEs diagnosed in our hospital were retrospectively
analyzed.

Results
Among 18 cases, 9 was LGI1 antibody-related encephalitis, 1 anti-

GABABR encephalitis, 6 anti-NMDAR encephalitis, and 2 AE with
undefinable antibodies. Epileptic seizures in 9 cases of LGI1
antibody-associated AE manifested in 3 forms: faciobranchial
dystonia seizure (FBDS) in 4, mesial temporal lobe epilepsy (MTLE)
in 6, and GTCS in 7 patients. The brain MRI of 4 patients showed high
T2 flair signal on one hippocampus, 2 showed high T1/T2 signal on
one side basal ganglia. For EEG, 6 revealed interictal epileptic
discharges; ictal EEG were recorded in 5 patients, 2 FBDS, 3 MTLE.
Epileptic seizures in patient with anti-GABABR encephalitis mani-
fested in 2 forms: GTCS and MTLE. Epileptic seizures in 6 cases of
anti-NMDAR encephalitis manifested in 2 forms: partial seizures in 3,
GTCS in 5 cases. For EEG, 2 cases showed interictal epileptic
discharges, 3 showed δ activity or rhythm in frontal area.

Conclusion
Most neuronal surface antibody-associated AE have seizures. LGI1

antibody-associated AE usually affected limbic system or basal
ganglia, seizure type accordingly were MTLE or FBDS. Anti-GABABR
encephalitis showed severe and refractory seizures, GTCS or MTLE,
which rapidly progress to status epilepticus and AEDs were
ineffective. Anti-NMDAR encephalitis showed more generalized than
partial seizures. The δ activity or rhythm in frontal area in EEG was
helpful for diagnosis.

doi:10.1016/j.jns.2019.10.225
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Neuromyelitis optica spectrum disorders in Arabian Gulf
(NMOAG); first clinical and radiological delineation cohort

E. Shoshaa, A. Al Asmib, E. Nasimc, J. Inshasid, M. Jumahe, F. Abdullaf,
Y. Al Malikg, A. Althobaitih, M. Alzawahmaa, H. Alnajashii, M. Falahj, A.
Al Harbik, I. Althubaitil, I. Alsharooqif, K. Hundallaha, A. Al Rasheeda,
R. AlRoughanim, S. Ahmedn
aPrince Sultan Military Medical City, Neurology, Riyadh, Saudi Arabia
bSultan Qaboos Univeristy Hospital, Neurology, Muscat, Oman
cKing Fahad Specialist Hospital, Neurology, Dammam, Saudi Arabia
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eKing Fahad Medical City, Neurology, Riyadh, Saudi Arabia
fSalmaniya Medical Complex, Neuroscinece, Manama, Bahrain
gKing Abdulaziz Medical City, Neurology, Riyadh, Saudi Arabia
hKing Saud Medical City, Neurology, Riyadh, Saudi Arabia
iKing Abdulaziz University, Neurology, Jeddah, Saudi Arabia
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lKing Fahad Military Medical Complex, Neurology, Dadhran, Saudi
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nIbn Sina Hospital, Neurology, Kuwait, Kuwait

Objective
To describe the clinical and radiological characteristics of

neuromyelitis optica spectrum disorders (NMOSD) in Arabian Gulf
region according to the patients’ AQP4-Ab serostatus

Metods
Retrospective multicentre study of hospital records of NMOSD

patients based on 2015 consensus criteria.

Results
One hundred forty four patients were identified, of whom ninety

four (64.3%) were tested positive for AQP4 antibodies. The mean age
at onset and mean disease duration were 31±12, and 7±6 years
respectively. Patients were found to be predominantly female with a
ratio of 4.7:1 (p = 0.001) in relapsing and monophasic courses.
Acute optic neuritis (ON) was the most frequent presentation among
seropositives and seronegatives. The proportion of patients (54.3%)
with visual acuity of ≤ 0.1 was higher in seropositive group
(p=0.018). Primary presenting symptoms of TM were observed in
42 (29%) patients, and was a major cause of hospitalization
(pb0.001). There was no significant difference according to the
sero-status in terms of age of onset, course, relapse rates, and
outcomes except for oligoclonal bands, which were more often
present in seronegative patients (p=0.054). Several disease modify-
ing therapies were instituted including steroids or immunosuppres-
sives; mostly, rituximab and azathioprine in the cohort.

Conclusion
This is the first descriptive NMOSD cohort in the Arabia Gulf

region. The Data showed seropositives were the highest percentage,
with female predominance. Relapsing course was more common
than monophasic. Rituximab and azathioprine were more efficient
among immunosuppressives irrespective of the serostatus.

doi:10.1016/j.jns.2019.10.226
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Anti gad autoimmunopathy: A syndrome or a spectrum? An
insight from the Omani cohort study
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A. Alobaidya, M. Alkindib, M. Alsulaimic, A. Alajmic, J. Alshekailib
aSultan Qaboos University Hospital, Department of Medicine- Neurology
Unit, Muscat, Oman
bSultanQaboosUniversityHospital, ImmunologyDepartment,Muscat,Oman
cSultan Qaboos University, College of Medicine and Health Sciences, Muscat,
Oman

Background
Anti-GAD antibodies are linked to endocrine and neurological

disorders that may arise as a result of autoimmunity against the
enzyme glutamic acid decarboxylase (GAD65). However, the scope
of morbidity, mortality and cancer association in Anti-GAD
autoimmunopathy is not yet identified in the Omani population.

Objectives
To investigate the neurological and non-neurological disorders

associated with positive anti-GAD autoantibodies and to identify
their impact on the morbidity and mortality outcomes among Omani
patients attending a tertiary referral center in Oman.

Methods
This is a retrospective cohort study. The data were collected from

the electronic records of patients tested for anti-GAD autoantibodies
during the period from January 2005 until the end of December
2017.

Results
A total of 1714 patients were included in this study. 444 (31%)

patients were found to have a positive anti-GAD autoantibodies. 400
(90.3%) of the patients with positive autoantibodies had diabetes
mellitus type-1 and 27 (6.1%) patients had neurological manifesta-
tions. Adult age group was significantly associated with more
neurological manifestations compared to pediatric and adolescents
age group (p = 0.045). There was no association between the level
of anti-GAD antibodies titer and the presence or absence of
neurological manifestations (p = 0.67). 10 (2.3%) patients expired
and 3 (0.7%) patients had cancer at the end of study period.

Conclusion
This study demonstrates the spectrum of diversity in clinical

manifestations and morbidity and mortality outcomes in Omani
patients with positive anti-GAD autoantibodies. The results of this
study serves as a platform for future studies in the field of diagnosis
and treatment of anti-GAD autoimmunopathy.

doi:10.1016/j.jns.2019.10.227
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Neurology, Guntur, India

Objectives
To report epidemiological characteristics, clinical presentations,

recurrence rate, treatment and response to therapy in 32 patients
with NMO spectrum disorder.

Methods
An observational, retrospective analysis of prospectively main-

tained data base of patients at Government General Hospital, Guntur,
Andhra Pradesh, India between September 2016 and September
2018 who satisfied IPND revised criteria of NMOSD.

Results
18 males and 14 females. Male to female ratio is 1.2:1. Mean age

is 38.31 years. 22 (68.75%) were positive for serum aquaporin4
antibodies. Clinical presentation included LETM and optic neuritis in
15(37.5%). Isolated LETM in 9 (28.2%%). Isolated optic neuritis in 4
(12.5%). Area postrema syndrome in 2(6.25%). 2 (6.25%) with
brainstem syndrome (male) and one with seizures(male). 7 had
associated diseases - 5 had associated infection (2 with HSV PCR
positivity, 2 with RVD, 1with CSF VDRL positivity). 2 had associated
vasculitis (ANA, anti dsDNA positive). 1 had CSF oligoclonal bands
positivity. 1 had open ring enhancement suggestive of tumefactive
demyelination. 29 were treated with Inj. Methyl Prednisolone. 4
patients needed IVIG in addition to IVMP. 18 patients were
considered as high risk to relapse and were started on Azathioprine
(14 patients) and Rituximab (4 patients). Only one who was put on
first line medications relapsed. 4 did not improve and had residual
impairment. Two patients expired.

Conclusion
Contrary to current literature an unusual male preponderance is

observed. Atypical lesions or course (Red flags) should suggest
additional work up for associated diseases. Aquaporin 4 antibody
positivity, severity at presentation, associated diseases, time to initial
treatment, relapse rate determine prognosis.

doi:10.1016/j.jns.2019.10.228
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Nasal administration of fasudil-modified mononuclear cells
showed multitarget therapeutic effect on experimental autoim-
mune encephalomyelitis
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Background
MS is a chronic inflammatory demyelinating disease, requiring

long-term treatment. Although Rho kinase inhibitor Fasudil has
therapeutic effect in EAE, some side effects restrict its clinical
application.

Objective
To observe the therapeutic effect of nasal administration of

Fasudil-modified mononuclear cells (MNCs) on EAE and explore
possible mechanisms of action.

Material and methods
Splenic encephalitogenic MNCs were obtained from mice immu-

nized with MOG35-55 on day 9 postimmunization (p.i) and treated
with Fasudil or PBS in vitro for 72 hours. Mice received 3×106 cells/
10μl/per nasal cavity on day 3 and 11 p.i respectively, which were
divided into Fasudil-MNCs group and PBS-MNCs group.

Results
Nasal administration of Fasudil-modifiedMNCs effectively reduced

clinical severityofEAEandCNS inflammatory infiltrationandimproved
demyelination. Fasudil-modified MNCs decreased CD4+IFN-γ+ and
CD4+IL-17+ T cells, increased CD4+IL-10+ T cells, restrained M1
markersCD16/32, CCR7, IL-12andCD8a, enhancedM2markersCD206,
CD200 and CD14 in spleen. Fasudil-modified MNCs induced the
expression of BDNF and NT-3, while inhibiting the activation of
inflammatory signaling p-NF-kB/P38, increasing the expression of
Arg-1 inspinalcord,aswellas thereductionof IL-17,TNF-α, IL-6andthe
elevation of IL-10 in cultured supernatant of splenocytes.

Conclusion
Nasal administration of Fasudil-modified MNCs has therapeutic

potential in EAE, which regulates immune responses, improves the
inflammatory microenvironment and induces neurotrophic factors
possibly through the re-balance of Th17 T cells and Th2 T cells, the
polarization of M1 to M2 phenotype, and the upregulation of BDNF/
NT-3. (NNSF of China 81501032. Ma and Xiao are corresponding
authors).

doi:10.1016/j.jns.2019.10.229
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Clinical analysis of 9 cases of leucine-rich glioma inactivated 1
protein associated encephalitis

Y. Wang, Y. Li, F. Song
The 1st Affiliated Hospital of DaLian Medical University, Neurology
Department, DaLian, China

Objective
To explore clinical features of leucine-rich glioma inactivated 1

protein (LGI1) antibody associated autoimmune encephalitis (AE).

Methods
The clinical data were retrospectively analyzed in 9 patients with

LGI1 antibody associated AE.
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Results
All 9 patients presented acute or subacute onset, had epileptic

seizures, mental and behavioral abnormalities and cognitive impair-
ment, 6 had sleep disturbances and 7 showed hyponatremia.
Epileptic seizures manifested in 3 forms: faciobranchial dystonia
seizure (FBDS) in 4 patients, mesial temporal lobe epilepsy (MTLE) in
6, and generalized tonic-clonic seizure (GTCS) in 7 patients. The
brain MRI of 4 patients showed high intensity signal in T2 flair
weighed images on one side of hippocampus, 2 showed high
intensity signal in T1/T2 on one side of basal ganglia. For EEG, 1
showed diffuse slow wave, 8 showed focal slow wave activities; 6
revealed interictal epileptic discharges; ictal EEG were recorded in 5
patients, 2 were FBDS, 3 were MTLE. LGI1 antibodies in serum and
cerebrospinal fluid were both positive. No signs of tumor were found
in all patients. 4 of the 9 patients were treated with hormone
combined IVIG, and 4 treated with hormone only. 8 patients
improved significantly after immunotherapy, only 1 still had FBDS
after treated with hormone, IVIG and antiepileptic drugs.

Conclusion
LGI1 antibody associated AE usually affected two locations in the

brain, one was limbic system, the seizure type was MTLE; the other
was basal ganglia, the seizure type was FBDS. The incidence of
tumors was low and the effect of immunotherapy was good.

doi:10.1016/j.jns.2019.10.230
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Efficacy of satralizumab in subgroups of patients in SAkuraSky: A
phase III double-blind, placebo-controlled, add-on study in
patients with neuromyelitis optica spectrum disorder (NMOSD)
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Background
Satralizumab, a humanized recycling monoclonal antibody that

binds to the interleukin-6 (IL-6) receptor, significantly reduced the
risk of protocol-defined relapse (PDR) in NMOSD patients by 62%
compared with placebo, in addition to baseline treatment in the
overall population of the SAkuraSky study. At baseline, 66.3% of
patients were aquaporin-4 autoantibody (AQP4-IgG) seropositive
and 33.7% were AQP4-IgG seronegative.

Objective
To evaluate the efficacy of satralizumab in subgroups of the

SAkuraSky study (NCT02028884).

Methods
SAkuraSky is a randomized, double-blind, Phase 3 study of

satralizumab compared to placebo as add-on to baseline treatment
(immunosuppressants and/or corticosteroids, both at a stable dose).
Patients were randomized 1:1 to satralizumab (120 mg s.c.) or
placebo administered at Weeks 0, 2, 4, and Q4W thereafter. The
primary endpoint was time to first PDR, adjudicated by a clinical
endpoint committee. Pre-specified subgroup analyses included
assessing the response to treatment by AQP4-IgG serostatus, baseline
treatment, and region. Between-group hazard ratios were based on
Cox proportional hazards models.

Results
Satralizumab reduced risk of PDR by 79% compared to placebo in

the NMO/NMOSD AQP4-IgG seropositive subgroup (HR 0.21; 95% CI
0.06–0.75). For the NMO/NMOSD AQP4-IgG seronegative subgroup,
satralizumab reduced risk of PDR by 34% compared to placebo (HR
0.66; 95% CI 0.20–2.23). The proportion of relapse-free patients at
Weeks 48 and 96 are shown in Table 1.

Conclusions
The subgroup data show that satralizumab is effective in reducing

PDR, especially in NMO/NMOSD AQP4-IgG seropositive patients.
Results and conclusions from additional subgroups will be presented
at the conference.

doi:10.1016/j.jns.2019.10.231
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Safety and efficacy of intrathecal interferon-α therapy in sub-
acute sclerosing panencephalitis - An interim analysis

H. Malhotra, N. Kumar, S. Pandey, A.K. Singh, R.K. Garg
King George's Medical University, Neurology, Lucknow, India

Background
Definitive therapy for subacute sclerosing panencephalitis (SSPE)

does not exist. In view of sparse availability of isoprinosine, and
issues related with intraventricular instillation of intraventricular
interferon-α2b (IFN), we planned to evaluate the safety and efficacy
of intrathecal IFN (IT-IFN) in patients with SSPE.

Methods
Patients diagnosed with SSPE, as per Dyken’s criteria, and enrolled

between September 2015 and February 2017 at King George’s Medical
University, Lucknow, India were analyzed. IT-IFN, 6 million units, was
given weekly for 6 weeks and then monthly for 6 months; those with
stage IV as per Jabbour’s classification were excluded. Clinical,
electroencephalography, cerebrospinal fluid and imaging parameters
were recorded at baseline and at the completion of study period (7½
months). Modified Ranking Scale (mRS), Barthel Index (BI) and Guy’s
Neurological Disability Scale (GNDS) were used to assess disability.
Thosewho refused IT-IFN, constituted the control group.

Results
Out of a total of 47 patients, 24 patients who received IT-IFN, 6

(25%) patients showed improvement in their Jabbour’s stage while
only 1 (4.3%) patient in the control group showed improvement.
Three (12.5%) patients in the IT-IFN group and 12 (52.2%) in the
control group progressed to next higher stage (p=0.007). A non-
significant improvement in mRS and a significant improvement in BI
and GNDS scores was observed in those receiving IT-IFN. Besides
transient flu-like symptoms no other adverse events were observed.

Conclusion
IT-IFN regime appears to be well-tolerated and effective in SSPE.

Further comparison with isoprinosine should be done to compare
their combined efficacy.

doi:10.1016/j.jns.2019.10.232
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Platelet dysfunction and coagulation assessment in patients of
tuberculous meningitis
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Introduction
Tuberculous meningitis is the most severe form of tuberculosis.

Stroke in patients of tuberculous meningitis occurred in around 17–
54% among various studies. The aim of our study was to assess

platelet dysfunction and coagulation abnormality in patients of
tuberculous meningitis.

Methods
This was a prospective study involving 123 consecutive patients

of TBM. The ethical approval was taken from institutional ethical
committee. In addition to clinical and radiological parameters,
complete platelet and coagulation function study was done. Patients
were followed up to a period of 6 months.

Results
This study found that significant correlation between platelet

abnormality and stroke in patients of tuberculous meningitis. On
univariate analysis, comparing haematological parameters, the
following parameters such as Mean Platelet Volume (p b 0.001),
Platelet Distribution Width (p b 0.001), Platelet-Larger Cell Ratio (p
b 0.001), Platelet Aggregometry (p b 0.001) has been significantly
associated with infarct. But other haematological parameters like
bleeding time (BT) (p = 0.712), clotting time (CT) (p = 0.362),
activated partial thromboplastin time (APTT) (p =0.094), Interna-
tional Normalized Ratio (p = 0.420), Protein C (p = 0.988), protein S
(p = 0.579), were found to be not significantly associated with
infarct. During follow up study at 3 and 6 month, the following
parameters such as Mean Platelet Volume (p b 0.001), Platelet
Distribution Width (p b 0.001), Platelet-Larger Cell Ratio (p b

0.001), has been significantly associated with infarct.

Conclusion
We conclude that statistically significant platelet abnormality

exists in patients of Tuberculous meningitis and they contribute to
infarct and poor clinical outcome. This study suggests the role of
antiplatelet agents for preventing stroke in patients with Tubercu-
lous meningitis.

doi:10.1016/j.jns.2019.10.233
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Detection of meningo-encephalitis trends using the syndrome
evaluation system - A Pan-India multiplex PCR study

S. Bhattacharjeea, R. B.Vb
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This is a retrospective study of 6091 CSF samples that was sent to
XCyton Diagnostics Pvt. Ltd., Bangalore, India, for testing on their
proprietary multiplex PCR platform called Syndrome Evaluation
System (SES). The study duration was between 2014 and 2018. All
samples were tested on four different SES panels: SES tests for 11
RNA viruses, 7 DNA viruses, 14 Bacteria, 1 parasite and 4 fungi in four
panels. All CSF samples were obtained from patients presenting with
acute or subacute onset of CNS infections. The clinical details, CSF
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study results and CT / MRI results mentioned in Test Requisition
Forms, were used to analyze the data. The follow up data on patients
was not considered in this study. All patients received anti-infectives
for over 3 days before CSF was drawn.

In cases where primary diagnosis was that of a CNS infection, a
negative SES panel would provide grounds for discontinuation of
anti-infectives.

Significant findings
• Where CNS infection was clinically suspected, Positive SES was
found in 38.93%. Where CNS Infection was to be ruled out,
Positive SES was found in 2.37%. Hence, SES showed very high
negative predictive value. Among cases of meningitis and
encephalitis, the detection rates were 51.59% and 23.78%
respectively.

• Surprisingly, Streptococcus pneumoniae and Mycobacterium
tuberculosis presented as ENCEPHALITIS in 35.06% and 26.64%
of cases

• SES detected 13.5% polymicrobes among positives. HIV, Trans-
plants, Sepsis cases on ventilators and head injury contributed to
68% of these cases.

• Power of multiplex detection in ruling out infections and
detection of polymicrobes were thus demonstrated.

doi:10.1016/j.jns.2019.10.234
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Clinical and radiological profile of tuberculous meningitis in a
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Introduction
Tuberculous meningitis is a major cause of disease burden in

developing countries. Delayed presentation, diagnostic and treat-
ment delays are common andmajor reason for high rates of death and
neurological disability. Despite treatment with first line ATT drugs,
there exists a high frequency of complications and variable response
to treatment .These issues along with emergence of HIV have made
the treatment even more difficult. Hence the present study aims to
probe into the clinical manifestations, radiological profile and
outcome of patients with TB meningitis.

Aims and objectives
To study the clinical and radiological profile of Tuberculous

meningitis and their implications on outcome.

Materials and methods
Data of patients admitted in Department of Neurology, Govern-

ment General Hospital, Guntur between 1/1/2018 and 31/1/2019 and
diagnosed with TB Meningitis was collected from case records
retrospectively and patients were followed upto 3 months of

discharge. Patients with pyogenic meningitis, viral meningoenceph-
alitis were excluded.

Results
A total of 44 cases were collected. Rural patients and male

patients presented in Stage 3 disease more often. Headache and
Fever are most common presenting symptoms. Multiple cranial
nerve involvement is more common than single cranial nerve
involvement which again is more common in females. Cranial nerve
deficits are predominantly seen in below 36 year age patients with
mean age lesser than TB Meningitis without any cranial nerve deficit.
Meningeal enhancement is the most widely seen radiological finding
closely followed by vasculitis, exudates and Hydrocephalus. Progno-
sis is usually good to fair in patients presenting early, with good GCS
and not accompanied by Retroviral disease.

doi:10.1016/j.jns.2019.10.235
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Clinical features, outcomes and prognostic factors of tuberculous
meningitis in adults worldwide: Systematic review and meta-
analysis
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Background
Tuberculous meningitis (TBM) is one of the most life-threatening

infectious diseases in adults, but there are few high-quality studies of
its clinical features, outcomes, and prognostic factors. We performed
a systematic review and meta-analysis of the clinical features, patient
outcomes, and prognostic factors for TBM in adults.

Methods
PubMed, EMBASE, Cochrane CENTRAL, and Web of Science were

searched for studies that reported the clinical outcomes and/or risk
factors for death in adults with TBM between January 1990 and July
2018. A random-effects meta-analysis model was used to pool data
on clinical features, outcomes, and risk factors for death.

Results
Thirty-two studies that examined 5023 adults who had TBM met

the inclusion criteria. Overall, the mortality was 22.8% (95%
confidence interval [CI] = 18.9–26.8) and the risk of neurological
sequelae was 28.7% (95% CI = 22.8–35.1). The major risk factors that
increased the odds ratio (OR) of death were advanced stage of
disease (OR = 6.06, 95% CI = 4.31–8.53), hydrocephalus (OR = 5.27,
95% CI = 2.25–12.37), altered consciousness (OR = 3.33, 95% CI =
1.51–7.36), altered sensorium (OR = 3.31, 95% CI = 2.20–4.98),
advanced age (N60 years; OR = 2.64, 95% CI = 1.27–5.51), and
cerebral infarction (OR = 2.35, 95% CI = 1.63–3.38).
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Conclusion
Adults with TBM have high rates of mortality and disability.

Clinicians should maintain a high clinical suspicion for patients who
present with certain clinical features, and should pay more attention
to prognostic factors.

doi:10.1016/j.jns.2019.10.236
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Electron microscopy and differential gene expression of various
neurotransmitters and cytoskeleton related proteins under rabies
virus infection
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Rabies virus (RABV) mainly causes neurological dysfunction in
central nervous system of animals and humans. It produces specific
intracytoplasmic inclusion bodies (Negri bodies) in RABV infected

animals and humans which are pathognomonic lesions of RABV.
Regarding molecular mechanism of RABV infection, differential gene
expression is particularly important to rationalise the relationship of
RABV with the interactive proteins and molecular cues of neuro-
transmitters, cell cytoskeleton and other motor proteins. Since
cytoskeleton plays an important role in the maintenance of cell
shape, cell function and architecture, and neuronal cell cytoskeleton
may work in synergistic with neurotransmitters in regulating cellular
kinetics and body functions. The objective of the present study was
to highlight the changes in different cytoskeleton and neurotrans-
mitter related genes under intracereberal inoculation of laboratory
fixed RABV strain (PB3).

In vitro mice model was used to culture cells of cerebral cortex
under PB3 infection of rabies virus. Real Time-PCR, electron
microscopy and immunoflourescence were employed to characterise
different functional genes of cytoskeleton and their relationship with
the biology of RABV.

Characteristic variable gene expressions were observed with
respect to different regions of brain tissue, and proteins (Gelsolin,
APC, Katnal, Mylk and Gsk3β) responsible for microtubule stability
were up-regulated, while Stmn, Kif5b and Klc1 (responsible for
neurotrophic factors & vesicle transport) were down-regulated.
Myosin Light Chain Kinase (MLCK) gene rate increased dramatically,
which could be responsible for abnormalities in the release of
neurotransmitters. Electron microscopy showed cristae disappear-
ance of golgi complex and mitochondrial swelling.

doi:10.1016/j.jns.2019.10.237
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An observational study to establish the acceptance rates of
lumbar puncture among patients with non-stroke neurological
diseases at University Teaching Hospitals-Adult Hospital in
Lusaka, Zambia
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Introduction
Lumbar puncture (LP) is a medical procedure performed to access

cerebrospinal fluid (CSF) in order to make diagnoses of neurological
diseases. However, in Zambia a myth exists that LP is lethal and
consent for LP must be withheld. The impact of this myth on patient
well-being has been poorly studied in a hospital setting in Zambia.

Methods
From October 2018 to April 2019, a clinical registry was created

to capture clinical, demographic and outcome data for patients
admitted to the neurology inpatient service at University Teaching
Hospitals-Adult Hospital (UTH-AH) in Lusaka, Zambia. For this study,
all patients with non-stroke diagnoses were stratified by diagnostic
category into those with strong indications for LP and those with less
strong/no indication for LP. Rates for lumbar puncture acceptance
(LPA) were calculated for each category.

Results
A total of 276 patients with non-stroke diagnoses were captured

from the clinical registry. Of these, 203 had strong indications for LP
and 73 had less strong/no indications for LP with LPA rates of 24%
and 16% respectively. There was no significant difference in LPA rates
between these two groups (P value = 0.30).

Conclusion
Rates of LPA among patients presenting with strong indications

for the procedure at UTH-AH are low and are not significantly
different from rates for conditions with less strong/no indications.
Declining an LP when one is strongly indicated likely places patients
at high risk of poor outcomes as these life-threatening conditions are
better managed when etiology is established through CSF studies.

doi:10.1016/j.jns.2019.10.238
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Cryptococcal meningitis in HIV and non-HIV patients - A
comparative study of clinical and CSF parameters
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Objective
The objective of this study was to evaluate and compare the

clinical features, CD4 count and CSF picture in HIV and non-HIV
population with cryptococcal meningitis (CM).

Method
This was a case-control study done by retrospective analysis of

the hospital records of cryptococcal meningitis (CM) patients
admitted in a referral hospital in India from 2012 to 2017.

Results
Fifteen HIV (mean age 38.07 ± 7.72 years) and Twelve non-HIV

(mean age 38.17 ± 11.88 years) patients with CM were included.
Four HIV patients had a history of CM treatment, and none of the
non-HIV cases (two diabetics, one thymectomized)had a history of
CM in the past. Mean CD4 count in non-HIV was higher (363 cells/
μL) as compared HIV group (69 cells/ μL). Headache (HIV-80%, non-
HIV-100%) and fever (HIV-80%, non-HIV-66.67%) were the most
common manifestations for both groups. Non-HIV CM had signifi-
cantly more involvement of single or multiple cranial nerves (p =
0.004). The yield of CSF India ink was higher in the HIV group
(p=0.004). Mean CSF sugar and protein was 44.7 mg% and 79.1 mg%
compared to 39.4 mg% and 262.4 mg% in non-HIV and HIV
population respectively.On 14th day of amphotericinB and flucona-
zole therapy, 9(75%) non-HIV and 13(86.6%) HIV patients improved
clinically.

Conclusion
CD4 count was higher in non-HIV patients compared to HIV

group. Cranial nerves were significantly more involved in non-HIV
CM whereas rate of CSF India Ink positivity was less in the non-HIV
group. Non-HIV cm had lower sugar and higher protein in CSF
compared to HIV CM patients.

doi:10.1016/j.jns.2019.10.239
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Etiology and short term outcome of acute febrile encephalopathy
among children in a tertiary care centre in South India
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Objective
To know the outcome of Acute Febrile Encephalopathy (AFE) in

terms of mortality, morbidity, and recovery among children aged
1 month–12 years in relation to etiology and other prognostic
factors

Background
• AFE is defined as altered mental status either accompanies or

follows febrile illness.

Method
Prospective cohort study -May 2018–October 2018.

Inclusion criteria
• Children between 1 month & 12 years admitted in PICU
• Fever ≤ 2weeks
• GCS ≤ 12 at time of admission
• Exclusion -Patients with trauma
The major outcome variables were etiology, modified Rankin

Scale (mRS), and Glasgow coma score (GCS).

Results
Among 50 children - 27 boys & 23 girls.
Age wise incidence – infants 9(18%), Preschool-20(40%), above 6

yrs-16(32%)

Etiological categories
Presumed viral encephalitis-8(16%) ,viral meningoencephalitis

–4(8%) , febrile status-epilepticus-8(16%), Sepsis associated en-
cephalopathy-5(10%), acute meningitis–9(18%) (pneumococcal-2),
drug induced-1(2%) ,ADEM-3(6%), shigella encephalopathy-2(4%),
febrile delirium-3(6%), hypoglycemia-1(2%) NMDA encephalopa-
thy –2 (4%)

• 30(60%) had seizure at presentation; 9 had refractory seizure.
• 8 were ventilated, of which 4 (8%) died.
• Mean ICU stay was 6 days. Longest 3 months for NMDE. Four

with GCS b8 expired. Rest recovered with a mean mRS score of
1.66 ± 1.02.

Low GCS was correlated with mortality, (r- 4.1 , p value- 0.0426).
Out of 10 with b8GCS 4 died and 6 survived. 41 had mRS score of b1;
5 with mRS between 2-4had refractory status as a common
association.

Conclusion
• Etiology of AFE infectious to non infectious metabolic disorders
Low GCS at admission was statistically correlated with higher

mortality and refractory status with high morbidity.

doi:10.1016/j.jns.2019.10.240
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Lew body dementia and posterior cortical variant Alzheimer’s
disease: Similarities and differences on FDG pet and TRODAT scan

R. Vermaa, R. Ranjanb

aSir Ganga Ram Hospital, Nuclear Medicine, New Delhi, India
bSir Ganga Ram Hospital, Neurology, New Delhi, India

Objectives
To illustrate the similarities and differences in the imaging

patterns of Posterior cortical atrophy (PCA), and Dementia with
Lewy bodies (DLB) on FDG PET and correlation with TRODAT scan.

Material and methods
A retrospective analysis of 30 patients of clinically suspected

posterior dementia was done. All the subjects underwent F-18 FDG
PET CT scan of the brain and the studies were analyzed both
qualitatively (visually) and semi quantitatively. The subjects had
undergone dopamine transporter imaging with Tc 99 m TRODAT 1
on a prior date. The subjects were divided into possible PCA with
TRODAT scan normal (n = 10) and possible DLB with TRODAT scan
abnormal (n = 20). The FDG uptake patterns were recorded and
areas of cortical hypometabolism in the cerebral cortex that were
two standard deviations from the mean were considered as
abnormal.

Results
All the subjects had an abnormal pattern of F-18 FDG uptake on

PET scan, both on visual inspection and semiquantitative analysis.
Bilateral parieto-occipital hypometabolism was consistently found in
all the subjects. Hypometabolism in precuneus, posterior cingulate
and the cortex around the angular gyrus was present in all the
subjects of PCA with relative sparing of the medial occipital cortices.
DLB subjects showed variable degrees of involvement of the medial
occipital cortices with relative sparing of posterior cingulate and
precuneus regions.

Conclusion
FDG PET scan may act as a non invasive diagnostic modality in

differentiating the two posterior cortical dementias despite signifi-
cant clinical and imaging overlap with or without additional TRODAT
scan.

doi:10.1016/j.jns.2019.10.241
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Xingnaojing injection improves Aβ1-42-induced memory deficit
in mice by altering of excitatory amino acid toxicity and synaptic
plasticity

Y. Liu, X. Cao, Y. Xu
Drum Tower Hospital, Neurology, Nanjing, China
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Alzheimer’s disease (AD), the widespread type of dementia, is
characterized by depositions of senile plaques composed of insoluble
amyloid β (Aβ) peptides, and neurofibrillary tangles. It causes
progressive degeneration of synaptic plasticity and leads to memory
loss and cognition impairment. Abnormal changes in synaptic
structure and excitatory amino acid toxicity occurred in early stage
in AD and are associated with decreased cognitive function.
Xingnaojing (XNJ), a well-known prescription in traditional Chinese
medicine, has been used for treatment of stroke in China. In this
research, mice were randomly divided into 4 groups: control, Aβ1-42

injected (Aβ) and Aβ1-42 injected with two doses of XNJ (low-dose,
high-dose) administration groups. We performed bilateral intra-CA1
injection of Aβ1-42 except control group. Behavioral results showed
that the mice treatment with high-dose of XNJ group has a longer
exploration time for New object recognition (NOR) andmore crossing
platform times for Morris water maze (MWM) compared with Aβ
group. The expression of MAP-2 was increased by administration of
XNJ in immunofluorescence results. Golgi staining showed that XNJ
can improve dendritic spine density of damaged neurons. It also
increased the protein levels of GAP-43, PSD-95, NR2b, p-AKT/AKT and
p-mTOR/mTOR in the brain tissues compared with Aβ group in the
Western blot (WB). Our results indicated that XNJ exhibited a
protective effect against excitatory amino acid toxicity and synaptic
plasticity via AKT/mTOR signal pathway inmice with Aβ1-42-induced
memory deficit. These results provided evidences for the novel and
potential application of XNJ for the treatment of AD.

doi:10.1016/j.jns.2019.10.242
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Anti-cyclic citrullinated peptide antibody in accompany with
vascular cell adhesion molecule 1(vcam-1): From preclinical to
clinical approach to Parkinson's disease with dementia

H. Ebrahimia, A.D. Korczynb

aComtecmed GroupControversies in neurology, Dementia section,
Telaviv, Israel
bTel Aviv University, Neurology department, Tel Aviv, Israel

There have been some successes in qualifying biomarkers and
applying them to drug development and clinical treatment of various
types of dementias. Citrullinationplays a role in the generationof auto-
antibodies during the pathogenesis of Parkinson's disease(PD). Cit-
rullinationmaybe predictive of dementia however itmaybe needed to
vasculardysfunctioninbackground.Weexploredthefunctionalrolesof
these proteins by means of detection of serum anti-cyclic citrullinated
peptide antibody (anti-CCP antibody) and vascular cell adhesion
molecule 1(VCAM-1) in Parkinson patient with dementia (PDD).

Methods
75 consecutive definite diagnosed PD patients included which

divided into idiopathic PD (n = 55) and PDD(n = 20) based on
DSM–IV criteria for diagnosis of dementia.Serum levels of anti-CCP
antibody and vascular cell adhesion molecule 1(VCAM-1) investi-
gated by ELISA assay and compared between PD and PDD.

Findings
The significant enhancement of the VCAM-1 found in the serum

of PDD compared to PD(56/06 ± 58/16 ng/ml vs 30/43 ± 38/30,

P = 0/03).The cut-off point of VCAM-1 levels were equal to or
greater than as 40/14 ng/ml for differentiating dementia in PD from
PD without dementia the sensitivity and specificity were 73%, 64%.
after that, Anti-CCP was positive in all patients and was clearly
significant between two groups based on VCAM-1 Cut off (67/94 ±
50/06 U/ml vs 19/70 ± 24/19, P = 0/0001).

Conclusion
Anti-CCP antibody based on cut off VCAM-1 appears to be a simple

biomarker forconfirmeddiagnosisofdementia inPD.Effortsareneeded
to establish the temporal relationship between changes in inflamma-
tory or vascular biomarkers with the progression of the dementia.

doi:10.1016/j.jns.2019.10.243
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Urbanization levels and the prevalence of dementia in Taiwan – A
door-to-door nationwide population-based study

Y. Suna, C.C. Liub, C.J. Lua
aEn Chu Kong Hospital, Neurology, New Taipei City, Taiwan, ROC
bNational Cheng Kung University, Public Health- College of Medicine,
Tainan City, Taiwan, ROC

Backgrounds
The impactofurbanizationontheriskofdementia is stillnotknown.

Studiescomparingtheprevalenceofdementiabetweenurbanandrural
areas showed inconsistent findings. Less accessibility of medical
services in rural areas may lead to the dementia underestimated. A
survey on a nationally-representative population is needed.

Methods
In this nationwide cross-sectional survey, participants were

selected by computerized random sampling from all administrative
districts in Taiwan. A total of 10432 residents aged 65 years and
more were assessed by a door-to-door in-person interview. Urban,
suburban and rural areas were defined based on residents’ number,
population densities and industry working within area. Lifestyle
habits and demographic data were compared between normal
subjects and participants with dementia.

Results
The age- and sex-adjusted prevalence of dementia in rural,

suburban and urban areas among elderly were 8.69% (95%CI, 8.68–
8.69), 6.63% (95%CI, 6.62–6.63), and 4.46% (95%CI, 4.46–4.47),
respectively, with rural/urban ratio 1.95 (95%CI, 1.78–2.13). Com-
pared to urban area, the odds ratio of dementia in rural area was 1.73
(95%CI, 1.37–2.19) adjusted for age, sex, education year, comorbid-
ities and lifestyle factors including drinking, smoking, exercise and
social activity.

Conclusion
A higher prevalence of dementia was found in rural areas than in

urban ones. Although age, sex, education year, exercise and social
activity have different impacts between rural and urban residents,
urbanization level still has independent effects on dementia.

doi:10.1016/j.jns.2019.10.244
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Neuroprotective potential of Solanesol and Epigallocatechin
gallate on ICV-STZ induced cognitive dysfunction in rats

P. Jaswalab, R. Riyacd, G. Singhab

aRayat Bahra University, Sahauran, 140104 SAS Nagar, Punjab, India
bUniversity School of Pharmaceutical Sciences, SAS Nagar, India
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dPharmacy, SAS Nagar, India

Alzheimer disease (AD) is neuronal death characterized memory
impairment, loss cognitive function and change in behavior. It is
observed activation of microglia, chronic inflammation, mitochon-
drial dysfunction, generation of reactive oxygen species (ROS)
resulting opening of mitochondrial permeability transition pore
(MPTP) plays key role in neuronal death & neuro-inflammation in
AD. The present study has been designed to investigate the
neuroprotective potential of Solanesol & Epigallocatechin gallate
(EGCG) on intracerebroventricular-streptozocin (ICV-STZ) induced
cognitive dysfunction in rats. Single bilateral ICV-STZ (3 mg/kg) was
used to induce AD in rats. Solanesol (5/10/20 mg/kg), EGCG (10/20
mg/kg) treatment for 21 days led to significantly improvement in
ICV-STZ induced memory and learning impairment dose depen-
dently which were measured by Morris Water Maze, Elevated Plus
Maze and spontaneous locomotor activities. It was noted that
Solanesol and EGCG significantly restored the oxidative activities
which was assessed by lipid peroxidation, SOD and reduction in
glutathione level. Moreover the neuronal damage was assessed by
histopathological examinations. However, it was studied that
Solanesol (10 mg/kg) and high dose of EGCG shown the significant
better neuro-protection by improving the neurodegenerative dis-
ease by decreasing oxidative stress followed by closing of MPTP in
STZ induced AD. In conclusion the neuropotential effects of
Solanesol & ECGC shown neuroprotection may be due to reduction
of Ca2++ overload, cytochrome C, ROS production via closing of
MPTP in the present study. The combination of Solanesol & ECGC
shown additive effect which may be good potentiate for pre-
clinically as well as clinically upcoming research specially targeting
on MPTP.

doi:10.1016/j.jns.2019.10.245
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Can behavioral symptoms differentiate cortical from subcortical
dementia - A comparative study of behavioral profile of
Parkinson’s disease dementia and behavioral variant of
frontotemporal dementia

A. Biswas, D. Saini, A. Roy, A. Mukherjee, G. Gangopadhyay
Institute of Post Graduate Medical Education & Research and Bangur
Institute of Neuroscience, Neurology, Kolkata, India

Background
Patients of behavioural variant of frontotemporal dementia

(bvFTD) exhibit prominent behavioural abnormalities along with

executive dysfunction. Whereas executive dysfunction is also
common in subcortical dementias because of disturbance in fronto-
subcortical connection, behavioural symptoms are less frequent.

Objectives
To determine the frequencies of behavioural symptomatology of

patients with subcortical (Parkinson's disease with dementia or PDD)
and frontal cortical dementia (behavioural variant of Frontotemporal
dementia or bvFTD) and to find out the discriminating value of
behavioural characteristics in differentiating these two group of
patients.

Methods
Patients were consecutively recruited from Cognitive and Move-

ment Disorder Clinics following standard diagnostic criteria. A total
20 bvFTD and 20 PDD patients were recruited. Behavioural
symptoms were noted from reliable caregiver following the ques-
tionnaire prepared by Bathgate et al. (2000).

Results
Whereas eating and vegetative behaviour were more frequent in

bvFTD (85% vs 45%, p= 0.018), the neuropsychiatric behaviours
were more common in PDD group 80.0% vs 50.0%, p = 0.095).
Although didn’t achieve statistical significance, other symptoms
found to be discriminating in two condition were (i) sensory
behaviour (p= 0.056), (ii) cognitive mediated behaviour (p =
0.794), (iii) affect-social behaviour (p= 0.162), and (iv) compul-
sion-ritual behaviour (p= 0.33). The behaviour related to environ-
mental dependency were not found prominent in either groups (p
= 0.155), although utilization behavior and echopraxia were more
common in bvFTD.

Conclusions
Behavioural abnormalities were more common in bvFTD group

with prominent abnormality in eating & vegetative behaviour,
sensory behaviour, cognitive mediated behaviour, affect-social
behaviour, compulsion-ritual behaviour and the PDD group showed
marked neuropsychiatry behavioural abnormalities.

doi:10.1016/j.jns.2019.10.246
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Impact of genetic variant of ApoEE4 and BDNF met on BDNF
levels, cognition and brain morphometry in mild cognitive
impairment
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Background
Apolipoprotein (APOE) ϵ4 and Brain-derived neurotrophic factor

(BDNF) Val66Met polymorphisms are considered genetic risk factors
for Alzheimer’s disease (AD).Recently, it has been shown that
different ApoE isoforms regulate the secretion of BDNF protein and
that BDNF Val66Met polymorphism reduces the activity-dependent
secretion of BDNF protein. Possible explanation of the detrimental
effects seen in APOEϵ4/BDNF Val66Met carriers is that ApoE4 further
reduces BDNF secretion in Met carriers. To investigate this hypoth-
esis, we compared cognition, brain morphometry, and BDNF serum
levels among APOEϵ4 and/or BDNF Val66Met carriers and non-
carriers with amnestic mild cognitive impairment (aMCI).

Methods
130 aMCI patients were recruited from the Czech Brain Aging

Study and stratified into 4 groups: APOEϵ3/3 BDNFVal/Met, APOEϵ3/4
BDNFVal/Met, APOEϵ3/3 BDNFVal/Val, APOEϵ3/4 BDNFVal/Val. They underwent
clinical examination, genotyping, magnetic resonance imaging, compre-
hensive neuropsychological testing and BDNF serum measurement.

Results
Among BDNFVal/Met carriers, we observed that APOEϵ4+carriers had

significantly lowerBDNF levels thanAPOE ϵ3homozygotes(p ˂ .01),but
wedidnot seeanydifferenceamongBDNFVal/Val. ConsistentlyAPOEϵ3/4
BDNFVal/Met carriers performed significantly worse than APOEϵ3/3
BDNFVal/Met in both immediate and delayed memory scores (ps b
0.01). However,we did not observemore pronounced atrophy in areas
related tomemory function in the APOEϵ3/4 BDNFVal/Met group.

Conclusions
Our findings suggest that carriage of APOEϵ3/4 BDNFVal/Met is

associated with reduced BNDF serum levels, more pronounced
memory dysfunction, but not with structural brain changes in aMCI
patients. It is likely that synergistic effect of these two polymor-
phisms further potentiate the deleterious effect of APOEϵ4 on brain
function by reducing BDNF secretion in the brain.

doi:10.1016/j.jns.2019.10.247
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Mild cognitive impairment associated with eventual Lewy body
disease pathology: Clinical characterization of 75 patients
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J. Parisig, D. Dicksonf, R. Petersena

aMayo Clinic, Neurology, Rochester, USA;
bMayo Clinic, Psychiatry and Psychology, Jacksonville, USA;
cMayo Clinic, Neurology, Jacksonville, USA;
dMayo Clinic, Psychiatry and Psychology, Rochester, USA;
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Background
The clinical characteristics of mild cognitive impairment (MCI)

associated with underlying Lewy body disease (LBD) pathology are
still being defined.

Methods
The Mayo Alzheimer’s Disease Research Center database was

queried to identify all patients who were diagnosed with MCI from
1996 to 2018, followed prospectively, underwent autopsy, and
limbic- or neocortical-predominant LBD was present. The key
demographic and clinical features were characterized.

Results
Seventy-five patients were identified, of whom 55 (73%) were

male, mean education was 15 ± 3 years, baseline MMSE score was 26
± 2, and all had a CDR score of 0.5. The pathologic findings were
neocortical-predominant LBD in 40 and limbic-predominant LBD in 35,
with 32 (43%) having coexisting Alzheimer’s disease pathology. The
mean age or duration ± SD in years for key features were as follows:
onset of cognitive decline 71 ± 9, onset of REM sleep behavior
disorder (RBD, n = 45) 63± 14, age of MCI diagnosis 73± 8, age of
dementia diagnosis 75 ± 8, duration from MCI to dementia diagnosis
2 ± 1, age at death 81± 8, and duration from dementia diagnosis to
death 6 ± 4. At MCI diagnosis, the coexisting features were: RBD 53%,
mild parkinsonism 31%, cognitive fluctuations 23%, and visual
hallucinations 20%; 19% had none of these present. Of the 70 who
developed dementia, 80% met criteria for clinically probable DLB.

Conclusions
The absence of many core features in the MCI phase and variable

development of these features in the dementia-predominant pheno-
type of LBD underscores the need for biomarkers which are sensitive
and specific to LBD pathology, particularly in the MCI phase.

doi:10.1016/j.jns.2019.10.248
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Clinical and neuroimaging heterogeneity of dementia with lewy
bodies

A. Chimagomedova, O. Levin, E. Vasenina
Russian Medical Academy of Continuous Professional Education,
Neurology, Moscow, Russia

Appropriate clinical diagnosis of DLB is often a challenge. The
clinical picture of DLB consists of combination of various syndromes.
Cerebrovascular lesions are often found on MRI and autopsy in DLB
and less is known about their significance and contribution to clinical
phenotype of the disease.

We aimed to study clinical and neuroimaging features of DLB for
optimal management and prognosis of the disease.

We examined 70 patients that fulfilled clinical criteria of DLB. The
clinical assessment included neuropsychological and neuropsychiat-
ric examination (MoCA, MMSE, ACE-R, IQCODE, NPI-4, UM-PDHQ),
neurological examination (UPDRS-III, orthostatic hypotension test,
RBD1Q, ESS). All patients were performed 1,5T brain MRI. MRI
revealed with moderate to severe white matter hyperintensities
(WMH) in 43 participants. Patients were performed ultrasound
assessment of flow-mediated vasodilation. Willebrand factor and
lipid profile were also evaluated.

According to cluster analysis based on clinical manifestations,
onset of the disease, imaging features we divided all patients on 3
subtypes: 1) classical, 2) form with early psychotic manifestation,
3) atypical (DLB + AD). Patients with classical subtype had more
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core clinical features. The second subtype was characterized by early
psychotic manifestation in patients with relatively preserved cogni-
tive functions. Patients with third subtype had more severe cognitive
dysfunction in relation to other clinical syndromes, and mixed
concomitant alzheimer-related clinical and neuroimaging features.

WMH on MRI in patients with DLB were associated more likely
with hyppocampal atrophy than vascular risk factors and vessel
reactivity.

The differential approach to patients with DLB may improve early
diagnosis of DLB, prognosis of the disease course and treatment
effectiveness.

doi:10.1016/j.jns.2019.10.249
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Clinical profile of electrographically confirmed non-convulsive
status epilepticus in a tertiary hospital in the Philippines

V.M. Andal, M.A. Geronimo, A. Espiritu, M.L. Fernandez
Section of Adult Neurology, Neurosciences, Manila, Philippines

Background
Non-convulsive status epilepticus (NCSE) is a rare condition

clinically characterized by an abnormally prolonged seizure with lack
of prominent motor symptoms. At present, there is absence of local
data on the profile of patients diagnosed with NCSE.

Objectives
This study aimed to determine the clinical profile, demographics,

management strategies, and prognosis of patients diagnosed with
NCSE in a tertiary hospital in the Philippines.

Methods
Census reports of patients diagnosed with NCSE and all the

electroencephalography (EEG) request forms from 2014 to 2019 with
a clinical suspicion of NCSE in the Philippine General Hospital were
reviewed and screened for inclusion in this study. Medical records of
patients whose EEG tracings conforms with the Salzburg Criteria were
reviewed. Data were analyzed using descriptive statistics.

Results
From a total of 93 screened reports, 24 patients satisfied the

Salzburg Criteria and were included. Age at diagnosis ranges from 33
to 77 and female-to-male ratio was 1.2:1. Most common associated
etiologies were infection (31.0%), toxic/metabolic (23.1%) and
hypoxia (15.4%). All patients presented with depressed sensorium
and few patients rhythmic twitching eyelids (15%) and tonic eye
deviation (12.0%). The antiepileptic drug most commonly adminis-
tered were valproic acid (38.4%), levetiracetam (31.0%), midazolam
(23.1%). Upon discharge, proportion of patients had a modified
Rankin score of 0–1 (15.4%), 2–3 (23.1%), 4–5 (38.5%), and 6 (23.1%).

Conclusion
The occurrence of NCSE was relatively rare in our institution. This

is the first study describing the clinical characteristics of patients
with NCSE locally. Large scale prospective studies are still needed to
further describe this condition.

doi:10.1016/j.jns.2019.10.250
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A population based study of epilepsy-associated comorbidities in
people with epilepsy in Moscow
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A. Guekhtad
aMoscow Research and Clinical Center for Neuropsychiatry of the
Healthcare Department of Moscow, Healthcare Department of Moscow,
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system, Moscow, Russia;
dPirogov Russian National Research Medical University, Russian Feder-
ation, Department of Neurology, Neurosurgery and Medical Genetics,
Moscow, Russia

Background
Epilepsy is associated with high number of somatic and

psychiatric comorbidities. There are no published data about
association of epilepsy and comorbid conditions in an adult Russian
population.

Methods
We identified co-morbid conditions among the people with

active epilepsy (PWE) aged 18 and older who were residents of
two districts of Moscow (427 000 inhabitants). Data was collected
from the Moscow “Unified medical information and analytical
system data” and by telephone survey. Chi-square and Mann-
Whitney tests and one-way ANOVA were used for group
comparisons.

Results
1317 (646 males) PWE with average age 48.1±18.3 years were

identified. The mean number of comorbidities for the entire group
was 2.65±2.25 and increased from 1.34 ± 0.17 (18-25 age group)
to 4.52 ± 0.25 (80 and older). No association between the number
of comorbidities and gender or of duration of epilepsy was found.
Women with epilepsy more often suffered from obesity
(p=0.0280) and thyroid conditions (p=0.0000) than men with
epilepsy. Focal epilepsies were more frequently associated with
psychiatric comorbidities (p=0.0001), arterial hypertension
(p=0.0000), heart disease (p=0.0000), stroke and transient
ischemic attacks (p=0.0119). A high seizure frequency was
associated with psychiatric comorbidity and insomnia
(p=0.0000). Psychiatric comorbidities (p=0.0000), insomnia
(p=0.0029) and cancer (p=0.0326) were significantly less preva-
lent in PWE in remission.

Conclusions
This population-based study reviewed the association of epilepsy

with psychiatric and the number of somatic comorbidities in adult
Russian population. Number of comorbidities was higher in elderly
PWE and patients with focal epilepsy. PWE in remission had
significantly fewer of comorbidities.

doi:10.1016/j.jns.2019.10.251
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The impact of consanguinity on patients with mesial temporal
lobe epilepsy due to hippocampal sclerosis: Case-control study in
a Saudi population

K. Al Qadi, F. Babtain, S. Rammal, M. Alem, A. Al Shahrani, H. Kayyali,
S. Baesa, Y. Al Said
King Faisal Specialist Hospital and Reseach Centre, Neurology, Jeddah,
Saudi Arabia

Objectives
Parental consanguinity (PC) was associated with increased risk of

congenital and hematological diseases, yet its influence on epilepsy,
particularly mesial temporal lobe epilepsy (TLE) due to hippocampal
sclerosis (HS) is unknown, for which this study aimed to assess this
association.

Methods
A retrospective unmatched case-control study at a ratio of 1:4

was conducted in King Faisal Specialist Hospital and Research Center,
Jeddah, Saudi Arabia, between January 2004 and December 2015.
Patients with pathologically proven HS were studied and compared
to a control group of patients with diagnoses other than epilepsy.

Results
A total of 406 patients were studies, 80 of them had TLE with HS.

Table 1 shows patients’ demographics and the crude odds rations.
Multivariate regression analysis suggested that patients with TLE and
HS were 1.7 times more likely to have first degree PC compared to
none epileptic patients (95% CI; 1.0– 3.0, p = 0.06). Similarly, the
presence of FHE was significantly associated with TLE and HS (OR =
1.9, 95% CI; 1.1–3.0, p = 0.03). Finally, the presence of PC of either
degrees, and second degree PC in particular, were not associated
with TLE with HS (OR = 1.0 and 0.6 respectively, p = 0.8 and 0.1
respectively).

Conclusions
Family history of epilepsy and the first degree PC were associated

with pathology proven HS and TLE. This observation may suggest an
influence of social habits, and indirectly inheritance, on TLE
secondary to HS, but studies at larger scales are required to support
such an observation.

doi:10.1016/j.jns.2019.10.252
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Epilepsy surgery at or near eloquent cortex: Challenges, ap-
proaches and outcomes
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Objectives
To describe the tribulations associated with epilepsy surgery at

eloquent cortex

Methods
Consecutive patients with medically refractory epilepsy who

presented to the Tertiary care Epilepsy Monitoring units at Apollo
hospitals, Bangalore, Gleneagles Global Hospitals, Chennai, and Star
Hospitals, Hyderabad, over the last 5 years, were included, if the
epileptogenic zone was at or near eloquent cortex.

Results
30 patients were included. 9 had temporal / temporo insular

lesions, while the rest were extra temporal. 13 patients (43%)
underwent awake craniotomy with functional mapping using
language protocols (auditory/ visual naming) or motor mapping to
identify eloquent cortex. 2 patients underwent subdural grid
placement, while 6 underwent stereotactic EEG implantation. The
remaining underwent intraoperative motor mapping. 3 patients
underwent posterior quadrantotomy, one anterior quadrant discon-
nection, 6 motor/ sensory sparing hemispherotomies, 2 patients,
anterior temporal lobectomy with hippocampoamygdalectomy, one
patient, extended temporal lobectomy, and the remaining
lesionectomies. Post-operative deficits were seen in 11 patients
(30.7%), of which all except 3, recovered in a week. 1 patient with
aphasia and right hemiplegia, recovered in a month. One patient who
underwent posterior quadrantotomy, had decreased vision for 1 year
which gradually improved. One patient, who had underwent surgery
at motor cortex for epilepsia partialis continua, had persistent hand
weakness which improved over 1 year.

The mean follow up was 32.2 months. The seizure outcome was
Engel class 1a in 24 of 30 patients (80.0%)
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Conclusions
Although eloquent cortex epilepsy surgery has numerous diffi-

culties, good outcomes can be attained with optimization of
approach.

doi:10.1016/j.jns.2019.10.253
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Specific changes of neuromagnetic oscillations in the different
periods during absence seizures: A multi-frequency MEG study

J. Sun, X. Wang
The Affiliated Brain Hospital of Nanjing Medical University, Department
of Neurology, Nanjing, China

Rationale
Childhood absence epilepsy (CAE) is characterized by abrupt 3 Hz

spike-wave discharges (SWDs). Our study aims to determine
whether there is a difference in neuromagnetic activity in low- to
high-frequency during absence seizures and association with clinical
characteristics.

Methods
A total of 12 drug-naïve CAE patients were estimated using a 275-

channel Magnetoencephalography system. MEG data were analyzed
in seven frequency bands. Epochs of time were selected as follows:
seizure onset, mid-ictal, seizure offset, post-ictal and inter-ictal. The
neuromagnetic source strength was compared among these seg-
ments with Student’s t-test. Pearson correlation was used to estimate
the correlation between the epilepsy duration and source strength.

Results
In delta frequency, the source peak strength in the mid-ictal is

significantly higher than others during absence seizures (p b 0.01),
while in gamma frequency the highest source peak strength is in the
onset period (p b 0.01). The Pearson correlation analysis showed the
significant correlation between the source peak strength in gamma
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band at seizure onset and the duration of epilepsy (r = 0.792, p b

0.001). We also found that the source peak strength in delta
frequency band at seizure onset was associated with the ictal
duration (r = 0.578, p = 0.008).

Conclusions
Our study showed that neuromagnetic oscillations exhibited

different patterns of changes in different frequency bands. Neu-
romagnetic oscillations were associated with clinical characteristics
which in delta band correlated with ictal duration and gamma band
correlated with duration of disease. It may suggest that epilepsy
activity in different frequency bands may contribute distinct effects
to the absence seizures.

doi:10.1016/j.jns.2019.10.254
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To study genetic determinants of various epilepsy types in
Emirati population

N. Raisa, Y. Malikb, A. Alhawaic, H. Alzaroonib, S. Yaqoobd, S. Khand, S.
Zulfiqard, S. Alruknb, A. Almadanib
aManipal Academy of Higher Education, Genatics, Dubai, United Arab
Emirates;
bRashid Hospital, Dubai Health Authority, Neurolgoy, Dubai, United
Arab Emirates;
cRashid Hospital, Dubai Health Authority, Internal Medicine, Dubai,
United Arab Emirates;
dRashid Hospital, Dubai Health Authority, Pathology, Dubai, United Arab
Emirates

Recent reports suggested that genetic factors contribute to focal and
generalized epilepsy. Causative mutations in VMAT-1, VMAT2, Neu-
regulin-1(NRG1),dopamine-D2receptor(DRD2)andsomeothergenes
coding for ion-channel subunits and fewothersare involved in synaptic
function or brain development. Thesemay serve as epilepsy precursor.

It is a case-control-study to detect genetic variants that could
increase risk for common epilepsies in a syndrome-specific manner.

Material and methods
DNA extracted from saliva samples of 100 Epilepsy patients and

100 healthy matched controls visiting Epilepsy clinic of Rashid
hospital will be genotyped for the common genetic variants in VMAT
1, VMAT2, NRG1 and DRD2 genes by TaqMan assay.

Results
Hundred healthy Emiratis were genotyped for VMAT-1 RS2270637

andRS1390938. Genotype frequencies of RS2270641wereGG = 25.9%,
GT = 53.2% and TT = 21.4%. Allele frequencies for G and T alleleswere
0.52 and 0.48 respectively. RS2270637 the genotype frequencies of CC
= 64%, CG = 32%andGG= 4%. The allele frequencies for C andGwere
0.8 and 0.2 respectively. Genotype distribution for rs363272 included
VMAT= 2, GG=6.1%, AA = 55.8% and AG= 38.1% and the allele
frequency for A = 0.74 and for minor allele G = 0.26. Genotypic
distribution of rs363272 showed VMAT = 2, GG= 6.1%, AA = 55.8%
and AG= 38.1% and the allele frequency for A = 0.74 and for minor
allele G = 0.26. All the minor allele frequencies were similar to global
minor allele frequencies.

Conclusion
This study is first of its kind in Emirati population that established

the allele and genotype frequency for various VMAT1 and VMAT2
alleles which will be extrapolated to study the genetic association
with common Epilepsy syndromes.

doi:10.1016/j.jns.2019.10.255
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First unprovoked seizure limitation and applicability in develop-
ing countries

T. Obeid
UMST, Medicine, Khartoum, Sudan

Introduction
The American Academy & Neurology (A. A. N.) and American

Epilepsy Society (A. E. S.) posted an evidence-based guideline for
management of first unprovoked seizures which addresses the risk
or recurrence, the effect of AED on short and long-term prognoses
and the risk of adverse events of AED prescribed.

Purpose
The aim of this lecture is to address the difficulties in application

of these guidelines in management of first unprovoked seizures in
developing countries. This is due to unavailability of important
diagnostic facilities mainly EEG and MRI in the majority of hospitals
especially in rural areas.

Recommendation
The suggested guidelines are to be tailored in such areas to

overcome these difficulties.

I suggest the following in the absence of EEG and MRI:
Antiepileptic drugs to be started in the following situations in the
absence of EEG and MRI.

1: In Focal seizures pending referral to tertiary care hospital.
2: Nocturnal seizures.
3: Syndromic epilepsies like JME.

Wait for a second seizure if neurological examination is normal
and the patient is not in status.

In due course the caregivers are encouraged to do a mobile video
of the ictus if the patient develops a second seizure.

Lastly, the patient’s preference should be taken into consideration.

doi:10.1016/j.jns.2019.10.256
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Identification and characterization of novel compounds in broad
beans (Vicia faba) which protect against experimentally induced
convulsions in mice
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M. Saliha, A. Mustafab, M. Khalilc
aCollege of Medicine, King Saud University, Neorology Division,
Department of Pediatrics, Riyadh, Saudi Arabia;
bFaculty of Medicine, King Fahad Medical City, Department of Basic
Medical Sciences, Riyadh, Saudi Arabia;
cCollege of Science, King Saud University, Department of Chemistry,
Riyadh, Saudi Arabia

An extract of Vicia faba (VF,broad beans) has been reported to be
protective against experimentally induced convulsions in mice,
explaining the relatively low prevalence rate of epilepsy in communi-
tieswhereVFconstitutesamajor fooditem.To identifyandcharacterize
the active compound(s) in VF extract, the oil-free lyophilized powder
wasdissolved in anethanol solvent andextracted for eighthoursunder
reflux, and filtered. The volume of ethanol was reduced by a rotary
evaporator,andafirstoff-whiteprecipitate(SampleA-1)wascollected,
washedwithethanol, anddriedat80°C.Theoil-free lyophilizedpowder
was then extracted with ethanol, again using the above-mentioned
procedure. The thin-layer chromatography (TLC) results indicated a
mixture of components. Mass spectrometry showed a molecular
weight of 200.16447 gmol-1, and an empirical formula of C9H16N2O3
wasassigned. Intraperitoneal injectionofmicewith50mg/kgofSample
A-1, twenty minutes prior to administration of strychnine, protected
the mice from strychnine-induced convulsions to the same extent as
phenobarbitone (phenobarbital). Further extraction of the remaining
ethanol solvent by column chromatography with a mixture of
ammonium hydroxide, methanol, and ethanol extraction solvents
produced a second off-white precipitate (Sample A-2), which delays
the onset of strychnine-induced convulsions, but is not as effective as
Sample A-1. Further isolation of compounds from the mixture of
extraction solvents by gas chromatography-mass spectrometry (GC-
MS) or high-performance liquid chromatography-mass spectrometry
(HPLC-MS), did not include any further anticonvulsants of interest.
Compound A-1 (Sample A-1) constitutes an effective anticovulsant
agent extracted fromnatural sources.

doi:10.1016/j.jns.2019.10.257
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Value of transcranial direct current polarisation in people with
focal drug resistant epilepsy

N. Adel Kishka, H. Nafeab, A. Nawitob, A.A. Tawfeekb, A.A. Abdelkaderb
aSchool of medicine cairo University, Neurology Department, Cairo, Egypt
bSchool ofmedicine CairoUniversity, Clinical NeurophysiologyUnit, Cairo,
Egypt

Background
Drug resistant epilepsy (DRE) accounts for about one third of

people with epilepsy (PWE), even after introduction of more than
twenty antiepileptic drugs. Accordingly, Cathodal transcranial direct
current stimulation (Cathodal tDCS) considered as a
neuromodulation protocol which is emerging to reduce cortical
excitability and consider as potential antiepileptic therapy.

Purpose
To investigate whether Cathodal tDCS can modify seizure

frequency in People with drug resistant focal epilepsy, assessed by
clinical evaluation, seizure diary and electroencephalography (EEG).

Methods
A randomized, double blind, placebo controlled clinical trial on 20

PWE diagnosed with focal DREwere enrolled in our study. The patients
were randomized into 2 groups. First Group received real 5-day sessions
of cathodal tDCS over the area of most frequent interictal epileptiform
discharges (ED) or the area of suspected ictal onset. The second group
received sham sessions. Outcome indicators were baseline and post
sessions (4weeks) seizure diary and EDwhichwere counted per hour.

Results
Patients subgroups were matched as regard the baseline

characteristics. The percentage reduction of ED was greater for real
stimulation versus the placebo group (p = 0.0124). also, the
percentagereduction of seizure frequency was greater for real
stimulation group versus the placebo group (p = 0.0308).

Conclusion
Our study shows that cathodal tDCS is a promising therapeutic

tool for short term seizure reduction in chronic drug resistant focal
epilepsy patients.

doi:10.1016/j.jns.2019.10.258
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Olfactory neural connections associated with cognition in
Parkinson’s disease progression

H. Chatterjeea, G. Elumalaib, P. Maitic, N. Osakwea, N. Sewrama

aTeam NeurON, Texila American University, College of Medicine,
Georgetown, Guyana
bTeam NeurON - Texila American University, Neuroscience, Georgetown,
Guyana
cSaginaw Valley State University, Neuroscience, Brain Research Labora-
tory, Michigan, USA

To study the neural connections between orbitofrontal cortex
(OFC) and olfactory cortex and analyze their consistency ranging
from control group to Parkinson’s Disease (PD) affected groups of
different stages of progression.

The OFC plays an important role in drawing perceptions from
sensory stimuli. The visual aspect of the same has been greatly
explored, but olfactory aspect still remains a matter of curiosity. A
study done on this topic states that the OFC plays a major role in
olfactory perception, and the right OFC is relatively more dominant.
A disruption of neural connections of the OFC has been known to
cause disturbances in cognitive, behavioral and emotional functions.
Therefore, a disruption of neural connections of this region with the
olfactory cortex could potentially alter normal processing of stimuli
causing changes in one’s response to them. This would give rise to an
olfaction associated cognitive dysfunction, which is often reported to
precede motor symptoms seen in PD.

Fiber tractography performed using Diffusion Tensor Imaging in 4
groups of 40 datasets each, obtained from different individuals.
These groups include a control group and three PD affected groups
from different stages of severity.

The difference noted in fibres of control group and PD affected
group is statistically significant with a p-value of 0.00001, the
average number of fibres noted in a normal was 56 while that in a PD
affected person was 16. The difference noted in fibres among
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different stages of progression was also significant with a p-value of
0.00001 (figure 1–4).

doi:10.1016/j.jns.2019.10.259
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A safety, tolerability and biomarker update from an ongoing
open-label extension study of RG6042 in adults with early
manifest Huntington’s disease

B. Leavitta, S. Tabrizib, P. Sanwald Ducrayc, E. Wildb, V. Schlegeld, G.
Hoopere, A. Nicotrae, J. Chevuree, A. Smithf, R. Lanef, F. Bennettg, L.
Boakh, R. Doodyi, S. Schobelh
aCentre for Molecular Medicine and Therapeutics, University of British
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bUCL Queen Square Institute of Neurology, University College London,
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cRoche Innovation Centre Basel- F. Hoffmann-La Roche Ltd, Roche
Pharma Research and Early Development, Basel, Switzerland
dF.Hoffmann-LaRocheLtd,NeuroscienceRareDiseases, Basel, Switzerland
eRoche Products Ltd, Neuroscience-Huntington's Disease,WelwynGarden
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fIonis Pharmaceuticals Inc, Clinical Development, Carlsbad, USA
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Huntington’s disease (HD) is a genetic, neurodegenerative and
ultimately fatal disease that has a devastating impact on families
across generations. HD is characterised by behavioural symptoms, as
well as progressive cognitive and motor decline, resulting in
increasing disability and loss of independence.

RG6042, an intrathecally administered antisense oligonucleotide
(ASO) targeting huntingtin mRNA, is the first investigational
treatment to show lowering of huntingtin protein (HTT) in HD
patients. Preclinical models have demonstrated improved motor
function and delayed disease progression with HTT-targeted ASOs.
RG6042 was well tolerated in a Phase I/IIa study in patients with
early HD (NCT02519036).

The open-label extension (OLE) study (NCT03342053) is evalu-
ating the long-term safety, tolerability, pharmacokinetics and
pharmacodynamics of 120 mg RG6042, administered intrathecally,
monthly or every other month, for 15 months in adults (N = 46)
with early manifest HD, who previously participated in the Phase
I/IIa study. Exploratory endpoints include assessment of standard
and digital clinical outcomes, as well as biomarkers.

As of March 2019, over 350 doses of RG6042 have been
administered. OLE participants in the monthly regimen have had
between 8 and 15 doses of RG6042 and participants in the every
other month regimen have had between 4 and 7 doses. Interim
safety, tolerability and biomarker data will be presented, which
inform on the longer-term safety, tolerability and biomarker profile
of RG6042.

These data complement other studies in the RG6042 Clinical
Development Programme such as the RG6042 pivotal Phase III study
GENERATION HD1.

doi:10.1016/j.jns.2019.10.260
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AGIL-AADC gene therapy results in sustained improvements in
motor and developmental milestones through 5 years in children
with AADC deficiency

Y.H. Chiena, N.C. Leea, S.H. Tsenga, C.H. Taia, A.M. Conwayb, M. Pykettc,
W.L. Hwua
aNational Taiwan University Hospital, Department of Medical Genetics
and Pediatrics, Taipei, Taiwan, ROC
bPTC Therapeutics- Inc, Department of Biologics, South Plainfield, USA
cPTC Therapeutics Inc, Medical Affairs, South Plainfield, USA

Objective
Evaluate 5-year outcomes in children with aromatic l-amino acid

decarboxylase (AADC) deficiency, a rare genetic disorder of neuro-
transmitter synthesis, treated with AGIL-AADC, a recombinant
adeno-associated virus vector containing the human cDNA encoding
the AADC enzyme. Emerging longitudinal posttreatment data will be
presented.

Methods
In 2 open-label clinical studies, children with AADC deficiency

received AGIL-AADC (total dose, 1.8x1011 vg) as bilateral,
intraputaminal, stereotactic infusions during a single operative

session. Both studies received institutional review board approval.
The primary endpoint was improvement on the Peabody Develop-
mental Motor Scale, Second Edition (PDMS-2). The Alberta Infant
Motor Scale (AIMS) and Bayley Scales of Infant and Toddler
Development, 3rd Edition (Bayley-III) also assessed developmental
milestones. De novo dopamine production was evaluated with 6-
[18F]fluorodopa positron emission tomography imaging. Adverse
events were recorded. Findings were compared with those from a
natural history cohort of severe AADC patients (N=82).

Results
Patients aged 21 months to 8.5 years (N = 18) received AGIL-

AADC. None had full head control, could sit unassisted or stand at
baseline. All patients had at least 2 years of posttreatment data; 8
patients had 5 years of posttreatment data. PDMS-2 total and single-
item scores demonstrated clinically meaningful improvements
versus controls. AIMS and Bayley-III total and cognitive and language
subscale scores also improved. All patients demonstrated sustained
de novo dopamine production. No new safety signals were observed.

Conclusions
In children with AADC deficiency, AGIL-AADC gene therapy

achieved clinically meaningful, sustained improvements in motor,
cognitive, and language milestones for up to 5 years, with no new
safety signals.

doi:10.1016/j.jns.2019.10.261
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Screening of cognitive impairment in early Parkinson’s disease
using Montreal Cognitive Assessment (MoCA)

N. Kumara, G. Guptab
aProfessor of Neurology, Neurology Department, Kanpur, India;
bGSVM Medical College, Medicine, Kanpur, India

Objective
Mild cognitive impairment (MCI) is frequent in Parkinson’s

disease (PD) and it increases the risk for future dementia. We used
Montreal Cognitive Assessment (MoCA) in the screening for mild
cognitive impairment (PD-MCI) and its predictive utility in deter-
mining longitudinal cognitive decline in PD.

Methods
150 cases and 200 age and sex matched healthy controls between

ages 50 to 80 years who attended neurology outpatient department
at Lala Lajpat Rai Hospital Kanpur were selected for this study.Cases
identified with early Parkinson’s disease with greater than one year
disease duration according to MDS Clinical Diagnostic Criteria for PD
were selected. Other possible explanations for cognitive impairment
were ruled out in all cases. We have taken MoCA score cutoffs of 25/
26 points for detection of PD-MCI (sensitivity, 90%; specificity,75%)
and cut-off values b1 SD based on previous studies.I have obtained
Institutional Review Board (IRB) approval, as necessary.

Results
One hundred and fifty PD patients completed the comprehensive

MoCA neuropsychological assessment. The PD patients, 90 men and
60 women, had a mean age of 63 years. 20 patients were diagnosed
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with PD-MCI, and 130 were cognitively intact (PD-CogInt). There-
fore, the prevalence of PD-MCI was 23.33% in this sample.We noted
0.4 point deterioration in MoCA score in follow up of one year.

Conclusions
PD MCI is frequent in early Parkinson’s and neuropsychological

assessment should be carried out in each patient so that we can
follow such patients for any cognitive decline and could manage
their cognitive issues in a better way.

doi:10.1016/j.jns.2019.10.262
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The therapeutic effect of bilobalide on Parkinson's disease
possibly through anti-inflammatory and neuroprotective
mechanism

R.X. Suia, J. Wangab, Q. Miaoa, Q. Wanga, L.J. Songa, Z. Chaia, J.Z. Yuac, J.
W. Yuc, J.J. Huangd, L. Fengc, B.G. Xiaoe, C.G. Maabc
aShanxi University of Chinese Medicine, The Key Research Laboratory of
Benefiting Qi for Acting Blood Circulation Method to Treat Multiple
Sclerosis of State Administration of Traditional Chinese Medicine- and
Scientific and Technological Innovation Team of Integrated Chinese and
Western M, Jingzhong, China
bShanxi Medical University, Deparment of Neurology, Taiyuan, China
cShanxi Datong University, Institute of Brain Science, Shanxi Key
Laboratory of Inflammatory Neurodegenerative Diseases, Datong, China
dGeneral Hospital of Datong Coal Mining Group, Department of
Neurosurgery, Datong, China
eFudan University, Institute of Neurology, Huashan Hospital, Institutes of
Brain Science and State Key Laboratory of Medical Neurobiology,
Shanghai, China

Background
The ginkgolides are effective in the treatment ofParkinson’s

disease (PD). Pharmacological studies have shown that bilobalide
(BB) plays an important role in anti-inflammatory, antioxidant,
neuroprotective and nutritional functions.

Objective
To observe the therapeutic potential of BB in PD, and explore its

possible mechanisms.

Material and methods
PD model was induced by intraperitoneal injection(ip) of MPTP

into male C57BL/6 mice, which were divided into MPTP group, BB
group. In the first week, MPTP group and BB group received ip MPTP
with concentrations of 15 mg/kg on the first day, 20 mg/kg on the
second day, and 30 mg/kg on the third to seventh days. BB was ip.
injected (40 mg/kg/day) at the beginning of second week. The
injection of saline was set up as control in a similar manner.

Results
BB can effectively relieve motor symptoms and non-motor

symptoms of PD patients through multiple pathways, such as anti-
inflammatory, dopaminergic neuron protection and nerve regener-
ation. Flow cytometry analysis showed that BB reduced CD4+IFN-γ+

and CD4+IL-4+. Using immunofluorescence staining and western
blotting, BB may significantly inhibit the expression of iNOS, while

promoting the expression of Arginase-1, Neun, BDNF, GDNF in brain
compared with the MPTP group, and promoted the survival and
regeneration of dopaminergic neurons.

Conclusion
BB may achieve the purpose of dopaminergic neuron protection

and nerve regeneration by inhibiting the inflammatory reaction,
promoting the transformation of glial cells and secreting neuro-
trophic factor. (NNSF of China 81473577, Shanxi Scholarship Council
of China 2014-7, the 2011 Cultivation Project of SUTCM 2011PY-1.
Ma and Xiao are corresponding authors).

doi:10.1016/j.jns.2019.10.263
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Comprehensive functional evaluation of the spectrum of multi-
system atrophy with 18F-FDG PET/CT and 99MTC TRODAT-1
SPECT: 5 years experience from a tertiary care centre

R. Vermaa, R. Ranjanb, C. Agrawalb, A. Batrac
aSir Ganga Ram Hospital, Nuclear Medicine, New Delhi, India
bSir Ganga Ram Hospital, Neurology, New Delhi, India
cSir Ganga Ram Hospital, Neurology, New Delhii, India

Aim
To elucidate the patterns of characteristic hypometabolism on

18F-FDG PET/CT in various subtypes of MSA and correlation with the
patterns of uptake on Dopamine transporter imaging with 99mTc
TRODAT-1 SPECT.

Material and methods
A retrospective analysis of 65 patients of clinically suspected MSA

was done. All the subjects underwent 99mTc TRODAT-1 SPECT study
and 18F-FDG PET/CT scan on two separate days, during the period of
2013–2018. The scans were analyzed both qualitatively (visually)
and semi-quantitatively. The FDG uptake patterns were recorded and
areas of hypometabolism that were two standard deviations from
the mean were considered as abnormal.

Results
All the subjects had an abnormal pattern of FDG uptake on PET scan,

both on visual inspection and semiquantitative analysis. In MSA-P
subjects (n=22), diffuse predominant hypometabolism of the globus
pallidus-putamen complex was noted with relative sparing of the
caudate nuclei. In MSA-C subjects (n=23), characteristic
hypometabolism was noted in cerebellum and brainstem. In mixed
subtypes (n=10), variable involvement of the basal ganglia, cerebellum
and brainstem was noted with fronto-parietal hypometabolism. TRODAT
scan was abnormal in all and showed pronounced asymmetry with
prominent rostro-caudal gradient seen in the MSA-P subtype.

Conclusion
Dopamine transporter imaging agent 99mTc TRODAT-1 SPECT not

only helps in confirmation of Parkinsonian disorders, but also demon-
strates varying patterns of distribution in different subtypes of MSA.
Characteristic patterns of hypometabolism may help in differentiation of
the subtypes of MSA in the presence of clinically overlapping symptoms.

doi:10.1016/j.jns.2019.10.264
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Effect of Wuzi Yanzong Pill on oxidative stress response in
Parkinson's disease mice

Z. Chaia, H.J. Fana, Y.R. Lia, M.Y. Suna, W.S. Xiaoa, C.J. Yanga, J.J. Huangb,
J.Z. Yuc, Y.H. Lic, B. Zhangd, X.M. Jine, B.G. Xiaof, C.G. Maac
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bGeneral Hospital of Datong Coalmine Group, Department of Neurosur-
gery, Datong, China
cShanxi Datong University, Institute of Brain Science- Shanxi Key
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dShanxi Health Vocational College, Department of Traditional Chinese
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Shanghai, China

Background
Wuzi Yanzong Pill (WYP, a classical Chinese herbal formula) has a

potential therapeutic effect on Parkinson's Disease(PD) Mice, but the
mechanism is not clear.

Objective
To explore the therapeutic effect and mechanism of WYP on PD

mice.

Material and methods
C57BL/6 mice were randomly divided into control, model and

WYP group. PD models were established by MPTP. WYP group mice
received WYP and MPTP at the same time from 0 day to 14 days. At
the 15th day, Gait, climbing pole and tape removal tests were used to
evaluate the behavioral performance. The contents of GSH and MDA
in brain were detected by Microenzyme labeling and TBA. The
expression of SOD and CAT in brain tissue were detected by Western
Blot.

Results
Compared with the model group, WYP decreased gait contact

area significantly as well as pole climbing and tape removal time.
WYP increased the content of GSH, the expressions of CAT and SOD.
WYP also reduced the content of MDA.

Conclusion
WYP can improve the motor dysfunction of PD mice and the

mechanism may be related to inhibition of oxidative stress response.
(NNSF of China 81,102,552 and 81,703,978, Shanxi Scholarship
Council project 2017-129 and 2017-19, Shanxi International Science
and Technology cooperation project 201703D421016, Scientific and
technological innovation team of integrated Chinese and western
medicine for the prevention and treatment on nervous system
diseases of Shanxi university of Chinese medicine 2018TD-012,

Shanxi Key Laboratory project SXIDL-2018-04, Shanxi Key project
201803D31209. Ma and Xiao are corresponding authors).

doi:10.1016/j.jns.2019.10.265
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Utilization of COMT inhibitors, dopamine agonists, and MAO-B
inhibitors with levodopa-carbidopa instestinal gel in advanced
Parkinson's disease patients: Summary of phase 3 and real-world
studies

K.R. Chaudhuria, J. Boydb, J. Acostac, L. Bergmannc, P. Kukrejac, A.
Antoninid
aKing's College and King's College Hospital, Neuroscience/Movement
Disorders, London, USA
bUniversity of Vermont Larner, College of Medicine, Burlington, USA
cAbbVie Inc., Neuroscience, North Chicago, USA
dPadua University, Neuroscience, Padua, Italy

Background
Levodopa remains the most effective treatment for Parkinson's disease

(PD); however, as disease evolves, uncontrolled motor and non-motor
symptoms with chronic oral therapy may necessitate the use of advanced
therapies. Continuous levodopa delivery with levodopa-carbidopa intes-
tinal gel (LCIG) improves motor fluctuations and may reduce the need for
concomitant dopamine replacement therapies (DRT). This analysis
summarizes add-on medication use in advanced PD patients before and
after LCIG treatment from a phase 3 study and real-world observations.

Methods
Add-on PD medication use including catechol-O-methyl transfer-

ase (COMT) inhibitors, dopamine agonists (DAs), and monoamine
oxidase (MAO)-B inhibitors was determined at baseline (recent use
before LCIG) and after approximately 1 year of LCIG treatment from a
phase 3 study (NCT00335153), UK-based retrospective chart review
(IRAS ID: 135453), and GLORIA observational registry. The phase 3
trial required LCIG monotherapy (no concomitant PD medications)
from LCIG initiation to treatment week 4, after which adjunctive
medication use was permitted.

Results
In the phase 3 study, patients using COMT inhibitors decreased

from 28% to 1%, representing a 96% reduction. Under real-world
conditions, patients using COMT inhibitors decreased from 23% to 2%
in the retrospective chart review and from 57% to 9% in the GLORIA
registry, representing 91% and 84% reductions, respectively. De-
creased DA and MAO-B inhibitor use after LCIG therapy were
observed in all three studies (Fig. 1).

Conclusions
This summary of 840 advanced PD patients treated in a controlled

clinical trial setting or during routine clinical care highlights reductions
in add-on DRT use following 12months of LCIG treatment.

doi:10.1016/j.jns.2019.10.266
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Interleaving stimulation mode can improve better the health-
related quality of life in primary generalized or segmental
dystonia than standard bilateral pallidal deep brain stimulation

N. Kovacsa, B. Istvánb, P. Dávida, J. Annamáriaa, H. Márka, V. Viktora, J.
Józsefa
aUniversity of Pecs MEdical School, Department of Neurology, Pecs,
Hungary
bUniversity of Pécs, Department of Neurosurgery, Pécs, Hungary

For the treatment of drug-refractory dystonia, bilateral pallidal
deep brain stimulation (GPi-DBS) is proven to be an efficient option.
However, a considerable portion (10–25%) of patients experience
minimal alleviation despite good electrode placement. These patients
can be regarded as non-responders to GPi-DBS. In cases series, the
interleaving stimulation mode (ILSM) could improve dystonia in
patients not responding to standard stimulation techniques. T

In this prospective, randomized, double-blind and cross-over
study, 34 patients with primary generalized or segmental dystonia
were enrolled. Patients underwent four visits: (1) preoperative, (2)
prestimulation (4 weeks after electrode implantation BUT before
turning on the stimulation), (3) 3 months and (4) 6 months
stimulation. Based on electrode location, the best two contacts were
activated with submaximal amplitude, 120 μs, and 130 Hz. Patients
were randomly assigned to either DMSM-ILSM or ILSM-DMSM
sequence. Changes in Burke-Fahn-Marsden DRS, health-related
quality of life (SF-36) and side-effects were compared

Thirty patients completed the study protocol. A linear mixed
model analysis was used to compare the efficacy of the two
stimulation modes. The dystonia severity (DRS) significantly

improved from the preoperative 33 points (median) to 10 points
(median) after 6 months of stimulation (p = .001). There was a
trend that ILSM was more efficient (p= .094). The SF-36 improved
significantly from the preoperative 49 (median) to 74 (median) after
6 months stimulation (p= .001). The ILSM was superior to the
DMSM (p= .010).

Although the interleaving stimulation was only tendentiously
better at reducing dystonia severity, it was associated with better
health-related quality of life.

doi:10.1016/j.jns.2019.10.267
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Imaging features of 60 pathologically confirmed patients with
tumefactive demyelinating lesions

J. Liu, X. Qi
The Six Medical Center of PLA General Hospital, Department of
Neurology, Beijing, China

Objective
To explore the imaging features of tumefactive demyelinating

lesions(TDLS) to facilitate the differential diagnosis of TDLS and
neoplastic lesions.

Methods
The brain CT and MRI features in 60 patients with TDLS (N20 mm

in diameter) were studied and assessed.
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Results
(1) 27 women, 33 men; mean age, 35.5 ± 12.7 years; range,

6~56 years; following-up for 3 month~4 years; (2) There were 34
cases involved in bilateral lesions(56.7%); single intracranial lesion
found in 22 cases(36.7%); the diameter of lesions from 2.1~8.5 mm.
The lesions of 60 cases may be exhibited appearances which we
termed diffusely infiltrating (n= 31), ring-like (n = 24), Balolike (n
= 11), megacystic (n = 2). (3) All the lesions appeared hypointense
on T1 and hyperintense on T2 images.(4) Acute phase(≤3 weeks): on
MRI, 17/18 cases showed enhancement with patchy or nodular (n=
12), complete ring (n= 3), open ring (n = 4), dilated venular (n=
3) pattern of enhancement.(5) Subacute phase(4–6 weeks): on
MRI,52/54 cases presented with marked contrast enhancement with
open ring(n = 18), complete ring (n= 14), irregular round (n=
18), nodular(n= 8), a dense array of dilated venular structures (n
= 25) pattern of enhancement., 52/54 cases presented with diffusion
restriction. (6) Chronic phase(≥7 weeks): on MRI，13/28 cases
appeared milder contrast enhancement:mild patchy (n= 8),open
or complete ring (n= 6).

Conclusion
(1) TDLS mainly present with diffusely infiltrating, ring-like and

Balolike lesions, and megacystic realy rare. (2) The manifestation of
the lesions on contrast-enhanced MRI scan may be developing
according to the clinical stage of TDLS. (3) The dilated venular
structure vertically densely arrayed along the lateral ventricle may
be special for diagnosis of TDLS.

doi:10.1016/j.jns.2019.10.268
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Sustained reduction in confirmed disability progression after 6.5
study-years of ocrelizumab treatment in patients with primary
progressive multiple sclerosis

J.S. Wolinskya, B. Brochetb, H.P. Hartungc, R.T. Naismithd, L. Airase, K.
Coutantf, H. Koendgenf, M. Manfrinif, L. Mehtag, K. Prajapatih, L.
Kapposi
aMcGovern Medical School- The University of Texas Health Science
Center at Houston UTHealth, Department of Neurology, Houston, TX,
USA
bUniversity of Bordeaux, Department of Neurology, Bordeaux, France
cDepartment of Neurology- UKD- Center of Neurology and Neuropsy-
chiatry and LVR-Klinikum- Heinrich Heine University Düsseldorf,
Department of Neurology, Düsseldorf, Germany
dWashington University School of Medicine, Department of Neurology,
St. Louis, MO, USA
eDivision of Clinical Neurosciences- University of Turku, , Department of
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fF. Hoffmann-La Roche Ltd, n/a, Basel, Switzerland
gGenentech Inc., n/a, San Francisco, CA, USA
hGCE Solutions Inc., n/a, Amsterdam, The Netherlands
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Background
The efficacy and safety of ocrelizumab in primary progressive

multiple sclerosis were demonstrated vs placebo in the Phase III
ORATORIO study (NCT01194570).

Objective
To assess the effect of switching to or earlier initiation of

ocrelizumab therapy on confirmed disability progression (CDP) in
the ORATORIO open-label extension (OLE).

Methods
In the ORATORIO double-blind period (DBP), patients were

randomised (2:1) to ocrelizumab or placebo and followed for ≥120
weeksuntil aprespecifiednumberofCDPeventsoccurred. Followingthe
DBP, patients entered an extended controlled period until the trial
outcome was ascertained. At OLE commencement, patients continued
(OCR-OCR)orswitchedfromplacebotoocrelizumab(PBO-OCR).Timeto
onset of 12- and 24-week CDP and time to 24-week CDP on the 9-Hole
PegTest(CDP24-9HPT)wereanalysedupto6.5study-years(Week312).

Results
In theDBP, comparedwith placebo, ocrelizumab reduced the risk of

24-week CDP by 25% (p= .037) and CDP24-9HPT by 45% (p b .001). At
Week 168 (12 weeks after the first patients entered the OLE), the
proportion of patients with 24-week CDP-Expanded Disability Status
Scale (EDSS) and CDP24-9HPTwas significantly lower in the OCR-OCR
groupvsPBO-OCRgroup(33.3%/44.7%;p= .005and17.9%/29.7%;p =
.001, respectively). This wasmaintained up to 6.5 study-years for both
24-week CDP-EDSS (51.7%/64.8%; p= .002) and CDP24-9HPT (30.6%/
43.1%; p= .004). The safety profile observed in the OLE was generally
consistent with that seen during the DBP.

Conclusions
After 6.5 study-years' follow-up, patients who initiated

ocrelizumab 3–5 years earlier accrued less disability progression
compared with patients switching from placebo.

doi:10.1016/j.jns.2019.10.269
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Evoked potentials are important predictors of future disability in
people with clinically isolated syndrome

M. Habeka, L. Crnosijab, T. Gabelicb, B. Barunb, I. Adamecb, M. Krbot
Skoricb
aUniversity of Zagreb- School of Medicine, Neurology, Zagreb, Croatia
bUniversity Hospital Center Zagreb, Neurology, Zagreb, Croatia.

Aims
To evaluate whether the addition of evoked potentials (EP) which

evaluate brainstem function to the EP score improves its ability to
predict disease progression in people with clinically isolated
syndrome (pwCIS).

Methods
For 94 pwCIS data on disease activity and progression after 2.9

(1.4–4.1) years of follow-up was available. Baseline characteristics
included MRI parameters, visual EP, auditory EP, somatosensory EP
of the median and tibial nerves, vestibular evoked myogenic
potentials and tongue somatosensory EP.

Results
The multivariable regression model including age, sex, total

number of T2 lesions, and EP score N13 showed that total number
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of T2 lesions and EP score N13 increase the likelihood for sustained
accumulation of disability (SAD). After controlling for age, sex, total
number of T2 lesions, the hazard of SAD for participants with EP
score N13 is 4.093 times that of participants with EP score ≤13. EP
score N13, also increases the likelihood for progression measured
with the composite measure of progression which uses Expanded
Disability Status Scale, 9-Hole Peg Test and Timed 25-Foot Walk (Exp
(B) = 5.577, 95% C.I. = 1.520–20.468, p= .01).

Conclusion
Addition of EPs that evaluate brainstem function to the EP score

enables prediction of the progression of disability in pwCIS.

doi:10.1016/j.jns.2019.10.270
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Clinical spectrum of Myelin Oligodendrocyte Glycoprotein (MOG)
antibody associated CNS demyelination

V. Aglavea, P. Ojhab, K. Jagiasib, G. Sonib, R. Singhb, P. Barvaliab, R.
Ansarib
aGrant Government Medical College and Sir JJ Hospital, Neurology,
Mumbai, India
bGrant Government Medical College and Sir JJ Hospital, Neurology,
Mumbai, India

Background
Central Nervous System demyelination with seropositivity

against Myelin Oligodendrocyte Glycoprotein (MOG) antibody has
recently emerged as a distinct disease entity and knowledge of its
spectrum is evolving.

Objective
We characterised the clinical, radiologic and serologic profile and

assessed treatment outcomes in patients with MOG antibody
associated CNS demyelination who were admitted in a tertiary care
hospital in India.

Materials and methods
13 out of 60 patients (22%) with CNS demyelination tested

positive for MOG antibody and underwent detailed radiologic,
serologic and autoimmune workup. Treatment outcomes were
assessed.

Results

Conclusion
In this study, we have found varied clinical and radiologic

spectrum of MOG antibody associated CNS demyelination. Bilateral
optic neuritis was the most common initial presentation, however
we found significant number of patients with brainstem syndrome at
presentation. Optic nerve involvement was most commonly anterior,
though chiasmal and long segment involvement was also seen in
significant number of patients. Most of the relapses were related to
steroid tapering.

1. I have obtained patient and/or Institutional Review Board
approval, as necessary.

2. An Institutional Review Board and/or Animal Use Committee have
waived the requirement for their formal approval of the study.

doi:10.1016/j.jns.2019.10.271
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The associations between regional cortical atrophies and infor-
mation processing speed in patients with relapsing-remitting
multiple sclerosis

J. Komendzińskia, A. Wyszomirskia, M. Chylińskaa, A. Sabiszb, H.
Wójcik-Drączkowskaa, M. Hałasa, B. Karaszewskia
aMedical University of Gdańsk, Department of Adult Neurology, Gdańsk,
Poland
bMedical University of Gdańsk, 2nd Department of Radiology, Gdańsk,
Poland

Background and purpose
Multiple sclerosis (MS) is an inflammatory and neurodegenera-

tive disease. A few studies showed that gray matter atrophy might
develop faster than white matter changes especially in early stages of
the disease. Information processing speed (IPS) is primary and the
most common cognitive deficit in patients with MS. However, its
etiopathogenesis and course in this disorder is not fully understood.
In this study we are providing data on distributions of cortical
atrophies in relation to IPS deficits in a homogenous MS patient
sample.

Methods
The study population constituted 65 Polish-speaking patients

with relapsing-remitting multiple sclerosis (RRMS), all treated with
IFN-beta. In each individual, we examined auditory and visual IPS
using Paced Auditory Serial Addition Test (PASAT) and Symbol Digit
Modalities Test (SDMT), and tested these data for correlations with
regional atrophies of the cortex (Spearman analysis). The latter were
calculated by analysis of MRI data (1.5 T; a 20-channel head/neck
coil) using the Freesurfer Software Suite.

Results
Visual IPS was associated with multiple regional cortical thick-

nesses, most prominently with left entorhinal (rho =0,43), left pars
opercularis (rho = 0,42), left postcentral gyrus (rho = 0,44), left
precuneus (rho = 0,43), left rostral middle frontal gyrus (rho =
0,41), left insula (rho = 0,40), right caudal middle frontal gyrus (rho
= 0,40), right fusiform gyrus (rho = 0,40) and right inferior
temporal gyrus (rho = 0,40) parameters. The auditory IPS was
associated with left insula thickness (rho = 0,38), left medial
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orbifrontal thickness (rho = 0,34) and right pars orbitalis (rho =
0,31), all α= 0,05.

Conclusion
Our study showed multiple associations between cortical regional

atrophies and deficits in IPS. During presentation, the authors will
provide a graphical anatomical map of the level of atrophies in those
MS patients who are developing impairment of IPS.

doi:10.1016/j.jns.2019.10.272
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Prevalence and pattern of multiple sclerosis in Benghazi Libya

H.A. El-Zawawi, S. Zoubi
Benghazi Medical Center, Neurological Medicine, Benghazi, Libya

Introduction
Multiple sclerosis [MS] is an autoimmune disease whose

aetiology is so far largely unknown. The prevalence of multiple
sclerosis differs between different countries, and within the same
country.

Objectives
To determine the prevalence of MS in the north eastern Libya

population, and to determine the pattern of the disease in the same
region in Libya. We also aimed to update the available data of the
epidemiology of multiple sclerosis in North Eastern Libya.

Methods
A retrospective study at Benghazi Medical Center [BMC] Neurol-

ogy Clinic, or admitted as inpatients to BMC, from 2010 to 2017
inclusive. BMC is the regional tertiary centre for Eastern Libya. A total
of 220 cases were documented. The diagnosis of MS had been made
according to McDonald's criteria.

Results
Sufficient data were available from 200 of the 220 patients. The

prevalence of MS was:
14.8/ 100,000 for a population of 1, 482, 353 [North Eastern Libya

population].
The mean age was 39.94 years, median 40.00 years, mode 39

years and standard deviation.
12.02. MS was more frequent in women, in keeping with other

countries. The most frequent were pyramidal, followed by sensory,
cerebellar, and optic nerve.

The most frequent type of multiple sclerosis was relapsing
remitting RRMS, primary progressive PPMS and secondary progres-
sive types appeared much less.

Conclusions
It is now increasingly recognized that MS is frequently diagnosed in

Africa. The prevalence of multiple sclerosis in North Eastern Libya has
increased in the last decade, but remains that of a medium risk country.

Keywords: Multiple sclerosis, Prevalence, Benghazi-Libya

doi:10.1016/j.jns.2019.10.273
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Comparison of serum oxidative stress, antioxidant parameters
and vitamin D levels of Sri Lankan patients with multiple
sclerosis and neuromyelitis optica: A pilot study

D. Wijesundaraa, G. Nayanajeehwib, C. Jayasingheb, B. Senanayakea
aInstitute of Neurology, National Hospital of Sri Lanka, Colombo, Sri Lanka
bDepartment of Zoology, Open University of Sri Lanka, Colombo, Sri Lanka

Objectives
Multiplesclerosis(MS)andNeuromyelitisopticaspectrumdisorder

(NMOSD) are diseases of emerging significance in Sri Lanka, however
theprevalenceandetiopathogenesis remainspoorlystudied.Disrupted
oxidant-antioxidant balance and low vitamin D levels have been
demonstrated in temperate countries. Our objective was to compare
the status of oxidative stress, antioxidant capacity andVitaminD levels
ofMS and NMOSD in a cohort of Sri Lankan patients.

Methods
Serum sampling was performed on 71 randomized subjects

including 22 MS patients (2010 McDonald criteria, double negative
for AQP4 and MOG antibodies),19 seropositive NMOSD patients, 15
disease controls (OND) and 15 healthy controls (HC). Serum nitric
oxide levels (NOx); a parameter of oxidative stress and the Total
Antioxidant Status (TAS) were measured using colorimetry. Vitamin
D levels were measured using a standard ELISA kit.

Results
MS patients had greater (p= .002) NOx levels and lower (p =

.062) TAS compared to NMOSD patients. NMOSD patients had low
levels of NOx (p = .004) and high TAS (p = .048), while MS patients
showed no difference compared to healthy controls (Figs. 1, 2).
Vitamin D levels did not show significant differences between study
groups (p= .491) (Fig. 3).

Conclusions
High oxidative burden and low antioxidant stress contributes

more towards MS than NMOSD in our cohort. Interestingly NMOSD
patients appear to have enhanced antioxidant capacity with low
oxidative stress. The levels of Vitamin D levels were normal among
both MS and NMOSD. Therefore we conclude that the pathogenesis
of MS and NMOSD in Sri Lankan patients differs from that of
Caucasians. Further studies are recommended.
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Molecular characteristics of the gut microbiome in a sample of
Egyptian remitting relapsing multiple sclerosis (MS) patients

J. Mekkya, S. Ahmedb, S. Saidc, R. Wanid
aAlexandria University- Faculty of Medicine - AAN - AASM - ESRS
Member, Neuropsychiatry, Alexandria, Egypt
bAlexandria University- Faculty of Medicine, Microbiology - Immunol-
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cAlexandria University- Faculty of Medicine, Neuropsychiatry, Alexan-
dria, Egypt
dAlexandria University- Faculty of Medicine, Neuropsychiatry, Juba,
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Multiple Sclerosis (MS) is the most common chronic demyelin-
ating disease of the central nervous system. The role of the gut

microbiome in MS pathogenesis is a rapidly emerging area of study
in the MS field.

Aim
The aim is to identify the gut microbiome that are likely related to

MS as well as their possible role in the susceptibility to MS and in the
course of the disease by the use of molecular techniques.

Methods
After taking the approval of the ethical committee of the

university, thirty patients with relapsing remitting multiple sclerosis
were enrolled in our study, who were diagnosed according to
McDonnald 2017 criteria in addition to a matching control group of
20 healthy subjects. Stool specimens were taken from each for
detection of gut microbiome profile by quantitative SYBR Green Real
Time PCR assay.

Results
The profiling of the gut microbiome of the study groups was done

to characterize their enterotypes. Enterotype 1 is the most common
enterotype detected in MS and control cases (80% versus 65%). For
enterotype 3, it was not detected in any of the 20 control cases while
detected in multiple sclerosis case (16.7%). However, by comparing
the multiple sclerosis and control cases enterotype 2 is significantly
less in multiple sclerosis than control (3.3% versus 35%). MS patients
have significantly higher B. fragilis than the normal control.

Conclusion
The results of the current study reports that patients with MS

exhibit microbial dysbiosis. The enterotype 2 (Prevotella predomi-
nance) is less detected in MS patients.

doi:10.1016/j.jns.2019.10.275
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Natural course of benign multiple sclerosis: Results from 5-years
prospective study

O. Shulgaa, O. Zheshkoa, T. Mamchychb

aVolyn Regional Clinical Hospital, Neurology, Lutsk, Ukraine
bLesya Ukrainka Eastern European National University, Department of
Higher Mathematics and Informatics, Lutsk, Ukraine

Objective
Multiple sclerosis (MS) typically begins in young adulthood and

has a variable prognosis. Up to 85% of patients with multiple
sclerosis stop working within 15 years of the onset of disease.
However, there is a cohort of patients with a benign course of MS.
The aim of the study was to define predictive factors of benign
disease course.

Methods
This is a prospective study conducted from January 2012 to

January 2013. Patients from regional registry with BMS according
to three criteria (Expanded Disability Status Scale ≤4, disease
duration ≥10 years, totally or partially employed) were observed
for the period of 5 years. Single way ANOVA and discriminant
analyses were performed to explore prognostic factors associated
with BMS.
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Results
80 patients (12,59% of all MS patients from regional registry) with

benign MS were enrolled in 2012–2013. 74 (92,5%) patients
competed the study. The mean age of study sample was 46,45 ±
8,36 years, with 26 males and 48 females. Most of patients presented
with monosymptomatic 44 (59,5%) onset. The estimated frequency
of BMS after 5 years follow-up was 45,95%. Positive prognostic
factors for BMS included age of patient, age of disease onset,
monosymptomatic onset, lower step of EDSS after 10 years of
disease. The created predictive model inclusive type of onset and
age at the fist symptom in BMS patients with a 5-years follow-up
was successful in 68% cases.

Conclusions
We concluded that age at onset of the disease and type of onset

are the strongest predictors in patients with BMS.

doi:10.1016/j.jns.2019.10.276
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Antibodies to Zika virus, Campylobacter jejuni, gangliosides in
Guillain Barre syndrome. A prospective single centre study from
southern India

D. Baskar, D. Amalnath, J. Mandal
JIPMER, Department of Medicine, Pondicherry, India

The objective was to study the presence of antibodies against Zika
virus, Camplyobacter jejuni and gangliosides in patients with
Guillain Barre syndrome.

Ninety consecutive patients (age more than 12 years) with
GBS admitted to a tertiary care centre in southern India were
included in this study. Data on the clinical manifestations, Nerve
conduction studies and response to therapy were collected. The
following tests were done in stored serum samples - Anti-Zika
virus (IgM) antibodies, Anti-Campylobacter jejuni (IgG) antibod-
ies and Anti-ganglioside antibodies (IgG). Those samples which
were positive to Anti Zika antibodies were tested for conven-
tional PCR for Zika virus, IgM antibodies against Dengue and
Japanese encephalitis.

Of the 90 patients, 3 died and 8 had persistent weakness. AIDP
was the most common type of GBS (56.7%). Anti-ganglioside
antibodies were present in 62.2% with GT1b being most common.
Anti-C.jejuni antibodies were present in 46.6%. Anti-Zika antibodies
(IgM) were present in 14 patients (15.5%). Four of these patients also
had anti-Dengue antibody (IgM) positivity.

This is one of the largest study on GBS from India and the
first one to report on the presence of Zika antibodies form this
geographical area. Our study had high prevalence of anti C.jejuni
and anti ganglioside antibodies. Evidence of recent ZIKV
infection as evidenced by anti IgM antibodies was present in
14 patients with 4 of them tested positive for anti-Dengue IgM
antibody. Whether this represents cross reaction with Dengue or
prior/co- infection with Dengue could not be addressed in this
study.

doi:10.1016/j.jns.2019.10.277
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GNE myopathy: Disease progression in a large cohort of geneti-
cally confirmed cases from a single centre in India
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dUniversity of Cambridge, Department of Clinical Neurosciences,
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Background
Disease progression of GNE myopathy is steady, relatively slow

and leads to loss of ambulation within 10–20 years from onset.

Materials and methods
A retrospective study on disease progression in genetically

confirmed GNE myopathy patients (2006 to 2018). Informed consent
obtained from all patients.

Results
Total = 127 of 122 families. Mutation pattern: Compound

heterozygous (CH) = 77(69.4%), homozygous (HOM) and only
heterozygous (HET) = 17 (15.3%) each, novel = 56 (50.5%). Distal
kinase domain affected = 105/111 (94.6%); epimerase domain only
= 5. Common Indian mutation V727 M= 93 (83.8%). CH mutations
had V727 M in one allele except in one. Roma gypsy founder
mutation (I618T) = 5 (HOM-4;CH-1). Other mutations (A555V and
L732F in 4 each; Y392H, G502D, P58L and G599 V in 3 each).
Ninety-three cases from 88 families were studied for progression.
Men = 61(65.5%). Mean age at presentation: 33 ± 7.2 years (20–
55), age at onset: 27 ± 6.1 years (14–46), duration of symp-
toms:6.2 ± 5.1 years (1–24), total duration at presentation: 8.6 ±
5.7 years (1–28); duration of follow-up: 8.9 ± 3.3 years (1–17); age
at loss of ambulation in 4 cases = 30.0 ± 6.0 years. At last follow-
up, 80 patients were independently ambulant, 11 required maxi-
mum support to walk (none ever used a cane), 2 were wheel chair
bound. The course was slow in 81 (87.1%) and rapid in 12 (12.9%).
The initial symptom was foot drop in 74/93 (79.6%). Hip muscle
weakness present in90/93 (96.8%). Distal upper limb weakness =
68 (73.1%), proximal upper limb weakness in 25 (26.9%). Beevor's
sign in 57(61.3%).

Conclusions
This is the largest series of genetically confirmed GNE

myopathy from a single center. Disease progression study shows
that majority had a slow progression and were ambulant more
than a decade after onset and this is similar to reports from Japan
and UK.

doi:10.1016/j.jns.2019.10.278
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Video head impulse test findings in patients with Charcot-Marie-
Tooth disease 1A
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dNeurology Clinic Clinical Centre of Serbia, School of Medicine University
of Belgrade, Belgrade, Serbia
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Aim
Charcot-Marie-Tooth disease 1A (CMT1A) is the most common

inherited nerve disorder. This study examines vestibulo-ocular reflex
(VOR) characteristics as measured by the video head-impulse test
(v-HIT).

Method
22 patients (age 51.9 ± 13.8, 17F, 5 M) with CMT1A with a mean

disease duration of 25.2 ± 17.5 years, mean MRC Score of 47.4 ± 6.8,
were recruited from an Outpatient Neurology Clinic. Three-dimen-
sional v-HIT was performed. VOR gain, catch-up saccade prevalence,
1stsaccade amplitude, onset latency and duration were examined and
compared against age-matched controls.

Results
6/22 (27.3%) patients reported vertigo or dizziness, 18/22 (82%)

severe imbalance resulting in recurrent falls in 14/22 (64%) patients.
Mean Overall Neuropathy Limitations Scale Score (ONLSS) lower
limbs was 2.1and mean Falls Efficacy Scale Score was 33.1.
Horizontal, anterior and posterior canal (HC, AC, PC) v-HIT gains
were 1.08 ± 0.1, 0.96 ± 0.2, 0.69 ± 0.1 for CMT1A 0.99 ± 0.1, 0.97
± 0.1, and 0.78 ± 0.1 for controls. Refixation saccade prevalence for
HC, AC, PC were 52%, 22%, 46% in CMT1A and 59%, 11% and 53% in
controls. 1st saccade onset latency was prolonged (N50 ms) for HC
and PC in CMT1A group compared to controls (p b .05). There was no
significant difference in 1st saccade amplitude and duration. Higher
ONLSS was associated with larger 1st saccade amplitude in HC and PC
(p b .05).

Conclusion
Refixation saccades are common and tend to occur later in

patients with CMT1A. These findings may relate to demyelinating
processes involving the VOR pathways. Further studies of otolith
ocular pathways and correlations with oculomotor function may
help better characterisation of the origins of these changes.

doi:10.1016/j.jns.2019.10.279
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Myopathies presenting with head drop: Clinical spectrum and
treatment outcomes

E. Naddafa, R. Alhammadb
aMayo Clinic, Neurology, Rochester, MN, USA
bKing Saud University, Medicine, Riyadh, Saudi Arabia

Background
Dropped-head syndrome can be the presenting feature of a wide

spectrum of neurological conditions. However, little is known
regarding myopathies presenting with head drop posing a major
diagnostic and management challenge.

Methods
We performed a retrospective chart review to identify patients

with a myopathy evaluated between 2000 and 2018, where head
drop was the presenting or predominant clinical feature of a
myopathy.

Results
We identified 107 adult patients with a median age at presenta-

tion was 68 years, and median duration of the head drop was 12
months. A specific diagnosis was reached in 53% of patients and
included the following: Inflammatory myopathy (n= 16), myopathy
with rimmed vacuoles (n= 10), radiation-induced myopathy (n =
8), sporadic late-onset nemaline myopathy (n= 7), myofibrillar
myopathy (n = 4), facioscapulohumeral dystrophy (n = 3), inclu-
sion body myositis (n= 2), mitochondrial myopathy (n = 2),
scleroderma-associated myopathy (n = 2), necrotizing autoimmune
myopathy (n= 1), a drug-induced myopathy (Binimetinib, n= 1),
and B-cell chronic lymphocytic leukemia-associated myopathy (n =
1). Splenius capitis had the highest diagnostic yield for a muscle
biopsy (67%).When tested, 89% of patients had abnormal pulmonary
function tests, 50% abnormal swallow evaluation, 37% abnormal
electrocardiogram and 13% abnormal transthoracic echocardiogram.
23 out of 43 (53%) treated patients responded to treatment. Patient-
reported limb weakness and neck flexion weakness on physical
examination were associated with good response to treatment, while
isolated neck extensor weakness was not associated with refracto-
riness to treatment.

Conclusion
A wide spectrum of acquired and hereditary, treatable and non-

treatable myopathies can present with head drop. Establishing a
diagnosis in such patients is crucial for timely treatment
administration.

doi:10.1016/j.jns.2019.10.280
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Muscle pathology of anti-Mi-2 dermatomyositis is characterized
by perifascicular necrosis and perimysial change
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Background
Discoveries of 5 dermatomyositis (DM)-specific autoantibodies

(DMSA), namely those for TIF1-γ, NXP-2, Mi-2, MDA, and SAE,
suggest prospective disease re-classification according to DMSA
subtypes. Albeit publications on serological-clinical correlation
increasing in number, information on comprehensive serological-
pathological correlation is limited.

Objective
To identify characteristic pathological findings in DM according to

DMSA subtypes.

Method
Among DM cases whose pathological diagnosis was made in

NCNP in April 1978 through April 2019, we included all cases which
were positive for any of the 5 DMSA and compared pathological
features among the DMSA subtypes. In addition to a battery of
histochemistry, immunohistochemical studies, including those for
HLA-ABC, HLA-DR, membrane attack complex (MAC), and MxA, were
performed in all cases.

Results
We had 180 DMSA-positive DM cases (anti-TIF1-γ [n= 65,

34.9%], anti-NXP-2 [n= 54, 29.0%], anti-Mi-2 [n = 31, 16.7%], anti-
MDA5 [n= 26, 14%], and anti-SAE [n= 4, 2.2%]). Among all DMSA
subtypes, perifascicular necrosis (71.0% vs. non-Mi-2 DM, 14.8%),
obvious perimysium fragmentation (74.2% vs. non-Mi-2 DM 55.5%),
and increased activity of alkaline phosphatase in perimysial connec-
tive tissue (61.3% vs. non-Mi-2 DM 30.3%) are most commonly
present in anti-Mi-2 DM. Sarcolemmal MAC deposition is most
frequently observed in anti-Mi-2 DM (38.7% vs. non-Mi-2 DM 14.2%)
especially in perifascicular areas (25.8% vs. 5.2%). In contrast,
capillary MAC deposition was uncommon in anti-Mi-2 DM (25.8%
vs.non-Mi-2 DM, 79.4%).

Conclusion
Perifascicular necrosis and perimysial pathology are characteristic

of anti-Mi-2 DM. Without DMSA and/or MxA immunohistochemis-
try, both of which are highly specific to and diagnostic of DM, anti-
Mi-2 DM cases would be misclassified as anti-synthetase syndrome.

doi:10.1016/j.jns.2019.10.281
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Correlation between motor unit number index (MUNIX) and
muscle ultrasound measurements and clinical outcome in ALS
patients: As novel biomarkers

S. Rajabkhah Ziaratgah, S. Naffissi, D. Fathi, F. Fatehi
Shariati Hospital-Tehran University of Medical Sciences, Neurology,
Tehran, Iran

Background
Previous literature have evaluated the prognostic role of MUS and

MUNIX for people with amyotrophic lateral sclerosis (ALS). There are
limited data to assess their correlation with clinical variables. The
aim of this study is to detect the relation between the clinical
variables and paraclinic findings (MUNIX and MUS).

Method
A prospective study was performed, it included 20 definite or

probable ALS patients based on revised El-Escorial criteria with at
least ALSFRS-R score of 30 and 20 control age-matched subjects.
Demographic data such as age, weight, gender, disease duration
and clinical variables including ALSFRS-R, 9 Peg Hole test and
Dynamometry were registered. Ultrasound measurement of muscle
Thickness and echo-intensity were measured in the following
distal muscles bilaterally: abductor pollicis brevis, abductor digiti
minimi and tibialis anterior. MUNIX protocol was assessed in the
same muscles. Results were compared with 20 healthy control
subjects.

Result
We found decreased muscle thickness, increased echo-intensity

and declined MUNIX in ALS group compared to control subjects.
Moreover, this study showed a very strong correlation between
the echo-intensity and MUNIX values in all tested upper limb
muscles(r = 0.8, p = .001). There was moderate correlation between
ALSFRS-R and upper limb muscles MUNIX and echo-intensity (r =
0.5, p= .05, r = 0.6, p = .002, respectively).

Conclusion
MUS can detect lower motor neuron involvement such as

decrease in muscle thickness, increased echo-intensity and as
prognostic biomarkers. In addition MUNIX is a technique for
assessment of motor unit loss and could be as a reliable and
sensitive marker for monitoring disease progression and follow up in
treatment trials.

doi:10.1016/j.jns.2019.10.282
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Study of clinical profile, genetics and therapeutics of congenital
myasthenic syndrome in Indian population

G. Panandikar, S. Ravat
Seth GSMC & Kem Hospital, Neurology, Mumbai, India

Background
Congenital myasthenic syndrome (CMS) is an underrecognised

entity, often misdiagnosed as refractory seronegative acquired
myasthenia gravis due to its varied presentation.

Aim
To study the clinical profile, genetics and therapeutics of CMS in

Indian population.

Methods
Consecutive retrospective observational study in tertiary neurol-

ogy center.
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Results
Genetic analysis showed (n= 10), 7 patients had CHRNE

mutation, 2 had DOK 7 and 1 had AGRN mutation. 7 cases were
misdiagnosed as refractory autoimmune myasthenia. CHRNE cases
had predominant ocular involvement (100%) mainly ptosis, sym-
metrical ophthalmoplegia without diplopia with limb weakness.
Downgaze was relatively preserved even in severe cases compared
to horizontal and upgaze. DOK 7 cases had prominent limb girdle
weakness without ophthalmoparesis. Limb weakness showed pref-
erential involvement of shoulder abductors and external rotators,
Biceps, wrist extensors, hip abductors, hip and knee flexors. AGRN
case had onset at 27 years and isolated ocular involvement. Genetic
testing revealed homozygous deletion (n = 6) and insertion (n= 1)
in CHRNE gene, heterozygous duplication in DOK 7 gene(n = 2) and
a novel homozygous missense variation in AGRN gene.
Pyridostigmine was effective in AGRN and all CHRNE patients.2
CHRNE cases showed partial response and improvement with
addition of salbutamol. Limb weakness improved whereas
ophthalmoplegia persisted in all CHRNE patients. DOK 7 patients
had initial improvement followed by worsening with
pyridostigmine. Salbutamol (6 mg/day) caused complete and
sustained improvement in all DOK7 patients beginning within 1
week and peaks within 4 weeks of therapy.

Conclusion
CMS should be suspected in all seronegative myasthenia cases

irrespective of family history. Diagnosis can be made on specific
clinical phenotype and confirmed by genetic testing. AGRN can have
late onset and isolated ocular involvement. Salbutamol is highly
effective in both DOK7 and CHRNE. Pyridostigmine though effective
in CHRNE and AGRN, causes paradoxical worsening in DOK 7.

doi:10.1016/j.jns.2019.10.283
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Immunohistochemistry versus genetic studies in muscular dys-
trophies – A cost-effectiveness analysis

K. Malhotraa, P. Srivastavaa, H. Malhotrab, D. Kulshreshthac, N.
Husaina

aDr Ram Manohar Lohia Institute of Medical Sciences, Pathology,
Lucknow, India
bKing George Medical University, Neurology, Lucknow, India
cDr Ram Manohar Lohia Institute of Medical Sciences, Neurology,
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Background
Genetic studies for muscular dystrophies are expensive and

seldom available in resource poor countries. We evaluated the cost
effectiveness of immunohistochemistry (IHC) to categorize such
patients vis-à-vis genotyping.

Material and methods
Patients presenting with features of muscular dystrophy, at two

tertiary-care State-run Government centres of North India, over a
period of one year were enrolled and underwent muscle biopsy after
informed consent. Cases showing dystrophic features on muscle
biopsy were evaluated using IHC on fresh frozen muscle tissue for
Dystrophins, Sarcoglycans, Merosin, Dysferlin and Emerin. Data

analysis for association of clinical, histologic findings and final
diagnosis was performed. Cost comparison was performed with a
representative cohort assuming use of molecular and genetic testing
on blood samples without resort to muscle biopsy. Prevalent
standard cost of such procedures was used for comparison.

Results
Dystrophic features were seen in 47 muscle biopsies, of which 42

showed optimal tissue preservation. Thirteen cases of Dys-
trophinopathies, ten of Sarcoglycanopathies, one of Dysferlinopathy
and two of Facioscapulohumeral muscular dystrophy were identified.
16 cases (38%) could not be categorized using IHC on muscle biopsy
and required genetic studies. Net cost of diagnosing and subtyping
muscular dystrophies using muscle biopsy upfront (with or without
subsequent genetic analysis) was found to be more economic than
genetic analysis alone.

Conclusion
We suggest a “biopsy first approach” for the initial categorization

of patients with muscular dystrophies. Besides decreasing the
referral bulk for genetic studies, this approach appears to achieve
significant cost-cutting in resource-constrained settings.

doi:10.1016/j.jns.2019.10.284
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Delineating the phenotypes of early onset myopathy due to novel
titin gene mutations
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dCollege of Medicine- King Saud University, Department of Pathology,
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Cases of early onset myopathy due to titin (TTN) gene mutations
are rare. We describe three patients, including two siblings, with
novel TTN gene mutations. The first is a 9-year-old girl, with normal
early motor and cognitive development, who developed weakness by
the age of 3 years. She had grade 4/5 power of the shoulder and
pelvic girdles, joint laxity, mild calf hypertrophy, lumbar lordosis and
waddling gait. Echocardiography revealed mitral valve prolapse with
mild mitral regurgitation. Muscle MRI showed gluteal, hamstring and
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mild calf muscle involvement. Muscle histology showed mild
endomysial fibrosis, minicores, central nuclei and type 1 fiber
predominance. Electron microscopy revealed scattered myofibrillar
disarray. Whole exome sequencing (WES) detected novel mutations
in compound heterozygosity. The second case (8-year-old girl,
product of consanguineous marriage) presented with delayed motor
development, and walked by 3 years. She had normal cognition, mild
calf muscle hypertrophy, joint laxity, lumbar lordosis and waddling
gait. Echocardiography showed parachute like mitral valve, no mitral
stenosis or regurgitation, and persistent left superior vena cava to
dilated coronary sinus. Her younger affected sibling (aged 3.7 years)
has normal cognitive development. He can crawl but could not walk
yet, and had joint laxity. Echocardiography was normal and creatine
kinase level was 406 U/L (N= 39–308). A homozygous novel variant
was detected in TTN (exon 359, Mex 1), aged approximately 300
years and spanning roughly 12 generations. The mutation is within
the first three M-line-encoding exons (Mex1, Mex2, and Mex3) of
TTN, known to cause Salih myopathy (OMIM 611705).

doi:10.1016/j.jns.2019.10.285
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Burden of disease due to epilepsy in Latin America: A systematic
analysis of the global burden disease study 2017
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Introduction
Epilepsy can lead to premature mortality and residual disability.

The objective of this study was to analyze the burden of epilepsy in
Latin America (LA) in 2017 and evaluate by sex and age across
countries.

Methods
We assessed the burden of epilepsy in 22 countries from Global

Burden of Diseases Database 2017. Burden was measured as
disability-adjusted life-years (DALYs; a summary measure of health
loss defined by the sum of years of life lost [YLLs] for premature
mortality and years lived with disability). DALYs were adjusted for
comorbidity and were estimated with 95% confidence intervals.

Results
The Burden of epilepsy in LA is 1,446,084,5 DALYs (UI 2,3–0,8 ×

106), mainly due to YLD burden (1,044,013, UI 1,8–0,4 × 106)
compared to YLLs (402,070,75, UI 4,5-3,6,12 × 105). Mexico, Brazil
and Colombia have the highest rates of DALYs. The burden of disease
was higher in males compared to females. We found a bimodal
increase in burden in young and older population, with a difference
in DALYs (higher in elderly). The principal risk factors reported was
alcohol use. Most of the burden reported was not attributed to any
risk factor.

Conclusion
The burden of epilepsy in LA is higher, mainly due to YLDs, and in

younger and older population. Epilepsy is still an important cause of
disability and mortality. Standardized collection of data on epilepsy
in population representative surveys will strengthen these estimates,
specially about potential risk non-reported risk factors.

doi:10.1016/j.jns.2019.10.286
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Neuroscience in ICD11

R. Shakir
Imperial College, Brain Sciences, London, United Kingdom

The ICD classification system is a primary function of the WHO,
which started long before its establishment in 1948. The initial
reporting was on causes of mortality evolved into mortality and
morbidity. The aim of the revision was to produce a modern
classification to replace ICD10 that was established in the 1980s.
Our knowledge in genetics, microbiology, immunology, imaging,
therapeutics and management has made revolutionised medical
knowledge.

There are many highlights in ICD11, which makes it stand out,
perhaps the most salient for Neurology is stroke. Since 1955 in ICD7,
stroke was classified under the vascular system and hence in all the
WHO statistics it was not counted as a brain disease. Stroke is the
second cause of death and should be separated from cardiac disease.
The neurology topic advisory group with the support of the World
Stroke organization, worked for years to disentangle stroke and bring
it to the neurology chapter. This was accomplished and in the future
brain diseases will receive their rightful recognition as the second
cause of death and the first cause of disability.

Other conditions, which were not recognised accurately, are Prion
disease, which were labelled as “slow virus” infections in ICD10. We
still have some issues such as placement of cognitive disorders
between Neurology and Psychiatry, similarly functional/dissociative
disorders and their accurate placement.

ICD11 was discussed at the Executive Board of the WHO and
there were some issues raised. It is expected that implementation
will start in January 2022

doi:10.1016/j.jns.2019.10.287
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Evaluation of motor symptoms in patients with Parkinson's
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eter: Pilot prospective observational study in a single center
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Introduction
Previous studies showed relationships between progression of

Parkinson's disease (PD) and subjective physical activity level (PAL).
Recently, various wearable devices for PD patients have been
studied. However, there have been few reports using objective PAL
and MET (Metabolic equivalent) to evaluate the spontaneous activity
status of PD patients.

Objective
To elucidate relationships between existing evaluation items

(UPDRS-part-III, symptom diary) and novel items (PAL and MET)
measured with 3-axis accelerometer in PD patients.

Patients and methods
From June 2017 to March 2018, 13 patients (average age 68.0

(56–85)) were hospitalized for adjustment of drugs or setting
for deep brain stimulation and enrolled to this study. Using
waist-worn 3-axis accelerometers (Active-Style-Pro-HJA-750C,

OMRON-Healthcare) for N10 h per day, PAL/ one day and MET/ 10s
were measured. UPDRS-part-III was evaluated 1–2 h after L-dopa
administration (On). We extracted and analyzed the data of two days
when the patients showed the best and worst UPDRS-part-III.

Results
PAL and value of 95 percentile of MET of each day are

significantly correlated with UPDRS-part-III (On) (Fig. 1,
Correlation coefficient: 0.699 (p b .001), 0.782 (p b .001)). Other
correlation coefficients are summarized in table1. Patients with
dyskinesia and tremor tended to have higher 3-axis accelerometer
indexes than without them. Changes of MET with time reflects
fluctuation of their conditions for a certain period in some patients
(Fig. 2).

Conclusion
Some evaluation items measured with waist-worn 3-axis accel-

erometers may be useful to evaluate their conditions objectively for a
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certain period of time, but we may need to pay attention to the
influence of involuntary movements.

doi:10.1016/j.jns.2019.10.288
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The role of genetic factors in levodopa-induced dyskinesias
development in Russian patients with Parkinson's disease: A pilot
study

G. Akhmadeevaa, I. Khidiyatovaa, I. Gilyazovaa, A. Baitimerovb, R.
Magzhanovc
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Russia
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Introduction
Levodopa is the most effective drug for the treatment of

Parkinson's disease (PD). After about 5 years, most patients develop
severe side effects such as dyskinesias and motor fluctuations after
levodopa therapy

Objective
The aim of our prospective study is to search the associations of

the polymorphic variants of the genes of dopaminergic and
serotoninergic systems with levodopa-induced dyskinesia (LID)
development in Parkinson’s disease patients.

Methods
The prospective ten-years clinical study included 320 sporadic PD

patients from Russia. The analysis of 18 SNPs of dopamine and
serotonin receptors, serotonin transporter, catechol-O-methyltrans-
ferase, monoamine oxidase B, tryptophan hydroxylase and tyrosine
hydroxylase genes was performed. Dyskinesia was assessed using of
MDS-UPDRS scale (parts IV and IVA) 10 years after the initial survey.
The SPSS software was used for statistical analysis. P-value b 0,05
was considered statistically significant.

Results
Thus, the presence of LID was assessed in 80 PD patients from the

original cohort, and dyskinesias were reported in 25 (68,75%)
patients. We found DRD2 rs6275 polymorphism and TPH1
rs1800532 polymorphism to be significantly associated with LID.
Patients homozygous for the rs6275*G allele had higher values of the
part IV UPDRS scale compared to heterozygous (p = 0,024). Patients
heterozygous for the rs1800532*G/T had lower value of the part IV
UPDRS scale compared to homozygous *G/G and *T/T carriers (p =
0,038; F = 4,24).

Conclusions
Thus, gene polymorphisms associated with levodopa-induced

dyskinesias development has been revealed. Further large sample
size studies are required to replicate the results. This pilot study will
be continued.

The work was supported by RFBR grant #19-015-00331.

doi:10.1016/j.jns.2019.10.289
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Image-guided frameless stereotaxy in subthalamic deep brain
stimulation: Three-year clinical outcome
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Introduction
Previous studies have investigated targeting accuracy of frameless

stereotaxy showing clinical outcomes and the data concern only the
short-term follow-up. The objective of this study was to assess
clinical efficacy and safety of frameless bilateral STN-DBS at three-
year follow-up.

Matherials and Methods
Eighteen PD patients received bilateral STN-DBS implant and

were included in the study(Mean age 55.6 ± 7.9 years and mean
disease duration 11.9 ± 6.2 years). DBS was performed in all patients
with frameless techique(Nexframe).

The following variables were assessed at baseline, one year and
three years after the surgery:

-score of the Unified Parkinson’s Disease Rating Scale(UPDRS)III
and axial subscore(items 27-31)in off-medication(off-med)and on-
med preoperatively, in off-med off-stimulation(off-stim), off-med
on-stim, on-med off-stim, on-med on-stim postoperatively;

-levodopa equivalent daily dose(LEDD);
-adverse events related to stimulation or device were systemat-

ically collected at one- and three-year follow-up.

Results
At one-year,motor efficacy of STN stimulation was of30.1%. The

benefit remained significant when considering the axial symptoms,
with 36.4% of improvement of UPDRS III axial subscore. Dopaminer-
gic drugs were significantly reduced of 31.2% one year after the
intervention. At 3 yrs follow-up, motor efficacy was11.1%compared
to preoperative condition and 36.3% compared to med-off stim-off
condition at three-year follow-up.Axial symptoms were not im-
proved compared to preoperative condition, but significantly im-
proved of 23.6% compared to med-off stim-off condition at three-
year follow-up. After three years from DBS, dopaminergic drugs were
significantly reduced of 31.7%. No serious adverse events occurred
during surgery.

Conclusions
Frameless stereotaxy, compared to frame-based technique, show

non-inferior efficacy and safety at long term follow up with great
advantages for patients’ discomfort during surgery.

doi:10.1016/j.jns.2019.10.290
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Long-term disease stability assessed by the expanded disability
status scale in patients treated with cladribine tablets in the
clarity and clarity extension studies
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Introduction
Treatment with cladribine tablets 10 mg (cumulative dose 3.5

mg/kg [CT3.5] over 2 years) in CLARITY and CLARITY Extension
reduced relapse rate and slowed disability progression versus
placebo in patients with relapsing-remitting multiple sclerosis
(RRMS). This post hoc analysis evaluated long-term disease stability
assessed by the Expanded Disability Status Scale (EDSS) after
treatment with CT3.5 in patients with RRMS in CLARITY and CLARITY
Extension.

Methods
Patients randomised to CT3.5 in CLARITY then placebo in CLARITY

Extension, with at least 1 post-baseline EDSS measurement were
included (n = 98). This analysis assessed EDSS score over time
(CLARITY randomisation to end of follow-up in CLARITY Extension,
including the bridging interval between studies) at 6 monthly
intervals, and separately time to 3- and 6-month confirmed EDSS
score progression from CLARITY baseline.

Results
Five years after CLARITY baseline, median EDSS remained stable

compared with baseline. Median EDSS score (95% confidence interval
[CI]) for CP3.5 was 2.5 (2.0–3.5) versus 3.0 (2.5–3.5) at baseline. In
each 12-month period, EDSS score stability was observed in N50% of
patients, improvement in 21–30% of patients and worsening in 0–
25%. During Year 5 in the CP3.5 group, EDSS stability was observed in
53.9% of patients, improvement in 21.3% and worsening in 24.7%.
Less than 30% of patients reached 3- or 6-month confirmed EDSS
progression by Year 5.

Conclusions
EDSS score was stable up to 5 years post-CLARITY baseline for the

CP3.5 group. Between 20–30% of patients demonstrated improve-
ment in EDSS score versus baseline each year.

The CLARITY study: NCT00213135; The CLARITY Extension study:
NCT00641537

doi:10.1016/j.jns.2019.10.291
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Seasonal postpartum hypernatremic encephalopathy with os-
motic demyelination and rhabdomyolysis: A rare tropical disease

K.R. Naik, S. Aralikatte Onkarappa
KLE Academy of Higher Education and Research, Neurology, Belagavi,
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Introduction
Acute hypernatremia results in osmotic cerebral demyelination,

osmotic rhabdomyolysis and renal insufficiency. Hypernatremia
occurring in postpartum period is rare and produces devastating
outcome.

Objective
Document the clinicoradiological manifestations of postpartum

hypernatremic osmotic demyelination and rhabdomyolysis.

Methods
Clinical, laboratory and neuroimaging data of women admitted

with postpartum hypernatremia from 2007 to 2018 were reviewed.

Results
Thirty-three women with postpartum hypernatremia whose age

ranged from 18 to 37 years (median 22) were seen during this period.
Symptomsbegan2 to42days (median10) fromdeliveryand lasted2 to
20 days before admission (5.85 ± 3.87; median 4) consisting of fever
(85%), quadriparesis (55%), altered consciousness (85%), ataxia (52%)
and seizures (9%). All patients had dehydration at admission with
oliguria in 28 (85%), tachycardia in 21 (63.63%) and six were in
hypovolemic shock. Glasgow coma score was reduced in 25 women.
Proximally dominant quadriparesis was present in 29 with brisk DTRs
in 14 and corticobulbar signs in 10 women. Admission serum sodium
ranged from 151 to 230 (181.5 ± 17.9 mEq/L) with hyperchloremia
(147.4 ± 19.8 mEq/L), hyperosmolarity (399.78 ± 44.62; range327 to
534), elevated urea (116.8 ± 54.3 mg/dl), creatinine (3.39 ± 2.06
mg/dl).Magnetic resonance imaging revealed features of extrapontine
myelinolysis. Nineteenwomen improvedwith gradual hypernatremia
correction while 14 succumbed. Six patients underwent dialysis for
renal failure. Factors predicting poor outcomewere level of conscious-
ness (P 0.000004), hypernatremia (P 0.03), serum osmolality (P 0.02)
and azotemia (P 0.0004).

Conclusion
Postpartum hypernatremia is a rare tropical neurological emer-

gency. Early detection and prompt treatment of dyselectrolytemia
and renal failure results in good outcome.

doi:10.1016/j.jns.2019.10.292
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New perspectives for traumatic brain injury: Results from the
captain trial series and meta-analysis
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Traumatic brain injury (TBI) is a multifaceted condition that
encompasses a broad clinical and disability spectrum, determined
by a myriad of potential injuries, cellular pathways, genetic
phenotypes, and environmental factors. Due to the complex health
states of TBI, past clinical trials have failed to highlight the
efficacy of pharmacological interventions using conventional
research methods. The CAPTAIN I and CAPTAIN II trials explore
the efficacy of Cerebrolysin for recovery after TBI using a novel
approach: a multidimensional analysis. We report the findings of
these trials and pre-planned meta-analysis. The CAPTAIN I
(protocol: doi.org/10.1089/neu.2014.3558)and CAPTAIN II (proto-
col: doi.org/10.1186/ISRCTN17097163) are a series of randomized,
double-blind, placebo-controlled trials that enrolled patients with
moderate to severe TBI (Glasgow Coma Scale score 6–12). Meta-
analysis was performed using stochastic ordering, fixed effects,
random effects and a combined model using the Wei-Lachin
pooling procedure. Both trials results reveal high assay sensitivity
of the multidimensional approach, indicating benefits of
Cerebrolysin at Day 30 and 90 intention-to-treat populations. The
baseline prognostic risk score shows excellent comparability
between treatment groups (median = 2.0; MW= 0.4883). A
meta-analysis of the trial series shows statistical significance
superiority of Cerebrolysin at 30 and 90 days after TBI regardless
of methodology (stochastic ordering, fixed and random effects),
indicating no observed heterogeneity (I-Square = 0.0%). The
CAPTAIN trial series and meta-analysis indicate the efficacy of
Cerebrolysin for moderate to severe TBI recovery and confirm the
agent’s excellent safety profile. We discuss these results to
showcase major clinical implications for treatment and methodo-
logical breakthroughs in TBI research.

doi:10.1016/j.jns.2019.10.293
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Introduction
Stroke is one of the leading causes of burden of disease

worldwide. The objective of this study was to analyze the burden
of stroke in Latin America (LA) in 2017 and evaluate by sex, age and
type of disorder.

Methods
We systematically evaluated the Global Burden of Diseases

Database 2017. The measure of burden used was Disability-adjusted
life years (DALYs), which it results from the sum of the Years of Life
Lost (YLL) and Years Lived with Disability (YLD). DALYs were
adjusted for comorbidity and were estimated with 95% confidence
intervals. Data were selected for Latin America (22 countries) in
2017 for DALY, YLD and YLL per year, sex, age and type of
neurological disorder.

Results
The Burden of stroke in LA is 6 066 164,5 DALYS (UI 7,2 – 4,5x106),

mainly due to YLD burden (5 505 926.1, UI 6,1 – 4,3 x106) compared
to YLLs (827 739.6, UI 9,3-6,12x105). The hemorrhagic type generated
higher DALYS. Brazil, Argentina and Mexico have the highest rates. The
principal risk factors were behavioral factors, metabolic factors and
environmental factors. The total DALYs are higher in males compared
to females, mainly related to behavioral risk factors.

Conclusion
The burden of Stroke in LA is higher, related to YLDs and

hemorrhagic stroke. More than 80% of the stroke burden is
attributable to modifiable risk factors in LA. Air pollution is a
significant contributor. Priority actions should be taken to prevent
and reduce the burden of stroke in LA.

doi:10.1016/j.jns.2019.10.294
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To investigate the neuroprotective effects of NAC (N-Acetyl-
Cysteine) in patients with AIS (Acute Ischemic Stroke).

Methods
The study was a single blind placebo controlled trial. 62 patients

were enrolled in the study, 31 patients in each arm. NAC was infused
for the intervention group with doses of 100 mg/kg stat on
admission then 10 mg/kg/hour for 10 hours in addition to standard
treatment. The control group only received standard treatment. The
blood sample for measuring MMP-9 (Matrix Metalloproteinase 9)
was collected from both groups before and 24 hours after receiving
NAC. NIHSS (National Institutes of Health Stroke Scale) was
calculated for both groups before therapy, 24 hours, 2 weeks, 1
month and 3 months after therapy.

Results
Mean NIHSS in the intervention and control groups were 6.87 ±

4.15 and 8.11 ± 4.12 (p-value = 0.231) on admission, 4.52 ± 3.82
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and 5.87 ± 4.36 (p-value = 0.193)24 hours after admission, 3.06 ±
2.74and 4.93 ± 4.69 (p-value = 0.061)2 weeks later, 2.39 ± 2.41
and 3.66 ± 4.98 (p-value = 0.2 25) one month later, and, 1.07 ±
2.12 and 2.36 ± 2.28 (p-value = 0.511) 3 months later respectively,
which were not statistically significant. Also, the relationship
between MMP9 and NIHSS was evaluated using Pearson correlation
coefficient. There was no significant correlation between MMP9
changes and neurological deficits in any of the time intervals. In both
intervention and control groups, the amount of MMP9 24 hours after
injection was decreased dramatically (p-value = 0.000) and showed
that MMP9 reduction was not dependent on NAC injection.

Conclusions
NAC injection did not show clinical and laboratory benefits in

patients with AIS in addition to standard therapy.

doi:10.1016/j.jns.2019.10.295
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Introduction
Mechanical thrombectomy (MT) is now an established treatment

for acute ischemic stroke (AIS) with large vessel occlusion (LVO)
within 6 hours. Since 2018, MT is also recommended from 6–24
hours after selecting with additional multimodal imaging including
perfusion imaging. We sought to investigate patients with significant
discrepancy in core infarct between CT and CT perfusion (CTP).

Methods
From February-2018, RAPID Imaging Software (iSchemaView)

was used at our institution to analyze CTP data for patients with LVO
being selected for MT from 6-24hours of symptom onset. CTP was
also done b6hours if significant early ischemic changes or hypo-
density was seen on non-contrast CT. All cases utilizing RAPID CTP
data for MT selection from February2018–February2019 were
collected. Cases with discrepancy between APSECTS on head CT and
core volume (CBF b30%) on CTP were analyzed.

Results
Evaluation of all RAPID cases performed for MT selection revealed

4patients with significant discrepancy in core infarct between CT and
CTP. Please see Table 1. All 4-patients did not have a LVO in the ICA/
M1 or M2 segments. This likely occurred due to interval recanaliza-
tion of a proximal LVO.

Conclusion
Recanalization of a LVO can lead to erroneously normal or gross

underestimation of core infarct on software analysis of CTP images.
This has implications for triage of AIS for MT. CTP images should
always be evaluated alongside plain CT images. If inter-hospital
transfer times are prolonged, patients transferred from another

institution after demonstration of LVO should have CT head repeated
if CTP is being considered.

doi:10.1016/j.jns.2019.10.296
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Background
There is evidence that smoking increases stroke risk. However,

the impact of smoking status on age at onset of ischemic stroke has
not been studied. The aim of this study is to explore the effect of
smoking status on the age at onset of first-ever ischemic stroke using
the Korean Stroke Registry(KSR), the nation-wide, multicenter,
hospital-based stroke registry in Republic of Korea.

Methods
This study used individual data of first-ever ischemic stroke

patients from the KSR, between 2014 and 2018. We divided the
patients into four groups according to their smoking status; current
smokers, past-smokers – quit in recent 5 years, past smokers – quit
over than 5 years, and never-smokers.

Results
A total of 27,942 patients were included in the analysis. The mean

age at onset of the first-ever stroke in male were 59.7 ± 11.6 in
current smokers, 65.5 ± 11.6 past-smokers – quit in recent 5 years,
69.9 ± 10.7 in past smoker – quit over than 5 years, and 68.2 ± 12.6
in never-smokers (p b 0.001), whereas 63.4 ± 14.2, 69.9 ± 14.1,
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75.0 ± 12.1, and 71.9 ± 12.7 in female, respectively (p b 0.001). In
the stroke subtypes analysis, the mean age at onset of the first-ever
stroke were 60.9 ± 11.4, 66.7 ± 11.2, 70.7 ± 10.8, and 71.1 ± 11.9 in
large artery atherosclerosis group, 58.8 ± 10.8, 63.8 ± 11.1, 68.2 ±
10.4, and 68.6 ± 12.0 in small vessel occlusion group, and 64.1 ±
11.9, 67.7 ± 11.6, 71.8 ± 10.3, and 73.8 ± 11.4 in cardioembolism
group, respectively (all p b 0.001).

Conclusions
The smoking status of patients was associated with an earlier

onset age of first-ever stroke. The onset age tends to be delayed with
the longer duration of cessation period.

doi:10.1016/j.jns.2019.10.297
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Background
Serum Homocysteine (Hcy) level is known to be one of the risk

factors of stroke. However, whether serum Hcy levels are related to
stroke-subtypes still remains controversial. The aim of this study was
to explore the association between Hcy and stroke subtypes.

Methods
A total of 3240 patients with acute ischemic stroke were

registered. Patients with recurred ischemic stroke, undetermined or
other determined etiology, pre-mRS N 1 were excluded. Out of 1868
eligible patients, 574 additional patients were excluded due to loss of
either follow up or serum homocysteine level. Hcy level was divided
into 3 groups according to tertiles.

Results
Age, creatinine, serum high-density lipoprotein, serum low-

density lipoprotein were significantly different among 3 groups.
There was a tendency that the LDL level decreased as the Hcy level
increased (p for trend=0.02). In binary logistic regression, highest
Hcy level was significantly related to large artery disease compared
to small vessel occlusion. (OR 1.44, 95% CI 1.04–1.99)

Conclusions
The present study suggested that high serum Hcy level is

associated with large artery disease compared to small vessel
occlusion. In those mechanisms, LDL-cholesterol might have been
involved in atherosclerotic pathway in acute ischemic status.

doi:10.1016/j.jns.2019.10.298
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Background and purpose
The relationship between neutrophil to lymphocyte ratio (NLR)

and prognosis after acute ischemic stroke (AIS) remains controver-
sial. The aim of this cohort study and systematic review was to
ascertain the association of admission NLR with major clinical poor
outcomes after AIS.

Methods
We analyzed data from Chengdu stroke registry and performed a

systematic review for previous literature. The outcomes were
hemorrhagic transformation (HT), parenchymal hematoma (PH),
symptomatic intracranial hemorrhage (sICH), 3 month death or
disability (modified Rankin Scale≥3), and 3 month death. Odds ratios
(ORs) and 95% confidence intervals (CIs) of the association between
NLR and poor outcomes were pooled separately. We also calculated
the predictive accuracy of admission NLR in different outcomes.

Results
We included 828 patients from registry database and 9563

patients from previous studies. Our registry data showed that NLR
≥5 was associated with HT [OR 2.16, 95%CI (1.28, 3.64)], PH [OR 2.85,
95%CI (1.37, 5.93)], and 3 month death [OR 5.37, 95%CI (1.36,
21.20)]; meta-analysis with our data and other observational studies
indicated that higher NLR was associated with HT [OR 2.04, 95% CI
(1.49, 2.79)], sICH [OR 2.20, 95%CI (1.59, 3.05)], 3 m death or
disability [OR 1.67, 95% CI (1.15, 2.41)], and 3 month death [OR 2.76,
95% CI (1.56, 4.88)]. NLR had the highest predictive accuracy for 3
month death compared with other outcomes, both in our cohort and
meta-analysis.

Conclusions
Higher admission NLR is positively associated with the risk of HT,

PH, sICH, 3-month death or disability, and especially 3-month death
after acute ischemic stroke.

doi:10.1016/j.jns.2019.10.299
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Background and purpose
In the diagnosis and management of suspected hyperacute stroke

patients “time is brain”. Considering this dictum; in our institute we
devised a comprehensive MRI protocol with inclusion of ASL
technique for penumbral imaging, such that it will be faster and still
competent enough for accurately diagnosing patients with suspected
hyperacute stroke. The sequences in “FAST MRI” stroke protocol take
approximately 10–11 minutes, with ASL sequence attributing to 3.5
minutes. Purpose of this comprehensive yet “FAST MRI” stroke
protocol was to assist clinicians in planning appropriate reperfusion
treatment (I.V thrombolysis, endovascular or conservative) within
the window period for better prognosis.

Methods
Patients referred to our emergency department with suspected

hyperacute stroke were imaged with “FAST MRI” stroke protocol
(diffusion, FLAIR, SWAN, 3D ASL and TOF – MRA sequences). Follow
up imaging (preferably with MRI) was also performed in these
patients at 6 and 24 hours.

Results
76 patients were diagnosed with hyperacute stroke using this

MRI protocol. Median age was 68.5 years, median time to MR
imaging was 2 hours and median NIHSS was 6. Total 64 patients
received reperfusion therapy, of which 48 were diagnosed with
diffusion-perfusion abnormalities on ASL maps.

Conclusion
“FAST MRI” stroke protocol with inclusion of ASL technique

enables stroke units to give prompt diagnosis in a reasonably short
time interval, facilitate triage of patients into hyperacute/acute,
ischemic/hemorhhagic strokes or TIA (transient ischemic attack),
guide necessary reperfusion treatment and thus increase treatment
cohorts.

Keywords: Hyperacute stroke, ASL, Diffusion perfusion mismatch

doi:10.1016/j.jns.2019.10.300
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Background and aims
According to some studies, implantable loop recorder (ILR) has a

detection rate of 30% of occult atrial fibrillation (AF) after embolic
stroke of undetermined source (ESUS). The optimal monitoring
method for detecting AF in ESUS is still uncertain. Our aim was
evaluate AF detection yield of ILR in patients (pts) admitted with
ESUS in a stroke unit located in a rural Portuguese community.

Method
Retrospective observational study. From June 2014 to December

2018, we evaluated 17 pts (mean age 63 ± 12.3; 58.8% male)
admitted with ESUS who received ILR. These pts had previous
cardiac work-up negative for embolic source (continuous telemetry,
ECG, 24 hours Holter, transthoracic and transoesophageal echocar-
diography), and no prothrombotic conditions. We analyzed the AF
rate detection, time from stroke to ILR placement, time between ILR
and AF detection and follow-up.

Results
ILR detected AF in 4 pts (23.5%). Mean time between stroke and

ILR placement was 181.8 days [range 44–353]and between stroke
and AF diagnostic was 274.5 days [range 118–521]. Mean time from
ILR placement to AF diagnostic was 165.5 days [range 29–268]. All
pts with AF were anticoagulated. Mean follow-up was 736.7 days
[range 143–1185].

Conclusion
In our population, the ILR placement occurred after acute phase of

stroke and had a good detection rate of AF. Because longer duration
of monitoring enable higher diagnostic yield, we suggest ILR in pts
with ESUS when diagnostic work-up is inconclusive.

I have obtained patient and/or Institutional Review Board (IRB)
approval, as necessary.

doi:10.1016/j.jns.2019.10.301
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Background
Mechanical thrombectomy (MT) has become the standard care of

treatment for eligible patients with large vessel occlusion (LVO)
leading to acute ischemic stroke. In this study we review and
compare the imaging and clinical outcome of three different
techniques, including aspiration (ADAPT) and stentrieval (SR)
techniques as first pass in acute ischemic stroke.

Methods
This Study was conducted in Mashhad in 2018 and 2019. All

patients with following criteria were included into study: acute
ischemic stroke and large vessel occlusion. Success of MT and clinical
outcomes were compared between ADAPT and SR techniques.
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Results
87 patients were included into study. Mean of age was 55.9 ±

13.0 years. There was no significant difference between two
techniques for admission NIHSS, age, and time interval. As first
passage, ADAPT technique was used in 59 patients (67.8%) and
stentrieval in 28 (32.2%). Mean of passage was 2.5 ± 1.6 in ADAPT
and 3.2 ± 1.6 in SR group. The difference was not significant (p =
0.085). Successful recanalization was achieved in 75.9% of ADAPT
group and 76% of SR group (p = 0.991). Large significant ICH was
seen in 15.3% of ADAPT group and 3.6% of SR group. Difference was
not significant (p = 0.110). Good outcome (mRs 0-2) was reported
in 38% of ADAPT group and 38.5% SR group with no significant
difference between two groups (p = 0.976).

Conclusion
Despite higher rate of ICH in ADAPT technique, ADAPT technique

could be as effective as SR technique for successful recanalization as
well as good outcome.

doi:10.1016/j.jns.2019.10.302
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Introduction
Cognitive impairment in Post- Stroke Aphasia (PSA) is common

and can cause disability with major impacts on quality of life and
independence. Present study attempts to establish whether home-
based neuropsychological interventions can improve language and
cognitive performance in PSA.

Methodology
In this single centre, parallel group, open-label, randomized

controlled trial, 58 PSA aged 18-70 years were randomized using
computer-generated block randomization to Intervention group (IG)
or Control Group (CG). The secondary endpoint of a larger study
(ClinicalTrials.nic.in, number CTRI/2014/04/004554) assessed be-
tween-group difference in the change in language and cognition
from baseline to immediately after 8 weeks and of comprehensive
neuropsychological rehabilitation with aphasia therapy or routine
treatment using fMRI and neuropsychological assessment.

Results
Post intervention, the IG revealed statistically significant im-

provement on working memory and attention tests despite being
clinically impaired but the BOLD activations revealed significant

activations on the cognitive & language tasks. The CG didn’t show
any significant improvements and were clinically impaired on
cognitive tests and fMRI tasks. The results show that attention and
working memory deficits also contribute to language recovery, in
addition to syntactic impairment which has a strong and direct
impact on fluency.

Conclusions
The findings support the suggestion that cognition is important

for communication and provide evidence that treating cognition can
improve skills important for language. PSAs display non-linguistic
cognitive deficits and strengths that interact not only with their
specific profiles of language impairments and strengths, but also
their potential for positive response to communication treatment,
and potentially to their quality of life.

doi:10.1016/j.jns.2019.10.303
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Background
Diabetic peripheral neuropathy (DPN) is the commonest micro-

vascular complication of diabetes mellitus. Risk factors related to the
development of DPN are mainly duration of diabetes, degree of
glycaemic control, height of the patient and age at onset of diabetes
mellitus.

Objectives
This study aimed to correlate between the risk factors for diabetic

peripheral neuropathy (DPN) and lower limbs nerve conduction
study (NCS) parameters in children with type 1 diabetes mellitus
attending Sudan Childhood Diabetes Centre.

Method
This cross-sectional study recruited 50 patients with type

1diabetes, with mean disease duration of 4.9 ± 3.8 years attending
Sudan Childhood Diabetes Centre. NCS parameters (latency, ampli-
tude, and conduction velocity) of sural, common peroneal and
posterior tibial nerves were measured bilaterally.

Results
Using Pearson correlation statistics, the study revealed significant

negative correlation between the patient age and the motor
velocities of tibial and common peroneal nerves. Furthermore, it
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proved significant negative correlation between the patient height
and velocities of sural, tibial and common peroneal nerves. It also
showed significant negative correlation between the age at onset of
the disease and the motor velocities of the right tibial and right
common peroneal nerves. Moreover, there was significant negative
correlation between HbA1c and the motor velocities of both right and
left tibial nerves. Duration of the disease did not show any
correlation with NCS parameters.

Conclusion
The study proved that most of the risk factors for diabetic

peripheral neuropathy decrease significantly the conduction velocity
especially of the motor lower limbs nerves in type 1 diabetic
children.

doi:10.1016/j.jns.2019.10.304
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Development of social interaction skills of autistic children’s by
musical therapy

V. Balasubramanian, G. Bharathi, B. Vellinigri
Bharathiar University, Human Genetics and Molecular Biology, Coim-
batore, India

The Cochrane Collection of Randomized Clinical Trials (RCT)
showed a favorable result of music therapy (MT) on individuals with
autism spectrum disorder (ASD). This study focuses on accessing
whether MT can develop the social skills of autistic children. This
quasi-experimental study was designed as a pre-test/ post-test and
follow-up among the autistic children selected from Coimbatore city.
Using childhood autism rating scale (CARS), 56 children with mild to
severe autism were selected through convenience sampling and
assigned into two groups: active and passive MT groups. Both the
intervention group consisted of 26 children. Social skills of both
groups were measured and recorded with the help of Triad Social
Skill rating system scale. The children of the active intervention
group participated in Orff–Schulwerk type of MT program for 3
months (three sessions of 35 minutes/week), whereas the control
group received MT without any interaction. The groups were
followed-up for 3 months. The data were analyzed with Statistic
Package for Social Science (IBM- SPSS - 21) software using t-test and
the groups were compared by analysis of covariance. The results
of the MT intervention were mostly apparent in the following
subscales - understanding/perspective-taking, initiating interactions,
responding initiation and maintaining interactions with others. The
post-test covariance analysis results of the intervention group
showed a significant increase in social skills’ scores (P b 0.05). Also,
the t-test results of the paired-sample revealed that the effectiveness
of MT has been continual during the follow-up phase.

Keywords: Autism, Musical therapy, DSM-5, Social interaction skills,
Orff–Schulwerk

doi:10.1016/j.jns.2019.10.305
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Serum bilirubin as a neuroinflammatory biomarker in chilhood
and adolescent migraine

M. Melake, W. El-Sheikh, H. El-shony
Menoufiya University, Neurology, Shebin El-Kom, Egypt

Objective
To assess the association between serum bilirubin and migraine

in children and adolescents.

Background
Neurogenic inflammation is involved in migraine pathogenesis in

children and adolescents where proinflammatory cytokines play a
significant role. Serum bilirubin can be considered as an antioxidant
and cytoprotective agent and its concentration may be influenced in
migraine by neurogenic inflammation.

Patients and methods
Serum samples were collected from 40 migrainous children and

adolescents and from 40 controls (age, 7–17 years) at Menoufiya
university hospitals, Egypt. Total, direct and indirect bilirubin
concentrations were measured. Headache features, migraine equiv-
alents, psychiatric comorbidity (using Mini-Kid test) and electroen-
cephalogram “EEG” findings were investigated.

Results
Serum total, direct and indirect bilirubin concentrations were

significantly lower in migraineurs than controls (P b 0.001). Statisti-
cal significance was associated with abnormal EEG findings during
headache-free periods (P b 0.01, 0.018, and 0.012 respectively) and
not statistically significantly associated with headache features
(migraine aura, migraine equivalents, frequency of episodes, severity
of pain), abnormal EEG findings during headache attacks or
psychiatric comorbidity.

Conclusion
Serum bilirubin concentration is lower in migrainous children

and adolescents compared to controls, thus, may be considered as a
useful marker for neurogenic inflammation in childhood migraine.

doi:10.1016/j.jns.2019.10.306
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Headaches in children

A. Mahmoud
KFMC, PND, Ar Riyadh, Saudi Arabia

Childhood primary headaches are increasingly recognized as a
significant neurologic health problem. This has a significant impact
on children and their families. To improve the diagnosis of headache
and establish a standardized set of criteria to serve as a common
basis for the additional scientific study of headaches, (ICHD) was
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developed and is now in its third edition (ICHD-3b). It is divided into
three major categories: primary headaches, those that are diseases
by themselves; secondary headaches caused or exacerbated by a
secondary factor, and the cranial neuropathies; and other facial pains
and headaches.

Migraine remains under-recognized, under-diagnosed, and inap-
propriately treated in this population with potential long-term
consequences.

The underlying pathophysiology is presumably the same as in
adults, but the presenting symptoms in a developing brain are often
different. Early effective intervention may prevent progression and
lifelong consequences.

The prevalence of migraine in children age 11 to 13 is between
6.1 and 13.6 per 100 and between 9.8 and 24.7 per 100. These
common disorders are often accompanied by significant disability,
impacting the child's life and school performance. Early diagnosis
and an integrative treatment approach are essential to minimize the
impact on a child's quality of life. Differentiating primary headaches
from those caused by underlying, pathology is critical to appropriate
treatment and possible cure.

Here we address issues of: using practical diagnostic criteria for
clinical practice, which acute medication should be chosen, when to
use preventive therapy in childhood, and which preventive therapies
have the best therapeutic index.

doi:10.1016/j.jns.2019.10.307
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Clinical features and targeted next-generation sequencing of
idiopathic early onset epileptic encephalopathy in 68 patients

A. Arafat
Xiangya Hospital, Central South University, Pediatrics Neurology, Chang
Sha, China

Early Onset Epileptic Encephalopathy (EOEE) presents shortly
after birth with frequent, severe seizures. Next generation sequenc-
ing has been proved to have a great value in understanding and
interpreting the increasing number of responsible genes of EOEE.

To investigate the clinical features and the Etiology of unex-
plained EOEE in patients through next generation sequencing.

We used targeted next-generation sequencing (NGS) to identify
potential pathogenic variants of 308 genes in 68 Chinese patients
with EOEE including 47 male patients and 21 female patients ; West
syndrome (n = 44), Dravet syndrome (n = 4), Ohtahara syndrome
(n = 2) and unclassified EOEEs (n = 18). We characterized all the
phenotypes and a filter process was performed to prioritize rare
variants. Sanger sequencing confirmed the variants and determined
the parental origin. We followed all patients in our study and
analyzed their clinical data.

1. Nine de novo disease-causing variants were identified in 15% of
patients (n = 10/68), including four novel mutations; in the
following genes: CDKL5 (n = 2), STXBP1 (n = 1), SCN1A (n =
3), KCNQ2 (n = 1), SCN8A (n = 1), STXBP1 (n = 1), and a novel
hemizygous disease-causing variant in ARX (n = 1).

2. Three hypothesized disease-causing variants in 4% patients (n =
3/68) in the following genes: SCN1A (n = 2) and KCNQ2 (n = 1),
but paternal testing was not possible to confirm our hypothesis.

3. A novel variant of KCNMA1 gene in one unexplained EOEE patient,
which to our knowledge is the first to be reported with EOEE
patients.

Nine de novo disease-causing variants in CDKL5, STXBP1, SCN1A,
KCNQ2, SCN8A, ARX were reported in patients with EOEE, enriching
the EOEE mutation spectrum bank.

doi:10.1016/j.jns.2019.10.308
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The burden of migraine among the pediatric population

H. Upadhyaya, E. Pearlman, S. Avasti, J. Ford, H. Detke
Eli Lilly and Company, Psychiatry, Indianapolis, USA

The estimated prevalence of migraine among children and
adolescents included in multinational studies vary, ranging from
7.3%–9.7% for females and 4.9%–6.0% for males, and can produce
multifactorial clinical burden. For example, in a German pediatric
population muscular pain was reported frequently in the shoulder
and neck (35.7%–41.1%), especially during head (58.9%) and neck
(42.6%) movements. The clinical impact of migraine can include
substantial negative effects on health-related quality of life (HRQoL).
A study in the United States that utilized the Pediatric Quality of Life
Inventory (PedQoL) scale reported significantly lower scores among
children with migraine than those without migraine (72.7 ± 14.8 vs.
83.0 ± 14.8; Pb0.01). Many studies across multiple countries have
demonstrated that the disability associated with migraine impacts
school and social/sports activities as measured by the Pediatric
Migraine Disability Assessment Scale (PedMIDAS). Migraine with
aura can cause significantly higher mean depression scores and
severe social anxiety scores, further increasing disease burden. In a
Brazilian study, by parents perception, children with migraine
without aura had worse overall HRQoL per the PedQoL (P b 0.01),
with worse overall HRQoL among physical and psychosocial domains
of PedQoL (all P b 0.01), than children without headache. By self-
evaluation, children with migraine reported worse HRQoL for
emotional and school outcomes than children without headache
aspects (both P b 0.01). Unfortunately, although a fundamental goal
of preventive treatment is decreasing migraine frequency and
thereby improving HRQoL, only 10%–19% of pediatric patients
receive such therapeutic interventions.

doi:10.1016/j.jns.2019.10.309
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Magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) evaluation of global develop-
mental delay in pediatric patients: A retrospective study

H. Hafiza, A. Raidaha, S. Bashirb
aKing Fahad Specialist Hospital, Pedartic Neurology, Dammam, Saudi
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Background
Global developmental delay (GDD) is defined as significant delay

in one or more developmental domains. Evaluation of a child with
developmental delay is important not only because it allows early
diagnosis and treatment but also helpful for parental counseling
regarding the outcome of their child and to identify any possible risk
of recurrence in the siblings. Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI) is
the best modality to investigate such patients. To study the
prevalence of normal and abnormal MRI in pediatric patients
presenting with GDD and further categorize the abnormal MRI based
on its morphological features.

Methods
It is a retrospective, observational study of MRI Brain in 98

pediatric patients (57 Males and 41 Females) aged between 3
months–12 years; presenting with developmental delay. MRI brain
was done on 3T Siemens with appropriate sequences and planes
after making the child sleep/sedated/ anesthetized. Various anatom-
ical structures like Ventricles, Corpus callosum, etc were systemat-
ically assessed.

Results
Normal MRI findings were seen in 37% cases and 61% had

abnormal findings of which the proportion of 62.2%. The ventricles
and white matter mainly the corpus callosum were the most
commonly affected anatomical structures. In 5 (3%) patients, MRI
gave direct diagnosis and in 32 (18.8%) MRI suggested diagnosis
which was confirmed by further investigation.

Conclusion
The clinical diagnosis of developmental delay should not be the end

point, but rather a springboard for an effective search for causal factors.
MRI is the best investigationwith a high yield in such patients.

doi:10.1016/j.jns.2019.10.310
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Perioperative ischemic stroke in children undergoing cardiac
surgery for congenital heart diseases (CHD) with cardiopulmo-
nary bypass(CPB)

O. Globaa, L. Kuzenkovaa, V. Lastovkab, R. Tepaevb, A. Anikinc
aFederal State Autonomic Institution National Medical Research Center
for Children's Health Ministry of Health Russia, Neurology, Moscow,
Russia
bFederal State Autonomic Institution National Medical Research Center
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cFederal State Autonomic Institution National Medical Research Center
for Children's Health Ministry of Health Russia, Radiology, Moscow,
Russia

Background
Cardiac surgery for CHD the potentially modifiable risk factor for

arterial ischemic stroke (AIS) in the pediatric population and a target
for preventative strategies.

Methods
Children younger than 18 years with CHD after cardiac surgery

and radiologically confirmed arterial ischemic stroke. AIS was
diagnosed with radiographic imaging (MRI or CT). Preoperative and
postoperative data were collected. Protein C(ProC) and fibrin-
monomer(FM) plasma levels were measured before surgery, 24 and
72 hours after surgery.

Results
335 children with CHD were operated using CPB. In 18 patients

(18,6%) the AIS occurred following cardiac procedure. The 50% of
these children had comorbidity - Down syndrome (4 children-
22,5%), perinatal brain ischemia (3 children-16.6%), multiple con-
genital malformations (2 patients-11,2%). The time from operation to
diagnosis of stroke was 3 days in 13 patients(72.2%).In others within
6–12 days because of procedure complications and prolonged lung
ventilation. Seizures (predominantly focal motor) were the most
common presenting symptom (9 patients-50%). Altered conscious
state (11,2%), limb weakness (22,2%), eye symptoms (strabismus,
nystagmus) (11,1%) and aphasia in 1 patient (5,5%) were observed as
well. The MRI data show the most common single territory affected
was the posterior cerebral and cerebellar arteries (11-61% of
children), middle cerebral artery in 11,1%, multiple territories in
27,7% (5 patients). The FM plasma level was significantly higher and
ProC was significantly lower (p b 0.05) in 72H after operation
compare to the preoperation period which reflect the prothrombotic
tendency.

Conclusions
Prospective cohort studies of pre- and periopeperative period are

required to determine effective primary and secondary prevention
strategies.

doi:10.1016/j.jns.2019.10.311
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Arachnoid cyst management in children

G. Odintsovaa, K. Samochernykhb, N. Samochernykhb, M. Nikolaenkob
aAlmazov National Medical Reseacher Center, Epileptology, St.Peters-
burg, Russia
bAlmazov National Medical Reseacher Center, Child Neurosurgery, St.
Petersburg, Russia

Purpose
To develop the concept of the personalized diagnostics and

neurosurgical treatment of the intracranial arachnoid cysts (IAC) in
children

Material and methods
Results of diagnostic and treatment of 804 children aged 1–17y.

o. were analyzed in 2 groups: with 1gr.- hydrocephaly, 2gr.-
intracranial arachnoid cysts. The most part (57.5%) were in the age
up to 3 years, the most frequent - till 1 year. The clinic, disease
dynamics, outcome of treatment IAC and monitoring of the
amplitude-frequency characteristics of liquid pressure fluctuation,
the reserved subdural volume, deformations of a brain and
ventricles, researches of biomechanical properties, pressure were
carried out
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Results
There were 116 children with IAC in 2gr. Hypertension syndrome

(47.4%), focal symptoms of damage of the nervous system (52.5%)
and remitting type (86.2%) were typical for children with IAC. The
structure and expressiveness of manifestations IAC depended from
the volume of local congestion of liquid, craniocerebral dispropor-
tion. The main directions of preoperative diagnostics were: the
assessment of expressiveness and clinical manifestations, morphom-
etry and biomechanical properties. Unsatisfactory results were
caused by permanent resorption frustration in 19.8%. Informative
criteria of an outcome were: the age, anatomic-topographical
features, dissociation level, cavities deformation expressiveness and
forecast of probable postoperative complications.

Summary.Priority methods directed to elimination of the prime
cause of liquor current violation and deformations of the brain
should be used in the management of the intraсranial araсnoid cysts
in children.

doi:10.1016/j.jns.2019.10.312
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Safety of ocrelizumab in multiple sclerosis: Updated analysis in
patients with relapsing and primary progressive multiple
sclerosis

S. Hausera, L. Kapposb, X. Montalbancd, L. Craveiroe, R. Hughese, J.
McNamaraf, A. Pradhang, D. Wormsere, H. Koendgene, J.S. Wolinskyh
aUniversity of California- San Francisco, Department of Neurology, San
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bUniversity Hospital Basel, University of Basel, Department of Neurology,
Basel, Switzerland
cDivision of Neurology, University of Toronto, Department of Neurology,
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fJohn McNamara Consulting Limited, n/a, Cambridge, United Kingdom
gGenentech Inc., n/a, South San Francisco, CA, USA
hMcGovern Medical School, The University of Texas Health Science
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Background
Safety surveillance is crucial to understanding the long-term

benefit–risk profile of ocrelizumab in patients with multiple sclerosis
(MS). The safety/efficacy of ocrelizumab have been characterised in
Phase II (NCT00676715) and Phase III (NCT01247324/NCT01412333/
NCT01194570) trials in patients with relapsing MS (RMS) and
primary progressive MS (PPMS).

Objective
To report ongoing safety evaluations from ocrelizumab clinical

trials and open-label extension periods up to January 2019, and
selected post-marketing safety data.

Methods
Safety outcomes were reported for the ocrelizumab all-exposure

population in Phase II/III and ongoing Phase IIIb MS trials (VELOCE,
CHORDS/CASTING, OBOE, ENSEMBLE). The number of post-

marketing ocrelizumab-treated patients is based on the estimated
number of vials sold and US claims data. To account for different
exposure lengths, rates per 100 patient years (PY) are presented.

Results
In clinical trials, 4,501 patients with MS received ocrelizumab

(12,559 PY of exposure, as of July 2018). Reported rates per 100 PY in
the ocrelizumab all-exposure population (95% confidence interval)
were: adverse events (AEs), 255 (252–258); serious AEs, 7.52 (7.05–
8.02); infections, 77.1 (75.5–78.6); serious infections, 2.01 (1.77–
2.27); and malignancies, 0.47 (0.36–0.61). As of April 2019,
approximately 96,000 patients with MS have initiated ocrelizumab
globally in the post-marketing setting. Updated ocrelizumab all-
exposure population data up to January 2019 and selected post-
marketing data will be presented.

Conclusions
Reported rates of events in the ocrelizumab all-exposure

population and post-marketing settings continue to be generally
consistent with the controlled treatment period in RMS/PPMS
populations. Regular reporting of long-term safety data will
continue.

doi:10.1016/j.jns.2019.10.313
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Clinical phenotypes and outcomes of myelin-oligodendrocyte-
glycoprotein-IGG-associated disorders (MOGAD) in a consecutive
cohort of Sri Lankan patients the largest series from Asia to date

B. Senanayakea, M. Aravinthana, J. Jitprapaikulsanb, J. Wijesekerac, U.
Ranawakad, M. Riffsye, S. Pittockf
aNational Hospital of Sri Lanka, Institute of Neurology, Colombo, Sri
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bMayo Clinic, Department of Laboratory Medicine and Pathology,
Phoenix, USA
cMedway NHS Foundation Trust, Neurology, Kent, United Kingdom
dUniversity of Kelaniyas, Department of medicine, Kelaniya, Sri Lanka
eDr. Neville Fernando Teaching Hospital, Department of Neurology,
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fMayo Clinic, Center for MS and Autoimmune Neurology, Rochester, USA

Introduction
Autoantibodies targeting MOG (MOG-IgG) define a new group of

CNS inflammatory demyelinating disorders (IDDs) termed MOG-IgG-
associated disorders (MOGAD). The MOGAD phenotype includes
optic neuritis (ON), transverse myelitis (TM), acute disseminated
encephalomyelitis (ADEM), and aquaporin-4 (AQP4)-IgG seronega-
tive NMOSD.

Objective
To report the MOGAD phenotypes in Sri Lankan patients

Methods
A consecutive cohort (2013–2018) of Sri Lankan patients

undergoing evaluation for suspected IDDs CNS disorers were
included. All were tested for AQP4-IgG and MOG-IgG1 by flow
cytometry assay utilizing live M1-AQP4- and full length MOG-
transfected HEK293 cells.
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Results
Among 810 IDD patients, MOG-IgG1 was detected in 133 patients

(16.4%): ON in 86(65%) of whom 38(33%) were recurrent; isolated
TM in 26(19.5%) of whom 16(56%) were longitudinally extensive
lesions; ADEM in 26(19.5%). Thirty-four patients (25.5%) fulfilled
revised NMOSD diagnostic criteria. Eighty-eight percent received
methylprednisolone alone or with subsequent plasma exchange or
IVIG for acute attacks. Maintenance oral immunosuppressants were
used in 63(45%). Relapsing disease was seen in 40% and annualized
relapse rate was 0.36 with the median disease duration of 6 years.
Eighty-seven percent of patients are currently walking unsupported,
51% had normal vision, 42% had mild visual impairment, and 7% had
blindness in one eye but none in both. None had coexistent AQP4-
IgG.

Conclusions
MOG-IgG-associated disorders account for one-sixth of IDDs in Sri

Lankan patients. The most common phenotype is isolated ON
followed by TM and ADEM. Relapsing disease was seen in almost
half of such patients. The majority of patients had good outcomes.

doi:10.1016/j.jns.2019.10.314
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Real-world experiment of rituximab in multiple sclerosis

S. Esmaeili, M. Motamed, Z. Mirzaasgari, B. Zamani, M.T. Joghatayi, M.
Mojtahed
Iran University of Medical Sciences, Neurology, Tehran, Iran

Objective
Assessing the efficacy and safety of rituximab in multiple sclerosis

in a real-world setting.

Materials and method
Patients receiving rituximab from 2016 to 2018 at Firoozgar

General Hospital affiliated to Iran University of Medical Sciences,
Tehran-Iran, were evaluated for annual relapse rate (ARR) and
Expanded Disability Status Scale (EDSS) score, magnetic resonance
imaging (MRI) activity of Brain and Cervical and Sonography of Optic
Nerve and adveres events

Results
A total of 100 rituximab-treated patients treated with 500–1000

mg rituximab IV every 6 months for a mean duration of 2 years were
evaluated. They included relapsing-remitting MS (RRMS) and
secondary progressive MS (PMS). The subjects were 69.8% females
with mean age of 30.5 ± 10.3 years and a mean disease duration of
3.4 ± 3.1 years. While the mean EDSS remained unchanged, ARR
decreased from 2.5 at baseline to 1.11 totally. MRI lesions decreased.
Optic Nerve diameter remained unchanged. Adverse effects were
minimal and mainly infusion-related reactions which were con-
trolled via symptomatic treatment. Only 3 patients suffered from
severe liver enzymes elevation. There were no serious infections or
progressive multifocal leukoencephalopathy (PML)

Conclusion
Rituximab is an efficient drug with minimal adverse effects in

relapsing-remitting and secondary progressive MS patients.

doi:10.1016/j.jns.2019.10.315
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Quantification of pupillary light reflex abnormalities in patients
with neuromyelitis optica spectrum disorder and multiple
sclerosis using automated infrared pupillometry
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Introduction
Both Neuromyelitis Optica Spectrum Disorder (NMOSD) and

Multiple Sclerosis (MS) patients experience Optic Neuritis (ON)
attacks and pupillary light reflex abnormalities.

Aims
To differentiate pupillary response variation in RRMS from

NMOSD and to evaluate the potential usefulness of manual
quantitative pupillometry.

Methods
In this cross-sectional study, we investigated pupillometry

parameters such as Neurological Pupil Index (NPi), percentage
change of pupil size (CH), Constriction Velocity (CV), Maximum of
Constriction Velocity (MCV) and latency from 315 subjects (182
RRMS, 23 NMOSD, 110 healthy control). Regarding the observed
association of age with disease progression in the sample population,
partial correlations for each group while holding effect of age
constant were run. As ON may play a significant role in pupillary
response, subclassification according to ON state of eyes was also
applied. Finally, linear regression was run to model the relation
between EDSS and pupillary parameters.

Results
EDSS was partially correlated with almost all pupillary variables.

Different groups indicated a statistically significant increase in
latency with r= 0.468, p b .005 for NMOSD and r= 0.171, p b .005
for RRMS group, and further a decrease in almost all other variables
such as CH, NPI and MCV. The linear regression also revealed that
age might play the role of suppressor mediator in NPI-EDSS
relation.

Conclusions
The results revealed that NMOSD and RRMS exacerbate pupillary

response in line with and similar to aging process. The degree of this
exacerbation might associate to the particular pathophysiologic
process of diseases. Moreover, even in absence of ON, response
alteration may be expressed in terms of EDSS.

doi:10.1016/j.jns.2019.10.316
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Comparison of brain volume between neuromyelitis optic and
multiple sclerosis patients in Indonesia
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Introduction
Brain atrophy in Multiple Sclerosis(MS) has already well known

which reflect axon loss and progression of the disease. However,
study in Neuromyelitis Optic(NMO) brain volume (BV) is not as
much as MS. This study aims to compare the BV between NMO and
MS group and to analyze the association with disease severity,
duration of illness and relapse-rate.

Methods
This is a cross-sectional study. Ten MS and NMO subjects, 18–65-

years-old participated in this study by giving written consent. The
exclusion criteria, having neurological disorder other than MS/NMO
and MRI procedure contraindicated. MS, NMO, and healthy control
(HC) were matched based on age and sex. All subjects underwent
brain MRI and the BV measured using Freesurfer6.0. All procedure
had been approved by Universitas Indonesia and Cipto-
Mangunkusumo-Hospital Ethics Committee.

Results
Nodifferences in ageandsexbetweenall groups.MSBVwas smaller

compared to HC in all part and also smaller from NMO groups except
optic chiasma volume(OCV). NMO subjects have the smallest OCV (vs.
HC p = .002, vs. MS p = .02). Another part of NMO BV was not
significantly different from HC. A significant negative correlation was
found between EDSS and corpus-callosal volume inMS andwith grey-
matter volume in NMO. Duration of illness negatively correlated with
white-matter volume in NMO but not in MS. Relapse-rate was
negatively correlatedwith brainstem volume in NMO.

Conclusion
Brain atrophy is prominent in MS but not in NMO except in OCV.

EDSS is correlated with corpus-callosal volume in MS but in NMO
correlated with grey matter volume.

doi:10.1016/j.jns.2019.10.317
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Hydroxyfasudil ameliorates experimental autoimmune encepha-
lomyelitis possibly through immunomodulation and anti-inflam-
matory effects
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Background
Rho kinase inhibitor Fasudil is effective in the treatment of EAE,

but its narrow safety window, lower bioavailability limit the clinical
use. Hydroxyfasudil, active metabolite of Fasudil in vivo, exhibits
higher biological activity and longer half-period.

Objective
To observe the therapeutic potential of Hydroxyfasudil in EAE,

and explore its possible mechanisms.

Material and methods
The effects of Hydroxyfasudil on cell viability. We further

explored therapeutic effect in EAE model. Female C57BL/6 mice
were immunized with myelin oligodendrocyte glycoprotein peptides
(MOG35-55), which were divided into EAE group, Hydroxyfasudil
group. Hydroxyfasudil was injected intraperitoneally (40 mg/kg/day)
on day 3 post immunization. The injection of saline was set up as
control in a similar manner.

Results
Hydroxyfasudil was well tolerant in vitro. Hydroxyfasudil delayed

the clinical onset and suppressed the severity of EAE. Demyelination
and cell infiltration in spinal cords of Hydroxyfasudil group were
significantly decreased. Flow cytometry analysis showed that
Hydroxyfasudil reduced CD4+IFN-γ+ and CD4+IL-17+ but increased
CD4+CD25+ T cells. Hydroxyfasudil decreased inflammatory cyto-
kine, chemokine and inhibited NF-κB, COX-2, iNOS. According to RT-
PCR analysis, Hydroxyfasudil suppressed iNOS, CD68 and TNF-α,
while enhanced Arg-1, IL-4 and TGF-β.

Conclusion
Hydroxyfasudil should be a potential approach for EAE through

immunomodulation, anti-inflammatory effects, the transformation of
M1 type macrophages to M2, preventing the infiltration of inflamma-
tory cells into CNS. (NNSF of China 81473577, Shanxi Scholarship
Council of China 2014-7, 2011 Cultivation Project of Shanxi University
of TCM 2011PY-1. Ma and Xiao are corresponding authors).

Keywords: Hydroxyfasudil, Experimental autoimmune encephalo-
myelitis, Rho kinase inhibitor, Immunomodulation, M2 polarization

doi:10.1016/j.jns.2019.10.318
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Multiple sclerosis and antiphospholipid antibodies: Clinical
features and prognosis
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Background and aims
Multiple sclerosis (MS) is the is one of most common immune-

mediated neurodegenerative disease. The initial stage of MS implies
the presence of autoreactive T and B cells not only to CNS, but also to
other tissues. The presence of antiphospholipid antibodies is
frequent in MS (2–88%). Influence of aPL, aCL, LA on course and
prognosis of MS is still unclear.

Methods
100 patients, RRMS/SPMS; EDSS≤6,0; remission; absence of

another autoimmune disease except APS; clinical exam; EDSS;
relapse rate (RR); lab levels of antiphospholipid (aPL),
anticardiolipine (aCL), LA.

Results
1st group – MSaCL-aPL- (16 males, 63 females); 2nd group –

MSaCL+aPL+ (3 males, 15 females); 3rd group – MS+ primary APS
(3 females). No differences in duration of disease (3.8 years), strong
differences in EDSS rate – 2.2 vs 3.5 vs 4.0. Appearance of livedo and
thrombosis in all groups, but statistically more frequent in 2nd and
3rd – 15.2%, 55.5%, 66.6%, thrombosis – 5.0%, 16,6% and 33,3%. Higher
prevalence of motor (19.9%, 31.4%, 34.2%) and bladder dysfunction
(5.9%, 2.9%, 15.7%) in 2nd and 3rd. RR was significantly higher in 2nd
(0.82vs1.41vs1.17), and EDSS progression was significantly higher in
2nd and 3rd (0.53vs0.81vs0.95).

Conclusion
Presence of aCL and aPL, as well as presence of APS as

comorbidity aggravates the course of the MS. Also there is a higher
risk of thrombosis during the methylprednisolone therapy in MSaCL
+aPL+ group.

doi:10.1016/j.jns.2019.10.319
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Therapeutic plasma exchange in the treatment of severe multiple
sclerosis relapse: Twelve years of experience in Belgrade, Serbia
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Drulovica
aNeurology Clinic, Clinical Centre of Serbia, Faculty of Medicine
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bFaculty of Medicine, University of Belgrade, Institute of Epidemiology,
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cFaculty of Medicine, University of Belgrade, Neurology, Belgrade,
Serbia;
dNeurology Clinic, Clinical Centre of Serbia- Belgrade, Department for
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Belgrade, Serbia;
eNeurology Clinic, Clinical Centre of Serbia, Faculty of Medicine
Belgrade, Neurology, Belgrade, Serbia

Therapeutic plasma exchange (TPE) is effective as a second-line
treatment of severe relapses of multiple sclerosis (MS) that don't
respond to standard steroid therapy.

Our objective was to evaluate the effectiveness and safety of TPE
in severe relapses of MS in a cohort of patients treated at Neurology
Clinic, CCS, Belgrade, from 2007 til 2018.

This retrospective study included 131 MS patients: 13% with
clinically isolated syndrome suggestive of MS, 68% with relapsing
remitting MS, 17% secondary progressive, 5% with primary progres-
sive MS and 1 patient who had Marburg type of MS. Mean age was
39.5 yrs (range 19–79 yrs), 72% women. “Pulse “corticosteroid
treatment was used before TPE in 88% od patients. Mean maximal
EDSS score during the relapse was 6.0 (range 2.0–10.0). After TPE,
66% patients showed a marked to moderate clinical improvement,
22% showed mild improvement and in 12% there was no improve-
ment. Mean EDSS, one month and 6 month after TPE was identical
(4.0), and was significantly lower in comparison with maximal EDSS
during the relapse (6.0) (p b .001). Multivariate regresion analysis
showed that early initiation of PE (OR 0.98, 95% confidence interval
[CI] 0,97-0,99) and lower maximal EDSS during relapse (OR 0,63, 95%
CI 0,41-0,96) were significantly associated with better treatment
response after 6-month follow-up. Adverse events occutred in 17% of
patients, none of which was serious.

Our study, in a large cohort of MS patients, provides additional
support to the notion that TPE is effective and safe procedure in the
treatment of severe MS relapses.

doi:10.1016/j.jns.2019.10.320
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Quantification of video-oculography as a biomarker for
remyelination – An example from fampridine in internuclear
ophthalmoplegia

S. Van Dijkmana, K.M.S. Kanhaia, G.J. Groeneveldab
aCentre for Human Drug Research, Neuroscience, Leiden, the Nether-
lands,
bLeiden University Medical Centre, Neurology, Leiden, the Netherlands

Introduction
A recent study showed that video-oculography was sensitive to

the effect of fampridine on ocular movement speed and amplitude in
internuclear ophthalmoplegia (INO), resulting from improved nerve
transduction (Kanhai et al. 2019, doi: https://doi.org/10.1111/
cns.13096). This can be used as a biomarker of remyelination for
the investigation of new therapeutic compounds in multiple sclerosis
(MS). We aimed to quantify the acute effect of fampridine on peak
velocity versional dysconjugacy index (PV-VDI) and first peak
amplitude (FPA-VDI) of eye movements.

Methods
Population modelling was used to quantify FPA-VDI and PV-VDI

for each eye in 23 patients with INO (10 unilateral, 13 bilateral), aged
31–72 yo. Correlations between eyes were taken into account, and
fampridine potency and maximum efficacy were estimated accord-
ing to a sigmoidal relationship.

Results
Fampridine effect on PV-VDI and FPA-VDI in each eye was

accurately described and predicted (Fig. 1). Fampridine could
maximally improve PV-VDI and FPA-VDI by 32.8% and 30.7%
respectively, with 8.43 mg/L the concentration at which 50% of
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efficacy was reached. Repetitive testing worsened scores by around
0.8% for each additional test. Strong correlation was found for
baseline PV-VDI and FPA-VDI between each other and between
occasions. All parameters were estimated with good precision (RSE
b30%).

Conclusions
Baseline characteristics and fampridine effect were quantified for

the new remyelination biomarker of video-oculography. Model-
based drug development allows more efficient clinical trials using
optimal design and clinical trial simulation exercises (Milligan et al.
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2013, doi:https://doi.org/10.1038/clpt.2013.54), our model enables
this for the investigation of new compounds in diseases involving
demyelination.

doi:10.1016/j.jns.2019.10.321
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Intrathecal administration of AVXS-101 gene-replacement ther-
apy (GRT) for spinal muscular atrophy type 2 (SMA2): Phase 1/2A
study (strong)
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The one-time survival motor neuron (SMN) GRT AVXS-101 treats
the genetic root cause of SMA. In a phase 1/2a study (CL-101;
NCT02122952), intravenous AVXS-101 administration improved
outcomes in SMA type 1 patients. STRONG is a multicenter, open-
label phase 1/2a study (NCT03381729) assessing intrathecal AVXS-
101 in SMA2 patients.

SMA2 patients (biallelic SMN1 loss, 3xSMN2) aged ≥6–b60
months who could sit but not stand/walk received an intrathecal
AVXS-101 dose (dose A: 6.0x10e13; B: 1.2x10e14; C: 2.4x10e14 vg).
Dose B enrollment was completed following demonstration of
acceptable safety in dose A and B. Endpoints included safety/
tolerability, optimal dose, unsupported standing ≥3 s, and change in
baseline Hammersmith Functional Motor Scale-Expanded (HFMSE)
score.

By 24 March 2019, 31 patients were enrolled (11 sites).
Enrollment is complete for dose A (n= 3, ≥6–b24 months) and B
(n= 25; n= 13, ≥6–b24 months; n = 12, ≥24–b60 months), and

ongoing for dose C (3 patients dosed [≥6–b24 months]; 12 planned
each ≥6–b24 and ≥24–b60 months). As of 8 March 2019, no fatal
treatment-emergent adverse events (TEAEs) have occurred; 7
serious TEAEs occurred in 4 patients, all of which resolved. Patients
aged ≥24–b60 months showed rapid HFMSE responses (half had ≥3-
point increase from baseline by 1 month post-treatment). Patients
aged ≥6–b24 and ≥24–b60 months averaged a 4.2-point increase
from baseline HFMSE score at last follow-up. Ten patients achieved
22 additional motor milestones.

Interim STRONG data show intrathecal AVXS-101 delivery is
feasible, well tolerated, and appears to improve motor function in
SMA2 patients.

doi:10.1016/j.jns.2019.10.322
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Effect of phenotypic presentation on survival in ALS-FTD

R. Ahmeda, E. Devenneyb, J. Hodgesb, O. Piguetb, M. Kiernana

aRoyal Prince Alfred Hospital, Neurology, Sydney, Australia
bUniversity of Sydney, Brain and Mind Centre, Sydney, Australia

Within the Amyotrophic Lateral Sclerosis (ALS)–Frontotemporal
dementia (FTD) spectrum there is much heterogeneity in survival.
The current study aimed to examine how initial symptoms: motor
versus cognitive affected survival, the cognitive/ behavioural profile
between ALS- FTD and bvFTD and how brain atrophy patterns differ.

Methods
The cognitive and behavioural profile was examined 55 ALS-FTD

and 40 bvFTD patients. The initial presentation was categorized into
motor versus cognitive based on carer report. Survival was calculated
from initial symptom onset. Brain atrophy patterns on MRI were
examined using a verified visual rating scale.

Results
In the ALS-FTD group, 39 were categorized as having an initial

cognitive presentation, 16 had a motor presentation, which was
associated with a much shorter survival of 33 months versus 63
months (p b .007). On cognitive testing there no differences found
between motor versus cognitive ALS-FTD. When comparing ALS- FTD
to bvFTD, ALS-FTD was characterized by reduced language (p b .001),
verbal fluency (p= .001), naming (p= .007). and emotion process-
ing (p= .01). ALS-FTD patients had more motor cortex atrophy than
bvFTD patients, and those with a cognitive of ALS-FTD presentation
had increased orbitofrontal atrophy compared to those with a motor
presentation.

Conclusion
Within the diagnosis of ALS-FTD those with an initial motor

presentation have a much faster progression than those with a
cognitive presentation, despite having similar cognitive changes,
suggesting that disease progression in ALS-FTD may be related to
non- cognitive factors including metabolic and physiological
changes. These results provide possible markers to categorise
patients into fast versus slow progressors, aiding in clinical trial
development.

doi:10.1016/j.jns.2019.10.323
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C9ORF72 hexanucleotide repeat expansion in Indian ALS patients:
A common founder and its geographical predilection
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Nashic, D. Vibhab, A. Thomasb, A. Srivastavab, M. Faruqa
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Medicine, New Delhi, India
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Background
Hexanucleotide repeat expansion in C9orf72 is defined as major

causative factor for familial Amyotrophic Lateral Sclerosis (ALS). Yet,
the mutation frequency varies dramatically among populations of
different ethnicity. However in majority of cases, C9orf72 mutant has
been described on a common founder haplotype. This study aimed at
identification of C9orf72 expansion in ALS patients and explore the
common founder in C9orf72 mutant carriers.

Methods
593 ALS cases (referrals under GOMED, clinical genetics program

for understanding the mutation spectrum of neurogenetic disorders
in Indian population) were screened for G4C2 repeats by modified
Triplet-Repeat-Primed-PCR and Fluorescence-based PCR. High
throughput genotyping DNA chip (Afffymetrix APMarray) was
utilized for deciphering the haplotype structure of G4C2. The
identified common haplotype region was screened in 192 control
chromosomes (carrying 2-5 G4C2 repeats) and 96 control chromo-
somes carrying large normal alleles (≥8). This work conforms to
approval from IGIB Ethics Committee.

Results
G4C2 expansion was observed in 3.2%(19/593) cases and 9/19

(47%) positive cases belonged to Eastern India. Among G4C2 carriers,
15/19 carried the Finnish risk haplotype. The haplotype region
stretched in an 87kbp region with 22 markers that includes three
earlier known Finnish G4C2 risk SNPs (rs3849942, rs774359 and
rs2453554; ACT haplotype). The core risk haplotype ACT existed
with control chromosomes carrying large normal allele (≥8).

Conclusion
Our study cohort revealed association of the global core risk

haplotype in C9orf72 expansion positive Indian ALS cases. The
association of risk haplotype with large normal C9orf72 alleles is
suggestive of its role in conferring instability to C9orf72-G4C2 region.

doi:10.1016/j.jns.2019.10.324
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Burden of illness of spinal muscular atrophy type 1 (SMA1)
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SMA1 is a rapidly progressing, genetic, neurologic disease. Cost
burden data are limited and must be updated as the treatment
landscape evolves. The first SMA treatment, nusinersen, was recently
approved in the US (23/12/2016) and EU (30/05/2017). We
undertook two retrospective claims analyses of real-world
healthcare resource utilization (HCRU) and costs among SMA1
patients.

SMA1 patients ≤1-year old were identified and matched (1:1)
with a random sample of infants in the QuintilesIMS PharMetrics
Plus Health Plan Claims Database (US; 02/2011–11/2016). SMA1
patients were identified in Symphony Health's Integrated Dat-
averse® (US; 09/2016–08/2018). HCRU and costs were described.

Significantly more SMA1 patients in PharMetrics (n=119) had ≥1
all-cause HCRU claims vs matched patients (98.3% vs 54.6%,
Pb0.0001). Mean all-cause HCRU and costs were higher for SMA1
infants; extrapolated all-cause total annual costs (month 1 post-
diagnosis), were $324,751 (SMA1) vs $3,294 (matched). SMA1
patients in Symphony (n=349, median follow-up of 7.9 months)
had an average 59.4 days with medical visits/year (inpatient, 14.1;
related to respiratory failure, 13.4). In nusinersen-treated patients
(n=45), those values were 56.6, 4.6, and 11.4 days, respectively,
following treatment initiation. Excluding nusinersen-related costs,
mean healthcare costs per-patient-per-year were $137,627 (median:
$43,167) for all patients and $92,618 (median: $29,425) for
nusinersen-treated patients. Mean nusinersen-related costs were
$191,909/month (median: $144,487) for the first 3 months (loading
phase), $36,882/month (median: $16,132) thereafter. EU data
(pooled and country-specific) available at the time of the congress
will be presented.

The economic burden of SMA1 is substantial, even among
patients treated with nusinersen.

doi:10.1016/j.jns.2019.10.325
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Non-coding repeat expansions in the ATXN8OS gene are identified
in Japanese patients with amyotrophic lateral sclerosis
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Kusunokia
aKindai University, Department of Neurology, Osakasayama, Japan
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Non-coding repeat expansions as a cause of amyotrophic lateral
sclerosis (ALS) have gained increasing attention, because GGGGCC
repeats in the C9ORF72 gene are frequently expanded in sporadic ALS
in Western countries (4~21% of all sporadic ALS). However, such
expansions are rare in Japan (b0.5%). Spinocerebellar ataxia type 8
(SCA8) is a non-coding repeat disease caused by expanded CTA/CTG
repeats in the ATXN8OS gene, and is associated mainly with pure
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cerebellar ataxia, but occasionally with parkinsonism. The involve-
ment of upper and lower motor neurons has been reported, but a
positive association between SCA8 and ALS remains unestablished.
Spinocerebellar ataxia type 36 (SCA36), characterized by atrophy of
the tongue, is another disease caused by non-coding repeat
expansions in the NOP56 gene. We analyzed the ATXN8OS,
C9ORF72, and NOP56 genes in 110 Japanese patients with sporadic
ALS and in 10 patients with mutations in know ALS-genes. We found
that three patients with sporadic ALS (3%) had mutations only in the
ATXN8OS gene. The mutation-positive patients were characterized by
neck weakness or bulbar-predominant symptoms. Fibroblasts of two
of the three patients were available, and were susceptible to H2O2-
induced oxidative stress, consistent with the reported finding for
sporadic patients with unknown causes. Three percent seems small,
but is still relatively large for Japan, since the most commonly
mutated genes, the SOD1 and SQSTM1 genes, only account for 2-3% of
sporadic patients each. Our results suggest the importance of non-
coding repeat expansions in Japanese patients with ALS, and extend
the clinical phenotype of SCA8.

doi:10.1016/j.jns.2019.10.326
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The value of onasemnogene abeparvovec (AVXS-101) gene-
replacement therapy for spinal muscular atrophy type 1
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Spinal muscular atrophy type 1 (SMA1) is a rapidly progressing
neurologic disease caused by biallelic survival motor neuron 1 gene
(SMN1) deletion/mutation. This study highlights the value of
onasemnogene abeparvovec (AVXS-101) gene-replacement therapy
for SMA1.

Twelve SMA1 patients were treated with a one-time intravenous
AVXS-101 infusion (NCT02122952; Cohort 2; therapeutic dose) and
assessed for event-free survival (absence of death/permanent
ventilation), pulmonary/nutritional interventions, swallowing, hos-
pitalizations, CHOP INTEND, and safety, for 2 years.

By study end, all patients survived event free; 7 did not need
daily non-invasive ventilation. Eleven patients had stable or
improved swallowing, demonstrated by the ability to feed orally; 6
fed exclusively by mouth; 11 could speak. Patients experienced a
mean of 2.1 (0–7.6) hospitalizations per year (natural history: 4.2
per year) and 1.4 (0–4.8) respiratory hospitalizations per year. The
mean (range) proportion of time hospitalized and length of stay
were 4.4% (0–18.3%) and 6.7 (3–12.1) days (natural history: 13
days). Rapid increases in CHOP INTEND of 9.8 (standard deviation
[SD]=3.9) and 15.4 (SD=6.4) points at 1- and 3-months post-dose,
were observed. Eleven patients sat unassisted; 2 crawled, pulled to a
stand, stood, and walked. No motor milestones were lost in the long-
term follow-up study (NCT03421977). Adverse events included
elevated serum aminotransferase levels, which were attenuated by
prednisolone.

A one-time AVXS-101 infusion improved survival and motor
function, likely due to continuous SMN expression. The reduced
healthcare utilization in treated infants could decrease cost; alleviate
patient, caregiver, and societal burden; and improve quality of life.

doi:10.1016/j.jns.2019.10.327
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Effect of flavonoids from traditional herbal cocktails against
taupathy and neuronal oxidative stress in a model of drosophila
melanogaster: Relevance to motor neurodegeneration
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Neuronal oxidative stress, mitochondrial dysfunction and degen-
erative modifications among the cellular proteins are the key players
of major neurodegenerative disorders. Tau-degeneration is a pivotal
marker of motor disorders including Parkinson's disease. Numerous
phytoextracts have been suggested for neurotherapy while their
redox homeostasis is explained. However, the deeper understanding
is a prerequisite for proceeding towards therapeutic application with
those extracts. Hence, we studied the implications of the flavonoid
rich fractions of Tribulus terrestris against chemically induced
taupathy model in Drosophila melanogaster. Adult flies (10day old)
which were treated with dietary supplements of Tribulus terrestris
flavonoids (TTF, 0.01-0.2% w/v) were exposed to Rotenone in diet
(co-exposure) to induce taupathy and neuronal oxidative stress. The
flies developed neuromotor deficits as measured using climbing
assay and open field tests. Interestingly among the TTF fed flies the
effect of Rotenone was normalized while the biochemical investiga-
tion revealed complete amelioration of Rotenone-effects by the TTF.
In addition, the neuronal mitochondrial function marker activity was
restored with TTF among Rotenone flies. Further the immuno-
techniques demonstrated that TTF rendered concentration depen-
dent normalization of taupathy induced by Rotenone. Our data from
the behavioral and the taupathy markers, strongly support the
neuro-intervention by the Tribulus flavonoids. We are designing
cellular models, animal models and in silico models to study the
neurotherapeutic properties of individual flavonoids from Tribulus
genus.

doi:10.1016/j.jns.2019.10.328
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Introduction
Besides phenotypic heterogeneity, hereditary spastic paraplegia

(HSP) is among the most genetically diverse of all monogenic
diseases. The aim of this study was to analyze genetic causes of HSP
among adult Serbian patients.

Patients and method
This study comprised 41 patients clinically diagnosed with HSP

during eight-year period. Thirteen HSP genes were analyzed: L1CAM
(SPG1), PLP1 (SPG2), ATL1 (SPG3A), SPAST (SPG4), CYP7B1 (SPG5A),
SPG7, KIF5A (SPG10), SPG11, ZYFVE26 (SPG15), REEP1 (SPG31),
ATP13A2 (SPG78), DYNC1H1 (28 exons), and BICD2 using next
generation sequencing-based multiplex amplification of specific
targets for resequencing. Copy number variation (CNV) test for
SPG7 and SPG4 was also performed. Institutional Review Board (IRB)
approval and signed informed consent by patients were obtained.

Results
After gene panel analysis, 14 (34%) patients were positive – ten

autosomal dominant and four sporadic. Ten (24%) HSP patients had
mutations in SPG4 gene, majority with pure HSP phenotype. In
sporadic patients following results were obtained: heterozygous
mutations in SPG7 gene (pure HSP); heterozygous de novo variant in
the SPG10 gene (complicated HSP with axonal polyneuropathy and
hand tremor); single mutation in the SPG11 gene (complicated HSP
with thin corpus callosum, cognitive and cerebellar dysfunction);
and compound heterozygous mutations in the SPG15 gene (compli-
cated HSP with foot dystonia and cerebellar signs).

Conclusion
Combined genetic yield of our gene panel and CNV analysis for

HSP was 34%. Yield was higher in autosomal dominant (71%)
compared to sporadic cases (27%). Autosomal dominant patients
usually had pure phenotype, while sporadic cases usually had
complicated HSP.

doi:10.1016/j.jns.2019.10.329
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Spinal muscular atrophy (SMA) is a rapidly progressing neuro-
logic disease, the genetic root cause of which is biallelic survival
motor neuron 1 (SMN1) gene deletion/mutation. Dramatic changes
in the SMA treatment landscape have altered the disease outlook.
The RESTORE Registry was created to assess outcomes of patients
receiving SMA treatment, provide information on efficacy and long-
term safety of new/emerging treatments, document patient survival,
and collect information on healthcare resource utilization (HCRU),
caregiver burden, patient functional status, and quality of life.

The RESTORE Registry is a prospective, multicenter, multinational,
observational study. Participating centers include those involved in
existing and evolving SMA registries (e.g., iSMAC, TreatNMD,
NeuroNEXT, Cure SMA, SMArtCARE) and SMA treatment centers
recruited de novo. Data from existing patients enrolled in partnering
registries are transferred to the RESTORE Registry database. Data for
newly diagnosed patients are added as they enroll. Follow-up is 15
years from enrollment or until death, whichever is earlier. Assess-
ments include SMA history and treatment, pulmonary, nutritional,
and motor milestones, HCRU, work productivity and activity
impairment, adverse events, quality of life, and survival.

The RESTORE Registry has been established. As of April 2019, 15 sites
have been activated in the US and 12 SMA patients have been enrolled.
Registry sites are planned in Latin America, Europe, Turkey, the Middle
East, Japan, among other regions, as part of its global expansion.

The RESTORE Registry has begun recruiting SMA patients,
allowing short- and long-term patient outcomes assessment and
extended evaluation of emerging SMA treatments, including gene
therapy.

doi:10.1016/j.jns.2019.10.330
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Background
Recurrent Painful Ophthalmoplegic Neuropathy (RPON) / Oph-

thalmoplegic migraine (OM) is a rare neurologic disorder. Its
nomenclature, classification and pathophysiology are still debatable
despite its initial description dating back to more than a century.
While the headache characteristics, temporal profile and response to
treatment makes it similar to migraine; the nerve enhancement on
imaging points towards a pathology primary to cranial nerves. Our
objective was to determine the serum Calcitonin gene related
peptide (S.CGRP) levels in peripheral blood in RPON/OM and assess
if any correlation exists between the two.

Methods
31 clinically suspected RPON/ OM patients were recruited as per

the predefined inclusion criteria.16 patients were excluded after
investigations.Serum CGRP levels were estimated in ictal and
interictal phase (after at least two weeks of clinical resolution of
symptoms) and in matched healthy controls.

Results
Serum CGRP level were analyzed in 15 patients in ictal phase,12

patients of interictal OM and in 12 age and sex matched healthy
controls. S.CGRP levels were found to be significantly elevated (p=
0.048) during the ictal phase (50.2 ng/L) compared to matching
controls (33.2 ng/L). Serum CGRP level of 35.46 ng/L ictal phase of
ophthalmoplegic migraine patients has sensitivity of 86.7% and
specificity of 75%. Serum CGRP levels in the ictal phase, positively
correlated with the duration of chronic headaches.There was no
gender variability in S. CGRP levels.

Conclusion
The raised levels of Serum CGRP levels may indicate a migrainous

etiology of this disorder. It may be used as biomarker when in
diagnostic dilemma.

doi:10.1016/j.jns.2019.10.331
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Background
The FOCUS phase 3b study of fremanezumab was the first and

largest study of a migraine preventive treatment in adults with
episodic or chronic migraine (EM or CM) and documented inade-
quate response (poor response, intolerability, or contraindication/
unsuitability) to 2-4 classes of migraine preventive medications.
Efficacy by country was an exploratory endpoint.

Methods
After IRB approval, 838 patients were randomised (1:1:1) to

monthly fremanezumab (month1: CM, 675mg; EM, 225mg;
months2/3: 225mg), quarterly fremanezumab (month1: 675mg;
months2/3: placebo), or matched monthly placebo for 12 weeks of
double-blind treatment. Change from baseline in the monthly
average number of migraine headache days over 12 weeks (primary
endpoint) was evaluated by country for all migraine patients (EM
and CM combined).

Results
Of 14 countries contributing data, the Czech Republic

(n=188;22%), United States (n=120;14%), and Finland
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(n=85;10%) enrolled the most patients. Baseline monthly average
numbers of migraine headache days were lower in the Czech
Republic (Table). Changes from baseline in the monthly average
numbers of migraine headache days over 12 weeks were signifi-
cantly greater with both fremanezumab dosing regimens versus
placebo for patients in the Czech Republic, United States, or Finland
(all P ≤0.0123; Table).

Conclusions
Monthly and quarterly fremanezumab significantly reduced the

monthly average number of migraine headache days versus placebo
regardless of country and continent (North America versus Europe)
in migraine patients with documented inadequate response to 2-4
migraine preventive medication classes.

doi:10.1016/j.jns.2019.10.332
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Burden of migraine across China, Israel, Russia, South Korea, and
Turkey: Results from a systematic literature review
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Background
Migraine can cause severe pain and be associated with substantial

resource utilization. This systematic literature review (SLR) aimed to
describe migraine epidemiology and clinical and economic burden.
Results are presented for China, Israel, Russia, SouthKorea, and Turkey.

Methods
The methodology was broadly aligned with National Institute for

Health and Care Excellence guidelines. Embase, MEDLINE, and
Cochrane library electronic databases were searched for publications
(in English) added during 2008-2018 with human focus.

Results
Of 430 records (not restricted to the 5 countries) passed to data

extraction, 73 related to the countries of interest. Migraine
prevalence was reported as 7.9–9.7% in China, 17.8% in Israel, 17.0%
in Russia, 5.1–17.1% in South Korea, and 7.2–17.3% in Turkey, while
incidence ranged from 1.1–1.8%, in line with the global incidence
(1.5%). Migraine is painful; across China, South Korea, and Turkey,
49–95% of patients reported moderate-to-severe headache pain.
Healthcare utilisation among migraine patients is high; in Turkey
(past 12 months) and Russia (anytime), patients reported visiting
PCPs (25.8% and 29.6%), neurologist/headache specialists (33.6% and
21.5%), and any physician (68.1% and 52.1%). However, preventive
migraine medication use is low; in Turkey, migraine patients were
receiving antidepressants (3.9% of patients), SSRIs (2.8%), beta-
blockers (1%), calcium channel blockers (b1%), and antiepileptics
(b1%). Estimated lost revenue from migraine-related reduced
productivity in Russia was US$4.6 billion (2012); total indirect
financial losses in China were $39.4 billion (2009).

Conclusions
Migraine is associated with a substantial burden across 5 Eurasian

countries. Few patients used preventive treatments.

doi:10.1016/j.jns.2019.10.333
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Acute and preventive treatment use in a phase-3 randomized trial
of galcanezumab in chronic cluster headache
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Objective
Evaluate use of concomitant acute and preventive treatments

with galcanezumab (GMB) in adults with chronic cluster headache
as defined in ICHD-3 beta.

Methods
Data are from an ongoing phase-3, double-blind, placebo-con-

trolled trial (prospective baseline [BL], 12-week treatment period, 12-
month open-label extension). Patients were randomized to monthly
subcutaneous GMB 300mg (N=117) or placebo (N=120). Certain
acute treatments and up to 6 pre-specified preventives were allowed.
Primary endpoint: not met; subgroup analyses investigated potential
influences of acute and preventive treatments.

Results
Of 150 patients using preventive treatment at BL, 72% used one

preventive and 24% used two. Preventive use was stable during
treatment with similar frequency between GMB and placebo groups;
verapamil (50%), lithium (13%), topiramate (9%), valproate (6%),
gabapentin (3%), melatonin (3%). Pre-specified subgroup analysis
for primary efficacy measure showed no significant subgroup-
by-treatment interaction by BL verapamil use (interaction
p-value=0.64) or a post-hoc subgroup analysis based on any
preventive use.

Patients commonly used subcutaneous sumatriptan (62.9%) and
oxygen (59.1%) for acute treatment during BL and during treatment
(subcutaneous sumatriptan: GMB:67.5%/placebo:67.5%; oxygen:
GMB:65.0%/placebo:53.3%). No statistically significant differences
observed between treatment groups for acute treatments. Post-hoc
analysis showed greater mean reduction in weekly attack frequency
for GMB versus placebo in high-frequency (N7-weekly uses) BL
subcutaneous sumatriptan versus low-frequency users (interaction
p-value=0.033).

GMB-treated patients reported more treatment-emergent ad-
verse events, including injection site erythema (GMB:7%/placebo:1%,
p=.018).

Conclusion
Most common acute treatments: oxygen and subcutaneous

sumatriptan. Most patients used one preventive treatment; verapa-
mil was the most common choice.
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Disclosure
I have obtained patient and/or Institutional Review Board (IRB)

approval, as necessary.
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High altitude headache among tourists visiting the high altitude
city of La Paz Bolivia at 3.600 meters above sea level
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R. Rodas, J. Rojas, A. Surculento, S. Vargas, A. Ventura, D. Villca, N.
Yujra, C. Zonco
Universidad Mayor de San Andres, Catedra de Fisiologia, La Paz, Bolivia

Justification
Exposure to high altitude causes physiological changes of acclima-

tization. Factors such as: genetics, age, speed of ascent, habits and
hydrationamongothers intervene. Thedirectascent tohighaltitude isa
main factor for the development of high altitude headache.

Method
An observational, cross-sectional, descriptive study conducted in

the city of La Paz at 3600 meters over sea level, the Lake Louise
scoring system was applied to 287 tourists of European origin
between the ages of 20 and 35 who arrived for the first time directly
to the city by air without stops.

Results
49.2% did not present headache (50% men, 48.6% women), 24.9%

mild headache (26% men, 23.4% women), 14.6% moderate headache
(12%) males, 16.8% women), 11.4% severe headache (12% males,
11.2% females). 32.4% did not present fatigue (29.5% men, 34.6%
women), 44.3% mild fatigue (47.4% men, 42.1% women), 16.8%
moderate fatigue (16, 7% males, 16.8% women), 6.5% severe fatigue.
72.4% sleep well as usual (67.9% male, 75.7% female), 17.3% do not
sleep as well as usual (20.5% male, 15% female), 7% wake up many
times , little sleep (9% males, 5.6% females), 3.2% cannot sleep (2.6%
males, 3.7% females)

Conclusions
The direct ascent of young tourists from sea level to 3600 meters

above sea level did not have a significant impact on the development
of height headache and other signs of altitude sickness

doi:10.1016/j.jns.2019.10.335
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Background
Primary headache can be caused by different disorders such as

migraine, tension-type headache, and cluster headache. Headache can also
be caused by or occur from medication-over use. There are no studies on
prevalence of primary headache in our country, therefore a need for
conducting a study to determine risk factors, complications of headache.

Study objective
To determine depression level in patients with primary headache

Methods and materials
This cross-sectional study was carried out from June to November

of 2017. Participants aged 18-65 years old randomly were selected
from four countrysides and three districts of Ulaanbaatar city.

Results
There were 2043 participants, and 39.7% and 60.3% of them were

men and women respectively. The mean age of them was 38.0±13.4
years. Some 42% of participants with headache had the median
duration of suffering was 7 years (IQR=3-13 years). Out of 1173
participants with headache 20.7% had depression. 23% of participants
with migraine had depression whereas 68.2% and 47% of participants
with chronic headache and medicine overuse headache had depres-
sion respectively. Participants with migraine were 1.85 (OR: 1.85,
(CI: 95%,1.39-2.47) times, with chronic headache 3.40 (OR: 3.40, (CI:
95%, 2.04-5.67) times and medicine overuse headache 3.31 (OR:
3.31, (CI: 95%,1,50-7.30) times more likely to suffer from depression
compare to participants with no headache.

Conclusion
1. 20.7% of participants with primary headache had depression

and Participants with headache were 1.85-3.40 times more likely to
suffer from depression.

Keywords: Primary headache, Migraine, Depression, Tension-type
headache

doi:10.1016/j.jns.2019.10.336
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Effect of acupuncture on post- dural puncture headache; ran-
domized clinical trial

S. Esmaeilia, R. Alizadehb, M. Mojtaheda
aIran University of Medical Sciences, Neurology, Tehran, Iran
bAja University of Medical Sciences, Anesthesiology, Tehran, Iran

Introduction
Post- Dural Anesthesia with the incidence of 0.16%- 1.3% and

remains an important iatrogenic cause of patients’ morbidity. The
prime goal of treating PDPHs is restoring the CSF volume and
pressure. Very few studies have observed that acupuncture was
effective for the treatment of post-dural puncture headaches.
However, trials are small in number, and trial design is inadequately
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reported. In the first Randomized Clinical Trial we intended to
evaluate the effect of acupuncture on post- Dural puncture headache.

Materials and methods
In a single blinded Randomized Clinical Trial, 60 patients were

involved in this study which consisted of 20 patients in each group.
We compared the effects acupuncture with that of sham acupunc-
ture treatments and conservative treatment on post-Dural puncture
headache. Participants were randomized to one of three groups. The
acupuncture group received treatment, while the other acupuncture
group received sham treatment and conservative treatment received
fluid and analgesics. Outcome measures were pain intensity (visual
analogue scale) and recovery time (time that the pain falls to 0-3 due
to visual analogue scale). Survival analysis and longitudinal analysis
using mixed model was used

Result
Pain intensity was less in acupuncture group than in the sham

group and conservative group (pb0.05). Pain intensity decreased
significantly (pb0.001) in Acupuncture group comparing to other
groups (pb0.0001). Acupuncture reduced pain faster than other
treatments (pb0.0001). General Condition improved significantly in
conservative group but not in Acupuncture group (p=0.2)

Conclusion
Acupuncture is a simple and effective way for treating post-Dural

puncture Headache.

doi:10.1016/j.jns.2019.10.337
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with inadequate response TO 2-4 migraine preventive medication
classes: Results of the focus phase 3B study
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Background
The FOCUS phase 3b study of fremanezumab, a fully humanised

monoclonal antibody (IgG2Δa) that selectively targets calcitonin
gene-related peptide (CGRP), was the first and largest study of a
migraine preventive treatment in patients with episodic migraine
(EM) or chronic migraine (CM) and documented inadequate
response to 2-4 classes of migraine preventive medications.

Methods
FOCUS was an international, multicentre, randomised, placebo-

controlled study. After IRB approval, 838 patients were randomised
(1:1:1) to quarterly fremanezumab (month 1: 675mg; months 2 and
3: placebo), monthly fremanezumab (month 1: CM, 675mg; EM,
225mg; months 2 and 3: 225mg), or matched monthly placebo for
12 weeks of double-blind treatment. Odds ratios were calculated to
compare the proportions of responders (≥50% and ≥75% reduction in
mean monthly migraine days) during the 12-week period after the
first dose of study drug between the placebo and fremanezumab
groups and between the 2 fremanezumab dosing groups.

Results
Patients receiving either quarterly or monthly fremanezumab

were 4.6 to 6.6 times more likely to achieve ≥50% and ≥75%
reductions in monthly average number of migraine days during the
12-week double-blind treatment period versus placebo (all P
≤0.0011). Odds ratios for responder rates for monthly versus
quarterly fremanezumab (≥50% reduction,1.00; ≥75% reduction,1.46)
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showed no significant difference between the 2 dosing regimens
(Table).

Conclusions
Odds ratios for achieving a clinically relevant response signifi-

cantly favoured quarterly and monthly fremanezumab versus
placebo, with no significant differences between dosing regimens,
in patients with migraine and documented inadequate response to
2-4 classes of migraine preventive treatments.

doi:10.1016/j.jns.2019.10.338
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Background
Reversion rates from chronic migraine (CM) to episodic migraine

(EM) and changes in monthly number of migraine days were
evaluated in this post-hoc analysis of the FOCUS phase 3b study of
fremanezumab for migraine prevention.

Methods
Following IRB approval, CM patients were randomised (1:1:1) to

quarterly fremanezumab (month1: 675mg; months 2/3: placebo),
monthly fremanezumab (month1: 675mg; months 2/3: 225mg), or
matched monthly placebo for 12 weeks of double-blind treatment.
Reversion rates were defined as: A) ≥15 headache days (HDs) at
baseline but b15 HDs at all 3 months or B) ≥15 HDs at baseline but
b15 HDs on average over 12 weeks.

Results
At baseline, 167, 167, and 172 patients had CM in the placebo,

quarterly fremanezumab, and monthly fremanezumab groups,
respectively. Using definition A, 18(11%) with placebo, 59(35%) with
quarterly fremanezumab, and 59(34%) with monthly fremanezumab
patients reverted to EM. Using definition B, 50(30%), 81(49%) and 91
(53%) patients, respectively, reverted. Among reverters, mean
changes from baseline in monthly migraine days with placebo,
quarterly fremanezumab, and monthly fremanezumab, respectively,
were –5.6, –8.2, and –8.4 at 4 weeks and –5.6, –7.8, and –8.6 at 12
weeks for definition A, and –4.7, –7.4, and –7.2 at 4 weeks and –5.3,
–7.0, and –7.6 at 12 weeks for definition B.

Conclusions
Regardless of definition, higher proportions of CM patients with

an inadequate response to 2–4 classes of migraine preventive
treatments reverted to EM with fremanezumab versus placebo.
Among reverters, clinically meaningful reductions in monthly
migraine days were observed with both fremanezumab dosing
regimens.

doi:10.1016/j.jns.2019.10.339
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Asymmetry index of blink reflex recovery cycle differentiates
early parkinson’s disease from atypical parkinsonian syndromes
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Background
Differential diagnosis between Parkinson’s Disease (PD) and

Atypical Parkinsonian Syndromes (APS), such as Multiple System
Atrophy (MSA) and Progressive Supranuclear Palsy (PSP) is often
difficult, because of overlap of common clinical features. We
evaluated R2 Blink Reflex Recovery Cycle (R2BRRC) in drug-naive
PD patients with hemiparkinson syndrome, MSA and PSP patients to
differentiate early PD from APS.

Methods
We prospectively enrolled 43 patients: 12 PSP, 16 MSA and 15

drug-naive PD patients. R2BRRC was evaluated at interstimulus
intervals (ISIs) of 100, 150, 200, 300, 400, 500 and 750 ms,
stimulating both more affected side (MAS) and less affected side
(LAS). An asymmetry index (AI) for each ISI was calculated in all
enrolled patients.

Results
R2BRRC of PD showed an increased brainstem excitability for LAS

stimulation at ISI of 100, 150, 200 (pb0.001) and 300 ms (p=0.03)
(Fig.1), whereas no differences between MAS and LAS were found in
APS. R2BRRC of PD was significantly different for MAS stimulation
compared to APS at ISIs of 100, 150 and 200 ms (pb0.001) (Fig.2),
whereas there were no differences for LAS stimulation between
groups. AI of 0.68 at ISI of 100 ms differentiated PD from PSP with a
specificity of 99.9% and a sensitivity of 86.7%, whereas AI of 0.72 at ISI
of 100 ms permitted to differentiate PD from MSA with a specificity
of 100% and a sensitivity of 86.7% (Fig.3).

Conclusions
AI of R2BRRC may represent a reliable tool in differentiating PD

from APS, especially at the early stage of the disease.

doi:10.1016/j.jns.2019.10.340
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Multimodal neurological evaluation of patients with hepatic
cirrhosis

N. Fima, L. Costaa, K. Alvesa, F. Romeirob, L.E. Bettinga
aBotucatu Medical School University Hospital – UNESP, Department of
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Sub-clinical cases of hepatic encephalopathy (HE) affect more than
half of patientswith hepatic cirrhosis (HC). The trigeminal-facial reflex
(TFR) is an accessiblemethodwhichmay be helpful in those cases.

To investigate brain structure of patients with HC without signs of
HE using TFR and quantitative neuroimaging.

After obtained patient and Institutional Review Board approval,
21 patients (10 women, 58 ± 10 years) and 21 controls (12 women,
43 ± 9 years) were recruited. Patients were submitted to TFR
analysis, EEG and 3T MRI on the same day. 3D T1 volumetric images
were used for voxel-based morphometry performed with SPM12.
Statistical analysis comparing patients versus controls and regression
analysis was made between the brain volumes and the parameters
obtained in the TFR using the general linear model with significance
level of p b0.05 corrected for multiple comparisons.

EEG was normal for all patients. Areas of atrophy were detected
in patients with HE, 151907 mm3 for the gray matter and 32330
mm3 for white matter. Negative correlations between brain volumes
and latency of left R2i (1702 mm3, superior parietal lobule), right
(5844 mm3, medial orbital and fusiform gyrus) and left R2c (4329
mm3, hippocampus and medial orbital gyrus) were observed.

Patients without clinical or EEG signs of HE showed brain
atrophy. The values obtained by TFR were inversely corelated to
brain volume (the higher the latencies, the smaller the amount of
brain tissue). RTF may be an easy and interesting method for
evaluating minimal hepatic encephalopathy.

doi:10.1016/j.jns.2019.10.341
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carpal tunnel syndrome
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Introduction
Carpal tunnel syndrome (CTS) is the most common entrapment

neuropathy. The diagnosis of CTS is usually based on clinical and
Electrodiagnostic (EDx) findings. Ultrasound (USG) measurement of
cross-sectional area (CSA) of the median nerve has emerged as an
alternative to EDx for diagnosis of CTS.

Objectives
To correlate the clinical, EDx and USG grading in the clinically

diagnosed CTS patients.

Methods
This is a hospital based, case control study done at Vydehi Institute of

Medical Sciences & Research Centre, Bengaluru. A total of 109 patients of
CTS with 201 hands and 101 hands of age and sex matched controls
were analysed during the period from June 2017 to October 2018.

Results
BCTQ symptom, functional and total scores showed strongly

significant association with NCS severity grading (p b .001). BCTQ
symptom and total scores showed moderately significant association
with USG severity grading (p b .02). There was significant correlation
between Tunnel grade and NCS grade. (P b .001). The mean CSA cut-
off value of 8.5 mm2 at the inlet of carpal tunnel had a good
sensitivity 86.21(95% CI- 80.7 - 90.6), specificity 83.1(95% CI- 74.4 -
89.9), Positive predictive value 91.1(95% CI- 86.2 - 94.8) and
negative predictive value 75 (95% CI- 65.9–82.7).

Conclusion
The diagnostic accuracy of USG correlates with NCS in all grades of CTS

and they complement each other. USG may be a screening tool in CTS
because it is painless, easily accessible, requires minimal time and it also
detects structural abnormalities that may have therapeutic implications.

doi:10.1016/j.jns.2019.10.342
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Polymorphism of the comt gene and vital exhaustion in open
population of 45–64 years. International epidemiological pro-
grams: Who MONICA, HAPIEE

V. Gafarov, E. Gromova, D. Panov, I. Gagulin, A. Gafarova, V. Maximov
NIITPM - Branch of Institute of Cytology and Genetics, Collaborative
Laboratory of Cardiovascular Diseases Epidemiology, Novosibirsk, Russia

Purpose
To study the association of the rs4680 polymorphic genotypes of

the COMT gene with vital exhaustion in the general population aged
45–64 years.

Methods
Under the IV screening of the international program “HAPIEE”

and the WHO program “MONICA-psychosocial” in 2003–2005 a
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representative sample of the population aged 45–64 years (n= 781
of men, n= 869 of women) was surveyed. Vital exhaustion scale
was used for reporting by study participants in frame of the WHO
MONICA-psychosocial program. The genotyping of the Val158Met
polymorphism (rs4680) of the COMT gene was done in frame of the
budgetary issue.

Results
The heterozygous G / A polymorphism of the COMT gene was the

most common both in the general population (48.6%) and in men
(44.4%) and women (51.5%). The genotype A / A was more common
in persons with a high level of vital exhaustion in the general
population (18.6%), in women it was 13.3% and in men it was 30.8%.
The genotype of the G / G gene prevailed in individuals with an
average level of vital exhaustion: in the general population it was
31.1%, in women - 29.7% and in men - 33.3%.

Conclusion
It was found that individuals with a high level of vital exhaustion

were more likely had A/A genotype which was more common in the
general population (18.6%), inwomen itwas 13.3%, and inmen - 30.8%.

doi:10.1016/j.jns.2019.10.343
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Gender has a significant effect on normal nerve conduction values

K. Al-Salmi
Khoula Hospital, Neurology, Muscat, Oman

Objective
The aim of this study was to evaluate any significant factors that

may influence nerve conduction values and to generate reference
nerve conduction study data of the most commonly tested nerves
among healthy adults in Oman.

Methods
This original study was conducted at Royal Hospital, a tertiary care

hospital in Oman. A total of 143 (80 females and 63 males) healthy
Omani subjects were included in the study. Statistical analysis was
performed using Minitab to compare the mean values of all NCS
parameter in both genders. Also, a comparison was made between this
study and four other similar international reference laboratory values.

Results
Gender comparison concluded that males have longer distal

latencies and slower conduction velocities (p b .005). Gender differ-
ences in height may partially explain these variations. Sensory nerve
potential amplitudes in upper limbs were greater in females (p b

.0001). Our results are similar to other similar reference standard
parameters published in literature.

Conclusion
Gender has a significant influence on distal latencies and

conduction velocities of peripheral nerves in healthy adult subjects,
suggesting that different cut-off values for the two genders may be
appropriate for interpreting such studies. Our data present similar
values to other published studies in the literature.

doi:10.1016/j.jns.2019.10.344
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Memory neural circuits plasticity: Focusing on the meaning of the
words

R. Galante da Cunha, P.A. Ribeiro Champi, A. Quidute Perocco, B. Silva
Rodrigues, M. Wilot Hettwer, A.J. Godoy
Sao Caetano do Sul University, Medical School, São Paulo, Brazil

Introduction
The ability to memorize words is of great importance for

physicians.

Methods
One hundred thirty-nine medical students were volunteers: 79

first (1) and 60 third year's (3). We got a written approval from all of
them. Two different intonations of the same twelve words were
recorded: happy and sad. The students were separated in four
groups: HG1, SG1, HG3 and SG3. They answered 12 questions (Q)
after listening. First and second: which word was at a certain
position. Q3 and Q4: in which position was a word. Q5 to Q8:
among 3 words which one was heard and Q9 to Q12 which was not
heard.

Results
HG3 correct answers: Q1 and Q2: 65% and 40%, Q3 and Q4: 50%

and 55%, Q5 to Q8: 60%, 70%, 90% and 90%, Q9 to Q12: 75%, 90%, 85%
and 90%. For SG3: Q1 and Q2: 65% and 35%, Q3 and Q4: 55% and 70%,
Q5 to Q8: 70%, 85%, 80% and 80%, Q9 to Q12: 85%, 85%, 75% and 100%.
SG1 scores were higher than HG1 for Q1, Q2, Q3 (ex. 79% x 48%), Q5
and Q6. SG3 scores were higher than HG3 for Q4, Q5, Q6 (ex. 85% x
70%), Q9 and Q12.

Conclusion
First year volunteers could better memorize a “sad” words

sequence while third year's got better performance if they had or
did not have listened those words. The results suggest medical
training changes the focus of memorizing a sequence of words to the
memorization of their meanings.

doi:10.1016/j.jns.2019.10.345
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Spectrum of electrophysiology findings in metabolic disorders

S.K. N S, N.S.P. Parimi
Narayana Medical college, Neurology, Nellore, India

Introduction
Metabolic neuropathy includes peripheral nerve disorders with

systemic diseases of metabolic origin. These include diabetes
mellitus, uremia, hypothyroidism, hepatic failure, hypoglycemia,
polycythemia, amyloidosis, porphyria, disorders of lipid / glycolipid
metabolism, nutritional / vitamin deficiencies, mitochondrial
disorders.
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Methodology
To study prevalence & patterns of Peripheral Neuropathy in

metabolic disorders like chronic kidney disease on maintenance
Hemodiaysis, Diabetes mellitus and Hypothyroidism.

100 patient with single metabolic factor as a cause of neuropathy
were included, 50 were Chronic Kidney Disease(CKD), 35 Diabetic 15
Hypothyroidic.

Clinical profile, Electrophysiology finding were analyzed.

Results
Uremic group (50 patients) CRF polyneuropathy in 39 (13

females / 26 males). 21 clinical symptomatic polyneuropathy 10
patients objective neuropathy without symptoms of polyneuropathy
and 8 patients had only electrophysiological evidence. Hyperkalemia
in 24 out of 50 patients. Positive correlation between serum
potassium and polyneuropathy (P value 0.007).

36 axonal type 3 have primary axonal changes with secondary
demyelination.

Diabetic group (35 patients)
35 (19 males / 16 females). 34 type 2, 1 type 1 diabetes mellitus.

All patients are having neuropathy. All are symptomatic.
30 are axonal neuropathy, and 2 are primary axonal neuropathy

with secondary demyelination, 3 had of which 1 met criteria for
CIDP.

Hypothyroid group (15 Patients)
Females 10 / Males - 5.Electrophysiologically CTS in 5 Cases.

Electrophysiological abnormalities in 5. Common parameters affected
were median motor and sensory latencies, CVs, prolonged F wave
latencies suggestive of CTs, followed by sural amplitudes and CVs.

Conclusion
Polyneuropathy in CKD, diabetes mellitus, Hypothyroidism still

considerable despite awareness and advancements in management.

doi:10.1016/j.jns.2019.10.346
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Recruitment of motor units and activation of associative motor
neurons

J. Pinheiro de Carvalhoa, R. Iegoroffa, R. Costa de Aguiar Valima, G.
Cherres Xavier Estevesa, P.A. Ribeiro Champib, A.J. Godoya
aUniversity City of São Paulo, Neurology, São Paulo, Brazil
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Introduction
The Jamar hydraulic hand dynamometer (JD) has been used for

muscle strength rating. The Jebsen-Taylor Hand Function Test
(TJTHF) evaluates the hands functions in daily activities. We decided
to study the relation between grip strength and motor coordination.

Methods
Students attending gym were included and grouped in A1 who do

upper limbs, A2, lower limbs and A3, global workout. We got written
approval from all of them. Grip Strength Test: each volunteer sat

down with the shoulder in abduction, elbow flexed at 90°, forearm in
neutral position. Each hand was tested 3 times. The highest
measurement value of the right hand was considered. The TJTHF
was used, evaluating both hands. We selected the 10 strongest (A3F)
and the 10 weakest women (A3f) the 8 strongest (A3M) and the 8
weakest men (A3m).

Results
A total of 110 students were evaluated: 60 women (54.6%). Their

average age was 36.7 years; in the male group it was 26.7 years.
AnalyzingA3FandA3f, thetotalexecutiontime(TT)differenceofTFMJT
was4.8 s; forA3MandA3mitwas5.7 s. TheTTwas38.6 s forA1 female,
46.9 s for A2 female and 47.1 s for A3F. In case of A1 male it was 46.0 s
and 46.9 s for A3M. The strength values were 35.6 kgf for A1 female,
37.9 kgf for A3F, 54.3 kgf for A1male and 61.0 kgf for A3M.

Conclusion
The stronger men and women finished the motor tasks in shorter

times. The data support a positive correlation between muscle
strength and motor coordination.

doi:10.1016/j.jns.2019.10.347
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Demographic and clinical factors associated with routine outpa-
tient electroencephalography (EEG) findings at king Abdulaziz
University Hospital in Jeddah, Saudi Arabia

H. Tayeb, B. Yaghmoor, A. Zamzami, A. Almalki, F. Alzaidi, A.
Alhusaini, M. Altuwaijry, Y. Mandorah, A. Baduwailan, R. Alyoubi
Faculty of Medicine- King Abdulaziz University, Division of Neurology,
Department of Internal Medicine, Jeddah, Saudi Arabia

Routine EEG is the most commonly used EEG. It is limited by its
short duration and difficulty capturing sleep. To improve its yield,
hyperventilation, photic stimulation, and sleep deprivation are
applied. Moreover, specific factors have been found to predict
abnormal findings in a few studies. We aimed to further investigate
the effect of more factors on routine EEG findings.

We gathered routine outpatient EEG records between 2015 and
2018 from the EEG department and reviewed the demographic and
clinical data from patients' files. Patients ≥18-year-old were included.
We collected demographics, the indications of EEG tests, co-
morbidities, anti-epileptic medications (AEDs) use, and detailed
EEG reading records.

We included 503 records, 58.6% of females, with a mean age of 39
± 17 years. Of the recorded EEG's, 41.6% were abnormal, 13.4% of them
had epileptiform discharges, 88.5% slowing. Half of epileptic patients
had abnormal findings, 20.9% of them who were on ≥1 AED had
epileptiform discharges (p b .05). Diabetes mellitus and AED use with
stroke were associated with slowing, specifically with use of one AED
(p b .05). AED combinations including levetiracetam were associated
with all mentioned findings (p b .05). Seizure-related indications were
associated with epileptiform discharges as opposed to other indications
(p b .05). Using logistic regression, stroke and use of carbamazepine
were predictors of abnormal EEG, while use of ≥1 AED predicted
epileptiform discharges. Stroke also predicted the abnormal slowing.
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To improve the yield of routine EEG, priority can be given to
epileptics, diabetics with stroke, those on AEDs, and those with
indications more typical of seizures or brain lesions.

doi:10.1016/j.jns.2019.10.348
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Post stroke depression

A. Hussein, I. IdrisA. A. Omer, A. siddig, M. Abbasher, H. Abbashar,
K. Mohamed Ahmed Abbasher
Daoud Research Group, Neurology, Khartoum, Sudan

Introduction
Stroke is a major health problem. It is the third leading cause of

death and leaves many of its survivors with physical and mental
disabilities, thus creating a major social and economic burden. (1)

Depression after stroke having both biological and psycho-social
dimensionscontinuestobelargelyunrecognizedandfrequentlyuntreated.

Objective
The purpose of this study was to examine the characteristics of

depression in post stroke survivor's Sudanese patients.

Methods
In a descriptive cross sectional study of 45 consecutive patients

who were admitted to hospital or attending the rehabilitation
program within the four hospitals in Khartoum province for sequel
of their first stroke. The diagnoses of depression based on DSM-IV
diagnostic criteria, and added to that, semi- structured present
Mental State Examination was also used

Results
Depression was statistically significant among stroke patients,

and difference between male and female was not statistically
significant. Depression was more common among age group (36–
45), and also among severely disabled patients, when compared with
mildly disabled patients,but differences were not statistically signif-
icant. Post stroke depression (PSD) was common among those with
right sided weakness, and patients had physical morbidity.Depres-
sion was common among patients with hemorrhage, but the
differences between the group were non significant.

Conclusion
There was high prevalence rate of depression among stroke

patients. Results suggest that the left Hemisphere lesion, age group
(younger individuals), severity of disability, and physical co morbid-
ity play a major risk factors in post stroke depression.
doi:10.1016/j.jns.2019.10.349
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One disease or three: Is frontotemporal dementia – Motor neuron
disease a distinct entity?

Z. Longa, M. Irishb, D. Foxeb, J. Hodgesa, O. Piguetb, J. Burrellc
aBrain & Mind Centre, Faculty of Medicine and Health, The University of
Sydney, Sydney, Australia
bBrain & Mind Centre, School of Psychology, The University of Sydney,
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cBrain & Mind Centre, The University of Sydney Concord Clinical School-
Concord General Hospital, Sydney, Australia

Introduction
Frontotemporal dementia-motor neuron disease (FTD-MND) is

diagnosed when both FTD and MND diagnostic criteria were
fulfilled. The mode presentation of FTD-MND is currently un-
known. This study used a data-driven approach to investigate the
mode of presentation and profiles of behavioural and language
disturbances in FTD-MND and compared these to other FTD
phenotypes.

Methods
31 FTD-MND, 119 bvFTD, 47 PNFA, 42 SD patients and 127

controls underwent clinical, neuropsychological and neuroimaging
assessments. Z-transformed scores were used to compare the
severity of behavioural and language domains in each disease group.
Two-step cluster analysis profiled patient subgroups. Voxel-based
morphometry and tract-based spatial statistics investigated differ-
ential patterns of neuroanatomical changes.

Results
The initial symptoms in FTD-MND included: simultaneous onset

of FTD and MND (22.6%), behavioural disturbances (32.3%), mixed
behavioural-language presentation (29%), language impairments
(10%) and others (6.1%). The frequency and severity of behavioural
and language deficits in FTD-MND lie between those seen in the
recognised FTD phenotypes. Z scores revealed mixed and compa-
rable behaviour and language deficits in FTD-MND, whereas deficits
of language or behaviour predominated in other FTD phenotypes.
Three FTD-MND subgroups (‘mild mixed’, ‘moderate-severe mixed’
and ‘behaviour-dominant’) were identified, demonstrating distinct
patterns of cortical atrophy and white matter degeneration.
Furthermore, disturbances of forceps minor and right uncinate
fasciculus correlated with disease severity and clinical deficits in
FTD-MND.

Conclusion
The mode of presentation in FTD-MND distinct from that seen in

FTD phenotypes. FTD-MND is highly heterogeneous, both in
behavioural and language deficits and in disease severity. The
variable white matter degeneration may underlie clinical
heterogeneity.

doi:10.1016/j.jns.2019.10.350
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Depression and quality of life after cerebral venous sinus
thrombosis
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KLE Academy of Higher Education and Research & Jawaharlal Nehru
Medical College, Neurology, Belagavi, India
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Introduction
Cerebral venous sinus thrombosis (CVST) is an important cause of

stroke in young and has a favourable outcome. Long term sequelae of
CVST include motor disability, cognitive impairment, depression,
anxiety, fatigue, impaired employment and poor quality of life.

Objective
To evaluate depression and quality of life after CVST.

Methodology
Patients were recruited from our CVST cohort who completed at

least one year after discharge. Quality of life was assessed using
Stroke-Adapted Sickness Impact Profile (SA-SIP 30) and Hamilton
Depression scale (HAM-D).

Results
One hundred patients (60 men, 40 women) were included in the

study. Their age ranged from 14 to 60 years (34.97 ± 10.06). The
interval from discharge to assessment of quality of life was 2.2 ± 1.6
years. Ninety-eight percent of patients had good modified Rankin
score at follow-up. SA-SIP 30 did not reveal any functional disability
for physical functioning. Seven had impairment for psychosocial
domain despite having good modified Rankin scores. Thirty patients
had depression. Patients with higher mRS at discharge had increased
presence of depression. Quality of life scores did not correlate with
presence of seizure, headache, infarction and sinuses involved.

Conclusion
This is the first Indian study demonstrating depression in patients

with CVST and use of SA-SIP to assess quality of life in them.
Occurrence of depression in CVST is as high as in arterial strokes.

Keywords: Cerebral venous sinus thrombosis, Quality of life, Post-
stroke depression, Hamilton depression scale

doi:10.1016/j.jns.2019.10.351
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Zeitgeber mediated circadian dystonia resulted neuronal
excitotoxicity, hippocampal stress and dementia in rat

P. Pr, R. Goyal
Shoolini University, School of Pharmaceutical Sciences, Solan, India

Background
Circadian clock drives for 24 h and mediates the rhythm by

external Zeitgebers including light, temperature and redox state
through retinohypothalamic tract in suprachiasmatic nucleus. Shift
workers and nurses experienced an increased risk of memory deficit
and impaired sleep due to Circadian rhythm disruption.

Objective
To investigate the neuronal circuitry of Circadian rhythm

disruption and caused memory and cognitive impairments in rats.

Methods
Adult male Wistar rat weighing 200–240 g was employed with n

= 6. Circadian rhythm disruption was induced by subjecting animals

to light/light and dark/dark conditions 24 × 7 for 5 months. Test
drugs were given i.p. for three months.

Results
Exposure of L/L depicted circadian dystonia which further caused

a significant neurological alterations as increased latency (35.88 ±
2.3), reduced dwell time (28.7 ± 3.9), no. of entries (4.5 ± 1.6) to
target quadrant in Morris water maze; reduced spontaneous
alterations (18.5 ± 2.5) for working memory on Y maze; and
reduced memory of exploration (26.1 ± 1.6) in NORT. L/L-induced
significant increase in glutamate in hippocampus, cortisol and
oxidative markers in brain. Melatonin (80 μg/kg) significantly
ameliorated the state of neuronal function. Dextromethorphan (20
mg/kg) antagonized glutamate excitotoxicity on NMDA and showed
significant restoration, in comparison to L/L. Mifepristone (500μg)
showed similar restoration of memory cognition by cortisol antag-
onism. The histological study was also done.

Conclusion
L/L alterations in circadian dysfunction caused significant abro-

gation of memory and cognition due to excitatory impulses,
glutamate and cortisol during active phase in day time. Melatonin
acted as a negative regulator in the brain during inactive phase and
prevented cognitive impairments.

doi:10.1016/j.jns.2019.10.352
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Cerebrovascular autoregulation impairments and postoperative
cognitive deterioration after cardiac surgery

Y. Hamarata, V. Petkusa, R. Zakelisa, B. Kumpaitieneb, M. Svagzdienec,
E. Sirvinskasc, S. Krakauskaitea, A. Ragauskasa, R. Benetisc
aKaunas University of Technology, Health Telematics Science Institute,
Kaunas, Lithuania
bKaunas Klinikos, Clinic of Cardiothoracic and Vascular Surgery, Kaunas,
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cLithuanian University of Health Sciences, Institute of Cardiology,
Kaunas, Lithuania

Post-operative cognitive dysfunction (POCD) occurs in 33–83% of
patients after cardiac surgery with cardiopulmonary bypass (CPB).
Intraoperative real-time non-invasive monitoring of patient-specific
cerebrovascular autoregulation (CA) may help to prevent POCD by
detecting individual critical limits for mean arterial blood pressure
(MAP) outside which CA is impaired. Objectives of the study were
to investigate the association between CA dynamics and POCD. (See
Fig. 1.)

The observational study of non-invasive ultrasonic CA monitoring
included 59 patients undergoing elective coronary artery bypass
graft surgery with CPB. Non-invasive ultrasonic CA monitor based on
intracranial blood volume (IBV) fluctuations' measurement in the
brain parenchyma and identification of real-time volumetric reactiv-
ity index (VRx(t)) was used in order to identify dynamics of CA
changes during CPB.

22 patients experienced POCD, 37 patients (63%) showed no
cognitive deterioration. The duration of the LCAI event was found
reliably associated with occurrence of POCD. The critical duration of
the LCAI event was 5.02 min (odds ratio14.5; CI3.9-51.8) for studied
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population. ROC analysis revealed that the best accuracy of
diagnostic test was found for the duration of the LCAI event (area
under curve 0.81, sensitivity 76%, specificity 82%). The ROC analysis
of other parameters – total duration or total dose of all CA events –
provided lower accuracy of prediction test (area under curve were
74%, specificity 50-61%).

Prospective clinical study showed that the single LCAI event may
result in post-operative deterioration of mental abilities. The
duration of the single LCAI event is the risk factor that is associated
with POCD.

doi:10.1016/j.jns.2019.10.353
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Auras in psychogenic nonepileptic seizures

A. Asadi-Pooya, Z. Bahrami
Shiraz University of Medical Sciences, Neurology, Shiraz, Iran

Purpose
The aim of this study was to investigate the frequency and

characteristics of auras in patients with psychogenic nonepileptic
seizures (PNES) and to characterize the patients' historical and
clinical risk factors that may be associated with such manifestations.

Methods
In this retrospective database study, all patients with PNES, who

were investigated at Shiraz Comprehensive Epilepsy Center at Shiraz
University of Medical Sciences, from 2008 until 2018, were studied.
We had the approval by Shiraz University of Medical Sciences
Review Board.

Results
During the study period, 258 patients were investigated. Auras

were associated with multiple variables, including sex ratio, history
of head injury, ictal injury, and taking antiepileptic drugs, in
univariate analyses. We then performed a logistic regression
analysis, assessing these four variables. The model that was
generated by the regression analysis was significant (p= .0001)
and could predict the possibility of auras in 72% of the patients.
Within the model, sex ratio (OR: 0.498; 95% CI: 0.282–0.878; p =
.01) and a history of head injury (OR: 0.096; 95% CI: 0.020–0.465;
p = .004) retained their significance.

Conclusion
Patients with PNES may frequently report auras including

some auras which are often seen in patients with focal
epilepsies; as a result, they are at great risk of receiving wrong
diagnosis and unnecessary treatments. Health care professionals
involved in the management of patients with seizures should
be aware of this risk and prescribe an antiepileptic drug only
after making a definite diagnosis of epilepsy in a patient with a
paroxysmal event.

doi:10.1016/j.jns.2019.10.354
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Frontoparietal dysfunction during cognitive reappraisal in anxi-
ety disorder: A meta-analysis of functional magnetic resonance
imaging studies
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Objective
Impairments in emotion regulation, and more specifically, in

cognitive reappraisal, are thought to play a key role in the
pathogenesis of anxiety disorders. However, the available evidence
on such deficits is inconsistent. To further illustrate the neurobio-
logical underpinnings of anxiety disorder, the present meta-analysis

summarizes functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) findings
for cognitive reappraisal tasks and investigates related brain areas.

Methods
We performed a comprehensive series of meta-analyses of

cognitive reappraisal fMRI studies contrasting patients with anxiety
disorder with healthy control subjects (HC), employing an aniso-
tropic effect-size signed differential mapping approach. We also
conducted a subgroup analysis of medication status, anxiety disorder
subtype, data-processing software, and MRI field strengths. Meta-
regression was used to explore the effects of demographics and
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clinical characteristics. In all eight studies, with 11 datasets including
219 patients with anxiety disorder and 227 HC, were identified.

Results
Compared with HC, patients with anxiety disorder showed

relatively decreased activation of the bilateral dorsomedial prefrontal
cortex (dmPFC), bilateral dorsal anterior cingulate cortex (dACC),
bilateral supplementary motor area (SMA), left ventromedial
prefrontal cortex (vmPFC), bilateral parietal cortex, and left fusiform
gyrus during cognitive reappraisal. The subgroup analysis, jack-knife
sensitivity analysis, heterogeneity analysis, and Egger's tests further
confirmed these findings.

Conclusion
Impaired cognitive reappraisal in anxiety disorder may be the

consequence of hypo-activation of the prefrontoparietal network,
consistent with insufficient top-down control. Our findings provide
robust evidence that functional impairment in prefrontoparietal
neuronal circuits may have a significant role in the pathogenesis of
anxiety disorder.

doi:10.1016/j.jns.2019.10.355
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New hypothesis: Dysfunctional mechanism of self-reference
network pathway contributes to alzheimer's disease's
pathogenesis

P.H. Weia, F. Baiabc
aInstitute of Brain Science- Nanjing University, Department of Neurol-
ogy- Drum Tower Hospital, Medical School and The State Key
Laboratory of Pharmaceutical Biotechnology, Nanjing, China
bJiangsu Province Stroke Center for Diagnosis and Therapy, Nanjing
Neuropsychiatry Clinic Medical Center, Nanjing, China
cJiangsu Key Laboratory for Molecular Medicine, Medical School of
Nanjing University, Nanjing, China

Abnormal brain networks occur earlier than cognitive symptoms in
Alzheimer's disease (AD), and their constant changeswhich copewith
the clinical symptoms are indicators to the disease's progression.
Considered from whole previous research of networks (Fig.1) and the
outstandingfindings inAD:(1)Self-referencenetwork(SRN)mobilizes
other network functions when the execution of positive task network
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decreases; (2) In task-states, when SRN is inadequate to mobilize,
default Mode Network (DMN) will partially replace its function; (3)
Dorsal attention network (DAN) mediates the activity of central
executive network (CEN) and DMN in hippocampal network (HCN),
andthis regulation isabnormal inmildcognitive impairment(MCI);(4)
Retrosplenial cortex (RSC) communicates with the network of
hippocampus and DMN; we speculate that there is a first impaired
pathway of it and put forward the hypothesis: SRN is self-opening and
self-closing to modulate networks (including DMN) through DAN,
which regulates in the downstream HCN-CEN and HCN-DMN. RSC
communicates between HCN-DMN after receive the signal from this
pathway to deactivate or activate DMN. Thewhole processes complete
in a very short time (Fig.2).

AD is multifactorial disease, but the abnormalities in networks are
similar. Therefore, it might have substantial clinical significance
discovering the pathogenesis and promoting preventive treatments
in individuals with risk of AD. We hope to open novel avenues for
targeted and individual therapy by transcranial magnetic stimulation
(TMS), the current study field in AD treatment, if more evidences of
these impaired sequences be found in the future.

doi:10.1016/j.jns.2019.10.356
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Seizure mimics in children- Awareness detects the abnormality

P.A.M. Kunju, M. Sreedharan, M. Iype, A. Jain R. Jain
Govt Medical college - Trivandrum, Pediatric Neurology Department,
Trivandrum, India

Though lot of seizure mimics are described in children very few
publications about the clinical features and spectrum of diagnoses in
children are available with acute paroxysmal events but without
epileptic features.

Objectives
To describe children with seizure mimics and to determine the

clinical characteristics predicting benign outcome.

Methods
PaediatricNeuro teamregistereda cohortof 286patientswith acute/

recurrent paroxysmal events suspicious for seizure like events out of
1286 seizures from January 2017 to December 2018. Cases reviewed for
clinical and EEG features and were classified “benign” if there was no
clinical or EEG features and therewas an anticipation of better outcome.

Results
Of the 286 cases evaluated for suspected seizure like events, 120

(41.96%) had syncope.Of these. 55 had clonic or tonic seizure, 25 had
post event headache, 5 had confusional states. History of migraine
(Brainstem aura in 25, migraine with aura 40) in 80 and tension type
of headache in 20 with syncope. Clustering seen in pubertal ages.

22 had gratification phenomenon, 18 had breath holding spells, 42
had pseudo-seizures and 4 had paroxysmal tonic up gaze. Narcolepsy
(2), benign paroxysmal vertigo(18) and Sandifer syndrome(5) Parox-
ysmal dyskinesia(5) and severe tic disorders (9)were also seen. Except
for clustering during December and March (school exam time) and
parental disharmony a unifying risk factor was not seen. Parent
recorded videos helped in the diagnosis (videos can be presented}.

Conclusions
Care giver recorded video can distinguish conditions. Awareness

and a thorough perusal of any case referred as “seizure. Disorder” for
mimics will help in avoiding unnecessary anticonvulsants

doi:10.1016/j.jns.2019.10.357
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Diffusion properties of major white matter tracts in individuals
white matter hyperintensity

H. Chen, Y. Xu
Drum Tower Hospital, Department of Neurology, Nanjing, China

Objective
White matter hyperintensity (WMH) is a major cause of cognitive

decline in the elderly. We aimed to characterize the brain structural
properties of white matter tracts in subjects with WMH and its
relationship with and cognition.

Methods
We recruited 23 healthy controls (HC), 19 WMH with normal

cognition (WMH-NC) and 22 WMH with mild cognitive impairment
(WMH-MCI). Using automated fiber-tract quantification (AFQ), we
utilized diffusion tensor images (DTI) to calculate axial diffusivity,
radial diffusivity, mean diffusivity and fractional anisotropy at each
node along the length of 16 major brain tracts. Pearson correlation
analysis were computed to assess the relationship between white
matter tracts diffusion metrics and neurocognitive performance. To
identify the WMH-MCI, we enrolled the diffusion measures of the tract
profiles into the random forest, a type of machine learning algorithm.

Results
We found that the WMH-MCI showed higher mean diffusivity in

the right thalamic radiation (TR), right inferior fronto-occipital
fasciculus (IFOF), and right inferior longitudinal fasciculus (ILF)
compared to the HC and WMH-NC. Pearson analysis reveled that
mean diffusivity of right IFOF negatively correlated with information
processing speed and executive function in WMH-MCI. Using the
random forest approach, we found the mean diffusivity tract profile
of the right IFOF and ILF can be used to differentiate the WMH-MCI
and the WMH-NC at an accuracy up to 75.61%.

Conclusion
Our findings provide evidence that WMH mainly disrupted white

matter micro-structure in right TR, IFOF and ILF. The classification
results indicate that diffusion measures of tracts might provide an
useful tool as disease diagnosis.

doi:10.1016/j.jns.2019.10.358
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Cerebral microbleeds prevalence and risk factors from UK
biobank with 3.0 T SWI sequence
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Purpose
To identify CMBs' prevalence and its risk factors assessed by

informed criteria in a large population-based individuals from UK
Biobank.

Methods
9066 subjects at mean age of 55.5 years (SD 7.4 years) were

recruited. Brain susceptibility weighted imaging(SWI) data were
acquired from 3.0 T scanner. 223 subjects with incomplete or bad
imaging quality were excluded. Age, follow-up years, sex, education,
stroke, intracerebral hemorrhage, myocardial infarction, diabetes,
ever-smoke, blood pressure, body mass index(BMI), medication use,
physical activity, APOE4 status and diet preference were included.
The Microbleed Anatomical Rating Scale(MARS) was used to assess
CMBs.We used unpaired two-samples Welch's t-test for continuous
variables and Mann-Whitney test for ranked variables. Two multiple
generalized linear models were evaluated: model 1, each risk factor
with age, gender and follow-up years taken into account; model 2,
statistically significant risk factors from model 1 to be reentered. All
statistical analyses were performed using R.

Results
8160 subjects were included (47.27% male). CMBs prevalence was

7.01%, mostly lobar(439 subjects). Adults with CMB were older, less
educated, with higher hypertensive status, less BMI and more APOE4
positive presence. The model 2 showed that age, higer BMI and APOE4
were significantly associated with overall CMBs presence; BMI and
APOE4 were independently related with lobar CMBs; Blood pressure
and ever-smoke were associated with deep group; Dyslipidemia and
lamb take were independent predictors of infratentorial CMBs.

Conclusions
Each CMBs subgroup has its separate risk factors. More attention

should be paid for earlier prevention of CMBs.

doi:10.1016/j.jns.2019.10.359
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Diffusion fiber tractography on phonological loop with Logopenic
aphasia tau pathology: Fiber-specific white matter reductions in
Alzheimer's disease, “is it a causal or casual link?”

V.H.Y. Kurraa, G. Elumalaa, P. Maitib, C. Vadiyalaa, G. Vinodhananda, N.
A.S.V. Ghantaa
aTeam NeurON-Texila American University, Neuroscience, Georgetown,
Guyana
bSaginaw Valley State University, Neuroscience - Brain Research
Laboratory, Michigan, USA

Introduction
Logopenic Aphasia (LA), a variant of primary progressive aphasia

characterized with difficulty in retrieving precise words, names, or
numbers and sentence repetition. Previous studies detailed that 50%
of LA patients had (Alzheimer's disease) AD pathology, and
characteristics of LA synchronize with language impairments in AD.
Researchers believed that, the atrophy of Phonological loop (A
sensorimotor circuit that includes auditory regions, the inferior
parietal lobe, and Broca's area, which integrates phonological
processing and executes motor output) cause LA.

Methodology
We focused on structural connectivity of Phonological loop using

“Diffusion Imaging fiber Tractography” with 60 DTI datasets (30
Males and 30 Females) of both control and progressive stages of
Alzheimer's, with the age range 55–120 years, with IRB approval and
made an attempt to correlate the Logopenic aphasia, with phono-
logical loop fiber-specific white matter reductions in early AD.

Results
Overall progressive diminution was observed in the phonological

loop of males (Figs 1 & 2) and left hemispheric deterioration is
markedly seen in terms of both fibers and tract volume (significant
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at p b .05). Current study, also reveals that contralateral adaptation
are more pronounced in AD males than in females AD. Based on our
analysis on phonological loop in AD, Logopenic aphasia may present
as clinical marker for early Alzheimer's. These findings must be
vindicated with functional MRIs analysis.

Keywords: Logopenic aphasia, Diffusion imaging fiber tractography,
Wernicke's area, Broca's area, Phonological loop tract
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Human visual processing for spatial 3-D imaging recognition:
Cortical connectivity deficits in Parkinson's spatial perceptual
visual pathway

G. Vinodhananda, G. Elumalaib, P. Maitic, C. Vadiyalab
aYoung Scientific Researchers, Neuroscience, Georgetown, Guyana
bTeam Neuron - Texila American University, Neuroscience, Georgetown,
Guyana
cSaginaw Valley State University, Neuroscience - Brain Research,
Michigan, USA
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Introduction
Parkinson's disease (PD) is a Neurodegenerative disorder tradi-

tionally linked to motor impairment but recent findings have
revealed, patients suffering from PD exhibit decline in visual-spatial
skills [1] [2]. The aim of this study is to explore, neural structural
connectivity between the superior parietal lobe (BA 5) and the
primary visual cortex (BA 17, 18 & 19) in PD patients. Generally, this
pathway modulates visual and spatial domains, hence if found to be
impaired in PD patients could explain the dysfunction in visual-
spatial skills.

Methods
In this research, we attempted to correlate the dorsal stream

visual pathway in Parkinson's Patients. The study was carried out
through “Diffusion Imaging Fibre Tractography” which involves 120
DTI data sets from control and PD patients between 60 and 120 years
with IRB approval.

Observations
It was observed that fibers in the females of the control group

were higher (Fig 1) when compared to that of the males (Fig 2), and
on completion, males displayed more prominent changes in numbers
and volumes of where stream pathway”(Fig 3). In males both
right and left hemisphere were affected, whereas with female much
difference is not noticed. The results are statistically significant at
P b .05.

Results
Based on our observations, destruction in the where stream

pathway were identified, and is believed as an underlying cause for
deficiency in visual spatial recognition. However, for better under-
standing of this findings, functional and effective connectivity
analysis must be recommended.

Keywords: Parkinson's disease (PD), Where stream pathway,
Brodmann's area (BA), Diffusion tensor imaging (DTI)
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Deep learning based application for videofluoroscopic swallowing
study (VFSS): A pilot study
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Background and aims
VFSS is recognized as the gold standard in evaluation of

swallowing function. However, its reading is time-consuming and
human errors can limit its reliability. Recent technological advances
in image analysis may help clinicians read VFSS more easily and
accurately. This study is designed to develop a deep learning based
software application that can detect penetration/aspiration (Pet/Asp)
in an automated manner from VFSS images.

Methods
Twohundredvideofileswerecollected fromVFSSdataandsplit into

individual frame images (143,828 normal and 5782 Pet/Asp images).
After balancing the data, 70%were used for training, 10% for validation
and 20% for testing. An application for automated detection of Pet/Asp
was developed and trained bydeep learning algorithms.Detectionwas
accomplished in two steps. In first step, regions of interest (ROIs)were
set around larynx flexibly with reference to cervical spinal column
identified by cervical detector (Fig.). Then Pet/Asp detector judged
presence of Pet/Asp in ROIs. Three training models (SVM, Alexnet,
Resnet 50 for cervical detector; Resnet 50, NasnetMobile, Xception for
Pet/Aspdetector)were compared. The studyprotocolwas approvedby
institutional review board.

Results
Test results are presented in following tables. Currently, the best

results were obtained when cervical detector trained by Resnet 50
was combined with Pet/Asp detector trained by Xception.

Conclusions
Deep learning application can detect Pet/Asp accurately from

VFSS images. More sophisticated VFSS reading system could be
developed by training with larger amount of data.

This research was supported by the National Research Foundation
of Korea. (grant number: 2018R1D1A3B07049300)

doi:10.1016/j.jns.2019.10.362
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USE of PET CT scan for earlier diagnosis of central skull-base
osteomyelitis – A step beyond conventional MRI scan

S. Bhattacharjeea, A. Ramb, B. Maramattom Varkeyb
aAster Medcity- Kochi, Internal Medicine, Kochi, India
bAster Medcity- Kochi, Neurology, Kochi, India

Central Skull base osteomyelitis (SBO) is a rare but life-
threatening condition, most often affecting the sphenoid and
occipital bones. It is described in a confined set of immunocompro-
mised individuals and elderly diabetics. The fatal outcomes due to
delayed initiation of appropriate treatment, demands use of newer
methods for faster diagnosis. Currently, MRI is the investigation most
commonly used to pick up cases of suspected SBO.

We present a series of 13 patients who presented to Aster
Medcity, Kochi, India, over a period of 2 years with symptoms of
headache and multiple cranial nerve palsy. Initial MRI imaging was
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found to be normal. However, we performed Regional Scintigraphy
(Bone Scan) and PET CT Scan and found lesions suggestive of Central
SBO, which was later proven by biopsy. Our study highlights the
importance of use of PET CT Scan and Regional Scintigraphy for
earlier diagnosis of Central SBO. It also visualizes appropriate biopsy
site for confirmation of diagnosis. We also outline PET Scan findings
critical for diagnosis, treatment and follow-up of Central SBO. On
follow up we found that earlier initiation of appropriate treatment
directly correlated with better patient outcomes.

doi:10.1016/j.jns.2019.10.363
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Diffusion imaging fibre tractographic analysis for auditory
saccadic attention deficit (ASAD) in progression stages of
Alzheimer's disease

C. Vadiyalaa, G. Elumalaia, P. Maitib
aTexila American University, Department of Anatomy- College of
Medicine, Georgetown, Guyana
bBrain Research Institute- Saginaw valley State University, Psychology
and Neuroscience Program, Michigan, Guyana

Introduction
The ability of human beings to perceive auditory stimulus in

everyday acoustic environments depends on the localization and the
identification of relevant sounds. Localization (or) the spatial
orientation of the stimulus and relative motor output with saccadic
eye and neck movements is analyzed by the tract from Auditory
cortex (BA-41, 42) to Premotor Eye-Ear Field [PEEF] (BA-8b), called
Auditory-saccadic pathway. Our study aimed on comparative
analysis of this pathway in control adults with Alzheimer's Patients,
using “Diffusion Imaging fibre Tractography”. We used 60 Diffusion
Tensor Imaging (DTI) datasets (30 Males and 30 Females), between
the age ranges from 55 to 100 yrs.

Results
Study reveals that, Bi-hemispheric deterioration of auditory

saccadic pathway fibers were observed in females with AD, as
compared to males. Whereas the auditory saccadic fibers are
markedly increases in disease progression stages of males AD.

Conclusion
Present study proves the existence of neurostructural connectivity of

Auditory-saccadic pathway (dorsal stream-auditory pathway) and the
deterioration of this track leads to cause of Auditory saccadic attention
deficit (ASAD) in Alzheimer's Patients. But, the results must to strongly
evidence with functional and efficient connectivity analysis in future.

KeywordsAuditory-saccadic pathway, Auditory attention deficit, Dor-
sal stream-auditory pathway, Premotor Eye-Ear Field, Auditory cortex
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Neural-cortical connectivity analysis in correlations with “how”
stream visual pathways in disease progression stages of
Alzheimer: Optic ataxia in Alzheimer's

G. Vinodhananda, G. Elumalaib, P. Maitic, C. Vadiyalab
aYoung Scientific Researchers, Neuroscience, Georgetown, Guyana
bTeam NeurON - Texila American University, Neuroscience, Georgetown,
Guyana
cSaginaw Valley State University, Neuroscience - Brain Research
Laboratory, Michigan, USA

Introduction
Optic ataxia is a neurological condition, manifestations with

disturbances in visual guided hand movements on reaching a target
object. It is more prevalent in Alzheimer Patients, and previous
studies has failed to provide a substantial evidence for neural
structural relations to this symptom.

Methods
In this research, Team NeurON, attempted to correlate the

dorsal stream visual pathway with Optic Ataxia in Alzheimer's
Patients. The study was carried out through “Diffusion Imaging
Fiber Tractography” which involves 60 DTI datasets with IRB
approval from control and Alzheimer Patients (50–70 years)
correlating the symptoms of Optic Ataxia. The fibers were traced,
and confirmed the structural alterations and their underlying
substrates for Optic Ataxia, in correlations with “How” stream
Visual Pathways from Visual cortex (BA 17,18 &19) to Superior
Parietal Lobule (BA 7).

Observations
It was observed that fibers of the females of the control group

was higher (Fig 1)when compared to the males. However, on
completion, it was noted that females displayed more plummet
changes in numbers and volumes of “how stream - visuomotor
coordination pathway”, when compared to the males (Fig 2)
(Fig 3).

Results
In conclusion, based on our observations, destructions in

the visuomotor coordination pathway were identified, and is
believed as an underlying substrate for Optic ataxia in
Alzheimer patients. However, for better understanding of this
findings, functional and effective connectivity analysis must be
recommended.

Keywords: Fiber Tractography, “Dorsal” stream visual pathway,
Superior Parietal Lobule, Visual pathways, “How” stream visual
pathway
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Temporal lobe epilepsy with depressive symptoms: Influence on
neuronal damage measured by proton magnetic resonance
spectroscopy

L. Pimentel-Silva, M. Nogueira, T. Zanão, C. Yasuda, F. Cendes
Faculty of Medical Sciences - State University of Campinas, Neurology,
Campinas, Brazil

Background
Temporal lobe epilepsy (TLE) is often associated to psychiatry

comorbidity, in particular depression but little is known about likely
alterations underlying this association. Here we investigated hippo-
campal neuronal damage in TLE patients with depressive symptoms
(DS).

Methods
We measured the neuronal marker n-acetylaspartate relative to

creatine (NAA/Cr) in hippocampi of 80 TLE patients (37 with DS, 43
without DS) and 50 controls using 1H-MRS. We used the Beck
Depression Inventory (BDI) and the structured clinical interview for

DSM-V to assess DS. We performed an ANCOVA with presence of DS
and HA (MRI-negative, right-HA, left-HA) as main effects, and age
and seizure frequency as nuisance covariates, applying Sidak post-
hoc comparisons. We set p b .05 as significant.

Results
We found an effect of HA (p = .049) but no DS effect on NAA/Cr.

Left-HS showed reduced NAA/Cr compared to controls (p= .004).
Simple effects analysis on the interaction term showed ipsilateral
NAA/Cr reduction in left-HA without DS (p = .001). Regarding DS-
positive individuals, ipsilateral NAA/Cr was reduced in left- (p = .02)
and right-HA (p= .03). Contralateral NAA/Cr showed similar results
(only side of HA was significant, p = .049), however simple effects
showed that contralateral NAA/Cr was reduced only in left-HA with
DS (p= .019).

Conclusions
Left-HS showed more intense and bilateral evidence of neuronal

damage than the other MTLE groups, while right-HS had only
ipsilateral changes in the presence of DS. The presence of DS alone
did not influence NAA/Cr levels. However, DS seems to have an
additional effect, worsening NAA/Cr reductions bilaterally in left-HA
and ipsilaterally in right-HA patients.

doi:10.1016/j.jns.2019.10.366
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Evaluation of grey and white matter structural difference
between hot water epilepsy and Juvenile myoclonic epilepsy with
multimodal multivariate approach using MCCA and joint ICA

R. Kenchaiaha, C. Ravindranadha, L.G. Viswanathana, G.K. Bhargavaa,
B. Rose Dawnb, J. Sainib, P. Satishchandraa, S. Sinhaa
aNational Institute of Mental Health and Neurosciences NIMHANS,
Department of Neurology, Bengaluru, India
bNational Institute of Mental Health and Neurosciences NIMHANS,
Department of NIIR, Bengaluru, India

Background
Multimodal-multivariate fusion methodology examines shared/

distinct information by combining multiple neuro-imaging bio-
markers. Grey and white matter microstructural difference between
Hot water epilepsy(HWE),MR-negative temporal lobe epilepsy
syndrome and Juvenile myoclonic epilepsy(JME)a idiopathic gener-
alised epilepsy syndrome never been explored.

Aim
To evaluate using multimodal canonical correlation analysis and

joint independent component analysis (MCCA –Joint ICA) to identify
the covariance patterns of grey and white matter by fusing grey
matter density(GMD),Fractional anisotropy(FA) and Mean Diffusivity
(MD) parameters of HWE and JME subjects.

Methods
Fifty one HWE patients (34males;age:28.8.5 ± 10.8 years) and 51

JME(25 males; age:22.76 ± 5.9 years) underwent 3 T-Epilepsy pro-
tocol MRI. Pre-processing of MRI done with SPM12, CAT12 and FSL
software.The whole brain GMD,FA and MD map features were fed
into the MCCA–Joint ICA software integration. The loading of
Independent components(ICs) used for discriminative and correla-
tion analysis.

Results
Of the 10 joint ICs generated, one component (ICs_8) was

significantly different in all modality between diagnostic groups.
One dual (GMD and FA),modality-common group-discriminative
component (IC_7) and four (2 each for GMD and FA) modality-
unique group-discriminative ICs were also noted. The grey mater
structural network consisted of bilateral fronto-occipito-cerebellar
network and white matter network consisted of bilateral projection,
association as well as commissural tracts. The MD network were less
extensive than the FA network.

Discussion
Both modality-common and modality-unique networks were

identified between HWE and JME subjects. Multi-modality ap-
proaches provides complementary information in differentiating
the different tissue characteristics at different spatial and temporal
resolutions.

doi:10.1016/j.jns.2019.10.367
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Progress of epilepsy control in China in recent years

S. Lia, Z. Hongb, W. Wangc, Y. Wangd, J. Zhange, G. Luanf

aChina Association Against Epilepsy, Beijing, China
bHashan Hospital, Fudan University, Nurological Institute, Shanghai,
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cBeijing Neurosurgical Institute, Neuroepidemilogy Department, Beijing,
China
dBeijing Xuanwu Hospital, Neurology, Beijing, China
eBeijing Tiantan Hospital, Neurosurgery, Beijing, China
fBeijing Sanbo Brain Hospital, Neurosurgery, Beijing, China

In China, it was estimated that there are about 9 million people
with epilepsy (PWE), two thirds of them are “active” cases and every
year 400,000 new cases.

In recent years, the epilepsy control has got a great progress in
China, those include: 1, Epilepsy has been integrated into primary
health care: The Prevention & control project in rural China, which
funded by the government, has been implemented in 248 counties
of 18 provinces till the end of 2017, about 116 thousand convulsive
PWE were under management with Phenobarbital and/or Valproic
acid free of charge and the government funding increased from
0.64 million US dollars in 2005 to 3.32 million US dollars in 2017;
2, Since the establishment of the China Association Against
Epilepsy (CAAE) in 2005, a series of significant programs were
carried out in China, as 7 “CAAE International Epilepsy Forum”s,
“International Epilepsy Caring Day” 0n June 28th since 2007, a
series of public education activities, national training program on
EEG technology and examination, etc.; 3, Special epilepsy clinical
facilities has been developed quickly in China, presently there are
358 different level “Epilepsy centres” in China; 4, The technique of
clinical treatment and basic research got a remarkable progress as
well, as of epilepsy surgery, neuro-modulation, stereotaxic EEG,
genetic research, etc.

doi:10.1016/j.jns.2019.10.368
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Introduction
The photoparoxysmal response (PPR) is defined as the occurrence

of generalized spike, spike-wave or polyspike-wave discharges
consistently elicited by intermittent photic stimulation (IPS). PPR is
not well studied in the African black subject

Method
We prospectively studied the epidemiological, clinical and EEG

characteristics of PPR among consecutive epileptic patients seen in
the EEG laboratory at Fann University Hospital at Dakar in Senegal.

Result
Among 3065 pathological EEGs for one year, we collected 56 EEGs

(1.8%) with PPR, including 31 women and 25 men (sex ratio: 0.8). The
mean age was 13.3 years (range: 8 months to 59 years). The peak of
photosensitivitywas found in the rangeof6 to10years.Of thePPRcases,
40werenotknownepileptic,ofwhom12hadhadclinicalmanifestations
during IPS. 23% of patients were classified with generalized epilepsy,
followed by 17% of focal epilepsy. The most epileptogenic stimulation
frequencies are between 12 and 24 Hz. PPR were obtained most often
when the eyes are closed (64%) and 41 patients (73% of patients) were
classified as Type 4 (Waltz classification).

Conclusion
Our results suggests lower rates of photosensitivity in sub-Saharan

people compared with Caucasians. Therefore, subject to consistent
larger cohorts data, it would be interesting to study a probable
epigenetic protective value of sunshine against photosensitivity.

Keywords: Epilepsy, Photoparoxysmal response, Intermittent photic
stimulation
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Prognostic value of EEG in critically ill patients: Analysis of 501
cases

G.K. Dash, S.A. Adukia
NH Health City-Bangalore, Neurology, Bangalore, India

Aim
To establish if EEG could prognosticate clinical outcomes in ICU

settings.

Material and methods
All adult patients, age N 18 years admitted to the ICU between

January2014toDecember2016,whounderwent(emergentEEG)eEEG
monitoring were included. Details of electro-clinical and radiological
data were abstracted. Outcome at discharge was classified clinically as
good if there was recovery and poor if there was disability or death.
eEEG findings and eventual clinical outcomeswere correlated.

Results
A total of 501 patients were consistent with our operational

definition of eEEG alongwith complete clinico-radiological data. Three
hundredandthirty–ninepatients(67.66%)weremaleandthemeanage
was 53.15 years. EEG patterns included triphasic waves, TW (n = 43,
8.58%), burst suppression pattern, BSP (n= 28, 5.58%), electrographic

seizure (n= 24, 4.79%), spindle coma (n = 20, 3.99%), electrocebral
silence, ECS (n= 17, 3.39%), lateralized periodic discharges, LPD (n=
13, 2.6%), generalized periodic discharges, GPD (n= 8, 1.59%), alpha
coma (n= 3, 0.59%). Clinically, goodoutcomewas seen in 226patients
and poor outcome in 275 patients (residual disability, n= 157; death,
n = 118.). EEG indicators of poor prognosis in multivariate analysis
included EEG suppression, BSP and ECS (p value b.05 and odds ratio N

1.0). In those patients who succumbed, EEG suppression, ECS and GPD
were statistically significant (p value b.05 and odds ratio N 1.0.

Conclusion
We postulate that in critical care setting, EEG would help

predicting the prognosis. Further prospective, multicentric study
needed for this purpose.

doi:10.1016/j.jns.2019.10.370
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Epilepsy in Guinea: The experience of a free consultation

C. Fodé Abassa, F. Sakadia, A. Nana Rahamatou Tassioua, B. Amadou
Talibéa, N.W. Arcel Stevena, B. Aissatou Kendaa, B. Souleymane
Djiguéa, C. Amaraa, F. Mateen Jasmineb
aIgnace Deen Teaching Hospital, Neurology, Conakry, Guinea
bMassachusetts General Hospital, Neurology, Boston, USA

Purpose to characterize people with epilepsy (PWE) presenting to
a free neurology consultation and antiepileptic drug (AED) service in
the Republic of Guinea.

Methods
Guinea is a low-income country in West Africa that recently

experienced an Ebola Virus Disease epidemic. Community-dwelling
PWEwere seen at a public referral hospital in Conakry, the capital city.
During two visits in 2017, an African-U.S. team performed structured
interviews and electroencephalograms and provided AEDs.

Results
Of 257 participants (143 children, 122 female), 25% had untreated

epilepsy and75%metour criteria for poorly controlledepilepsy. 59%had
N100 lifetime seizures and 58% reported a history consistentwith status
epilepticus. 38 school-aged children were not in school and 26 adults
were unemployed. 115 were not currently taking an AED, including 50
participants who had previously taken an AED and stopped. Commonly
cited reasons for AED discontinuation were perceived side effects,
unaffordability, andunavailabilityofAEDs.Traditionalmedicineusewas
more frequent among children versus adults (92/143 vs. 60/114, p=
.048). 57 participants had head injuries, 29 had burns, and 18 had
fractures. In a multivariable regression analysis, N100 lifetime seizure
count was strongly associated with seizure-related injury (p b .001).
Burnsweremore likely to occur among females (p= .02).

Conclusion
There is an urgent need to improve the standard of care for PWE

in Guinea. Several missed opportunities were identified, including
low use of AEDs and high use of traditional medicines, particularly in
children. Targeted programs should be developed to prevent
unintentional injury and improve seizure control.

doi:10.1016/j.jns.2019.10.371
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Screening tools for depression in epilepsy – A combination
increases detection rate

T.J. Von Oertzen, N. Thamm, G. Schwarz, A.M. Hengsberger, J.
Wagner, G. Puttinger
Kepler Universitätsklinikum, Department of Neurology, Linz, Austria

Introduction
Depression is the most frequent comorbidity in people with

epilepsy (PwE). Its prevalence is higher than in the healthy
population. Up to 50% of people with drug refractory focal epilepsy
suffer from comorbid depression. However, comorbid depression is
massively underdiagnosed in PwE. Screening tools for depression are
increasing the likelyhood of diagnosis 10-fold.

The current study compared 2 different screening tools for
comorbid depression in PwE.

Methods
This is a single centre, retrospective, cross sectional study. All

patients of a specialized epilepsy outpatient clinic were consecu-
tively asked to fill a questionnaire including screeing tools for
depression in epilepsy, the Neurological-Disease-Depression-Inven-
tory for Epilepsy (NDDI-E) and the Emotional Thermometers (ET4).
Additional clinical information such as type of epilepsy, currently
diagnosed depression, antiepileptic and antidepressant medication
were collected from medical records. The study was approved by the
local ethics committee.

Results
Of 699 filled questionnaires, 509 were included in the analysis.

27,3% of PwE were screened positive for depression on at least one
of the questionnaires, with overlap between NDDI-E and ET being
small. 18.3% screened positive in ET (cut-off N 15) and 15.3%
screened positive in NDDI-E (cut off N 13). 11.2% had a
previous clinical diagnosis of. 20.6% were on regular psychiatric
medication.

Conclusion
A combination of screening tools for depression identified more

patients suffering from depression. Both tools identified a separate
group of patients on risk and with current diagnosis of depression.
Correlation with diagnosed depression +/- psychiatric medication is
not in favor of using screening tools for monitoring depression.

doi:10.1016/j.jns.2019.10.372
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Intractable seizures, prediction, prognostic factors, intractability:
A systematic review

S. Shaafia, N. Ghaemianb

aNeurology Tabriz University of Medical Science, Neurology, Tabriz, Iran
bTabriz University of Medical Science, Neurology, Tabriz, Iran

It is my honour to be here and share our systematic review
results about intercatable seizures prognostic studies with you.

About 30 percent of epileptic patients have medically intractable
epilepsy. Traditionally, therapeutic failure of three antiepileptic
drugs defined intractability. With many new antiseizure drugs
available in recent years, it might have been expected that more,
rather than fewer, drug trials would be recommended before
determining intractability. A task force of the International League
Against Epilepsy (ILAE) proposed that drug-resistant be defined as
the failure of adequate trials of two tolerated, appropriately chosen
and administered antiseizure drugs to achieve seizure control. Our
aim of this review is to evaluate the evidence for independent
prognostic factors of intractability in patients with epilepsy.
MEDLINE and EMBASE from 2010 to 2017 were searched for cohort
studies reporting on prognostic factors for medically intractable
epilepsy. After selection the valued studies, their quality was
assessed by using the QUIPS checklist .In these studies, some of the
prognostic factors were independent such as symptomatic etiology,
poorly control in the first year, abnormal EEG, and age at seizure
onset and mixed seizure types. Early response to treatment is an
important positive predictor of long‐term prognosis, while the
history of a high number of seizures at the time of diagnosis,
intellectual disability, and symptomatic etiology are negative pre-
dictors. In childhood studies, logistic regression analysis revealed
that a previous history of epilepticus status, abnormal electroen-
cephalogram results, and multiple seizures in 1 day comprise
independent predictors of medically intractable childhood epilepsy.

doi:10.1016/j.jns.2019.10.373
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Refractory epilepsy with epileptic spasms: Clinical characteristics
and predictors of outcome after surgery
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aKrishna Institute of Medical Sciences, Neurology, Secunderabad, India
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Background
Epileptic spasms (ES) are a distinct seizure type with “uncertain”

onset and refractory to medical management.

Objective
To determine clinical profile and predictors of outcome of surgery

in patients with refractory epilepsy with ES as the only/predominant
seizure type.

Methods
Clinical, inter-ictal and ictal EEG, MRI brain, FDG PET and ictal

SPECT data of 65 patients with refractory epilepsy with ES as the
only/predominant seizure type, who underwent epilepsy surgery
and had at least two years post-surgical follow-up was analysed.

Results
Of the 65 subjects included, 40 were males; 36 55.4%) had onset

of epilepsy before 2 years. The mean duration of epilepsy was 7.46
± 6 years. Fifty four(83.1%) had daily seizures at presentation. Only
ES as the manifestation of epilepsy was present in 16(24.6%) while
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49(75.4%) had multiple types of seizure with ES as major seizure
type. MRI was normal in 9. Forty eight (73.8%) had mental
retardation and 62(95.4%) had poor quality of life. Inter-ictal EEG
was multifocal/generalized pattern in 50(76.9%) and ictal EEG onset
was generalized in 26(40%). PET/ictal SPECT were lateralizing/
localizing in 40(61.5%) and 18 (27.7%) respectively. Most common
surgery performed was lesionectomy(53.8%) and most common
histopathological diagnosis was focal cortical dysplasia (56.9%); 38
(58.5%) were seizure free at last follow-up. Lesion on MRI and
functional hemispherotomy were associated with favourable out-
come (β= 0.415, p = 0.001) while lesionectomy(β=−0.282, p =
0.015) and generalized inter-ictal EEG patterns (β= −1.084, p =
b0.001) were associated with poor outcome.

Conclusion
Refractory epilepsy with ES carries significant morbidity; favor-

able outcome can be achieved in 58% after epilepsy surgery.

doi:10.1016/j.jns.2019.10.374
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Sex differences in demographic and clinical characteristics of
psychogenic nonepileptic seizures: A retrospective multicenter
international study
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Purpose
Sex-related differences have been reported in patients with

neurological and psychiatric disorders. It is also plausible to assume
that there might be differences between females and males with
psychogenic nonepileptic seizures (PNES).

Methods
In this retrospective study, we investigated patients with PNES,

who were admitted to the epilepsy monitoring units at centers in
Iran, the, Canada, Brazil, Argentina, and Venezuela. Age, sex, age at
seizure onset, seizure semiology, factors potentially predisposing to
PNES, and video-electroencephalography recording of all patients
were registered routinely.

Results
Four hundred and fifty-one patients had PNES-only and were

eligible for inclusion; 305 patients (67.6%) were females. We executed

a logistic regression analysis, evaluating significant variables in
univariate analyses (i.e., age, age at onset, aura, presence of historical
sexual or physical abuse, and family dysfunction). The only variables
retaining significance were historical sexual abuse (p= 0.005) and
presence of aura (p= 0.01); physical abuse was borderline significant
(p= 0.05) (all three more prevalent among females).

Conclusion
Similarities between females and males outweigh the differences

with regard to the demographic and clinical characteristics of PNES.
However, females more often report historical sexual (and poten-
tially physical) abuse relative to males. While social, psychological
and genetic factors may interact with early lifetime adverse
experiences in the inception of PNES, the link is not clear and should
be investigated in future studies.

doi:10.1016/j.jns.2019.10.375
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Variations in the ventral visual pathway’s connectivity: Cortical
interactions evaluated for structural alterations in visual percep-
tual abnormalities in Parkinson’s disease
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Introduction
Patients with Parkinson’s disease have a number of specific visual

disturbances. These include changes in color vision, contrast
sensitivity, and difficulty in perceiving the orientation of lines, edges
and object perception [1]. All these visual processing’s are controlled
by the ventral stream which identifies features of objects, passes
from V1 through areas V2 and V4 to the inferior temporal cortex [1].
The study here is focused on correlating the visual functional deficits
with neural structural connectivity in Parkinson’s patients using
"Diffusion Tensor Imaging Tractography". The study involves 120 DTI
datasets, both the sexes of Control and disease progression stages of
PD, with age ranges from (60 to 120) years with IRB Approval.

Results
On observation, the females displayed with increase number of

fibers in control (Fig. 1) when compared with male, but not much
difference was seen in right (Fig. 2) and left hemisphere in both
sexes. Males show progressive decrease in the (number and volume)
of fibers in right

(Fig. 3), hemispheric among the cognitive declining stages of PD.
The results are statistically significant at P b 0.05.

Conclusion
On current observations, it was noticed deterioration in the

ventral stream pathway were identified, and is supposed as an
underlying cause for visual disturbances like color vision and object
perception in Parkinson’s patients. It is also observed that males
show progressive decrease in the (number and volume) fibers
among the cognitive declining stages of PD. However, for better
understanding of this findings, functional and effective connectivity
analysis must be recommended.
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Association of potential premotor clinical features with age of
symptom onset in Parkinson’s disease

D. Selçuk Demirelli, G. Genç, N. Gönderten, S. Bulut
Şişli Hamidiye Etfal Education and Research Hospital, Neurology,
Istanbul, Turkey

Background
While the diagnosis of Parkinson’s disease(PD) relies mainly on

assessment of classic motor symptoms, it has been recognized that

neurodegeneration in PD starts before the manifestation of the motor
symptoms. Detecting PD earlier in premotor stage which includes
some nonmotor manifestations will help the patients benefit from
potential neuroprotective therapies.

Objective
To investigate any association of potential premotor clinical

features with age of symptom onset in Parkinson’s disease (PD).

Methods
We retrospectively reviewed the charts of 121 PD patients in

terms of potential premotor clinical features and grouped them
according to age of symptom onset(as young onset≤49 years;middle
onset 50-69 years; and late onset ≥70 years). Data collected
regarding potential premotor clinical features included olfactory
dysfunction, REM sleep behavior disorder (RBD), excessive daytime
sleepiness(EDS), restless leg syndrome(RLS), cognitive abnormali-
ties, constipation, depression and anxiety.
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Results
Constipation was the most frequent premotor clinical feature

(27,3%), followed by olfactory dysfunction(24,8%), depression
(23,1%), RBD(15,7%), excessive daytime sleepiness(14%), anxiety
(13,2%), RLS(9,9%), and cognitive abnormalities(4,1%). The patients
reported olfactory dysfunction had a younger age of symptom onset.
Depression, anxiety and constipation were more frequent in the
young onset group than middle onset and late onset groups. RBD
were more reported in the middle onset group. The frequency of
EDS, RLS and cognitive abnormalities were similar between groups.

Conclusion
While it has been shown that clinical features of PD differ with

age of symptom onset, the association of potential premotor clinical
features with this factor has not been critically evaluated.Our study
shows that premotor clinical features of PD differ with age of
symptom onset.Clearly, our findings will need to be confirmed in a
larger cohort using more stringent methodology.

doi:10.1016/j.jns.2019.10.377
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Cognitive profile of Parkinson’s disease with and without deficits
in motor speed
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Introduction
Parkinson’s disease (PD) is characterized by bradykinesia, tremor,

rigidity, postural instability and cognitive deficits such as attention,
executivefunctions, learningandmemory.Motorspeedwhichismeasured
using Finger Tapping Test, is an important indicator and predictor of
cognitive and physical functions. Deficits in motor speed has significant
impact on performance on other neuropsychological tests and clinicians
often keep this inmind before interpreting the performance of patient.

Objective
This study aimed to understand and compare the cognitive profile

of patients with and without deficits in motor speed as evaluated on
the Finger Tapping Test.

Method
A detailed neuropsychological evaluation using NIMHANS Neu-

ropsychological Battery was carried out on 30 PD patients (n = 15
with motor speed deficits and n = 15 without motor deficits). The
two groups were comparable with regard to age (p = 0.97), years of
formal education (0.76) and duration of illness (p = 0.39).

Results
Percentage of patients with cognitive deficits across the various

cognitive domains was higher in the group with deficits in motor
speed in comparison to patients without motor symptoms except in
the domain of sustained attention and vigilance.

Conclusion
A short and simple test such as Finger Tapping Test may be

helpful in predicting the range and severity of cognitive deficits

across other cognitive domains in patients with PD. Future studies on
larger cohort examining the intricate role and association of finger
tapping speed and other motor functions such as dexterity may be
helpful in understanding the nature and severity of other cognitive
functions in this clinical population.

doi:10.1016/j.jns.2019.10.378
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Opicapone odds ratio in relative off-time reduction: A post-hoc
analysis from combined BIPARK-I and II data
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Objective
To evaluate the opicapone (OPC) associated patient’s odds ratio

(OR) in relative OFF-time reduction. OPC, a once-daily COMT
inhibitor, proved effective in the treatment of motor fluctuations in
PD patients in two large, pivotal, multinational trials (BIPARK-I and
II) [1,2].

Methods
Patient-level data from matching treatment arms in BIPARK-I and

II were combined in placebo (PLC) and OPC-50mg groups. The
studies had similar designs (primary efficacy endpoint: change from
baseline in patient diaries-based absolute OFF-time) and eligibility
criteria [1,2]. An exploratory post hoc analysis was performed
evaluating the associated patient’s OR in relative OFF-time reduction,
in each treatment group, at different cut-offs, namely ≥25%, ≥50%,
≥75% and 100% (OFF-time free). Statistical analysis was performed by
a pairwise Cochran-Mantel-Haenszel test stratified by study.

Results
In total, 535 patients were randomized; Full Analysis Set

comprised 517 [PLC (n=255); OPC-50mg (n=262)]. The proportion
of OFF-time responders for 50mg-OPC was higher than placebo for
all different cut-offs, reaching statistical significance for both ≥25 (p
= 0.0002) and ≥50% (p = 0.0223) relative OFF-time reduction. PLC
proportion of responders ranged from 38.0% (≥ 25%) to 4.7% (100%).
OPC-50mg proportion of responders ranged from 54.6% (≥25%) to
8.0% (100%) and presented an OR to placebo ranging from 1.94
(≥25%) to 1.75 (100%).

Conclusion
OPC 50 mg once-daily was associated with significant improve-

ments of motor fluctuations across a range of responses considered
clinically meaningful and with 75% increased odds of becoming OFF-
time free in relation to placebo.
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Background
Impulse control disorders (ICDs) in Parkinson’s disease (PD) are

defined by the failure to resist an “urge to drive a conduct” that may
harmful to patients themselves or others. RLS is defined by an “urge
to move” the legs occurring during rest, relieved by movement,
worsening in the evening or night. The suggested immobilization
test (SIT) has been developed to assess the “urge to move” and
support the diagnosis of RLS in general population but also in PD. We
aimed to assess the impact of the presence of ICDs on the SIT in PD
patients with and without RLS.

Methods
Fifty consecutive non-demented PD patients participated to this

cross-sectional study. Among them, patients with RLS (n = 18) and
with one or more ICDs (n = 17) were identified using standard
clinical criteria. All the patients underwent a SIT and a one-night
videopolysomnography. Demographical, treatment, motor, psycho-
behavioral and sleep characteristics were recorded.

Results
The longitudinal increase of Subjective Discomfort during SIT

(SD-SIT) was higher in RLS-ICD group compared to noRLSnoICD
group (p = 0,014). SD-SIT variation did not differ between patients
with and without RLS (p = 0.12), however PD patients with ICD
reported an increased SD-SIT variation compared to PD patients
without ICDs (p = 0.024). Multivariate analysis confirmed ICD as an
independent factor associated with increased SD-SIT in PD.

Conclusion
SD-SIT could not only reflect the “urge to move” observed in RLS,

but also the “urge to drive a conduct” of ICD, and more generally a
motor component of impulsivity, suggesting possible semiological
overlap betwen RLS and ICDs in PD.

doi:10.1016/j.jns.2019.10.380
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Introduction
Long-duration-response (LDR) derived from prolonged adminis-

tration of levodopa in Parkinson’s disease (PD). Animal models
supported the hypothesis that LDR is implicated in motor learning.
P300, motor evoked potentials (MEPs) and Bereitschaftspotential
(BP) are neurophysiological tools to quantify motor learning in
humans. We aimed to define the role of LDR in motor learning,
evaluating neurophysiological parameters of PD patients with and
without LDR and undergone or not motor learning skills.

Methods
Drug-naive PD patients were prospectively enrolled. Patients

underwent a 15-day-treatment of levodopa/carbidopa 250/25 mg at
24 h interdose intervals and randomized to perform or not a 15 day
motor-training-skill. Both clinical (UPDRS and Hoehn and Yahr
scales) and neurophysiological (P300, MEPs and BP) assessments
were performed at baseline (T0) and at 15th day of treatment, before
levodopa intake (T15).

Results
Thirty PD patients were enrolled: 9 trained patients with a

sustained LDR (Group 1), 8 untrained patients with a sustained LDR
(Group 2), 7 trained patients without a stable LDR (Group 3) and 6
untrained patients without a stable LDR (Group 4). P300 latency,
MEPs amplitude and early and late BP latencies improved in Group 1
from T0 to T15 (p b 0.006; p b 0.03; pb0.02; p b 0.002). An improve-
ment of early and late BP latencies was observed in Group 2 from T0
to T15 (p b 0.001; p b 0.005). No significant differences of neuro-
physiological parameters were found in Group 3 and 4 from T0 to
T15.

Conclusions
Our findings support the hypothesis that LDR promote motor

learning in PD patients. This observation might change therapeutic
approach for PD.

doi:10.1016/j.jns.2019.10.381
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Pattern analysis of FDG pet in atypical parkinsonism - An
innovative approach
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FDG-PET is a potential biomarker in providing objective, quanti-
fiable stable marker in identifying disease specific metabolic patterns
in patients with neurodegenerative disorder. voxel-based statistical
analyses, is used to analyse abnormal metabolic pattern in various
neurodegenerative disease

30 patients underwent clinical assessment and classified into
Parkinson disease and Atypical Parkinsonism. FDG PET and TRODAT
scan, transaxial 18f-FDG PET images were analysed at levels of the
cerebellum, basal ganglia and dorsal frontoparietal cortex, for
disease-specific patterns of altered cerebral glucose metabolism.

PD was characterized by a posterior temporoparietal, occipital,
occasionally frontal hypometabolism and relative hypermetabolism
of putamen, pallidum, thalamus sensorimotor cortex, pons and
cerebellum. MSA show a marked hypometabolism of (posterior)
putamen, pons and cerebellum, more pronounced in striatum, pons
and cerebellum, depending on the predominant side of degenera-
tion. In PSP, regional hypometabolism is consistently noted in
medial, dorsal and ventrolateral frontal areas, caudate, thalamus
and upper brain stem. CBD usually by a highly asymmetric
hypometabolism of frontoparietal areas, striatum and thalamus
contralateral to the most affected body side. Preliminary meta-
analysis showed, the diagnostic sensitivity and specificity for visual
PET readings supported by voxel-based statistical analyses for
diagnosis of APD to be 91.4% and 90.6%, respectively. Diagnostic
specificity of 18F-FDG PET was consistently high (N90%), whereas
sensitivity was more variable (N75%)

Identification of disease-specific patterns in other parkinsonian
syndromes, such as MSA & PSP, has improved diagnostic accuracy.
Further developments of these techniques are likely to enhance the
role of functional imaging in investigating underlying abnormalities
and potential new therapies in these neurodegenerative diseases.

doi:10.1016/j.jns.2019.10.382
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Infections as a cause of movement disorders- A series of three
unusual cases

D. Garg, R. Dhamija Kumar
Lady Hardinge Medical College, Neurology, New Delhi, India

Infections may cause a range of secondary movement disorders
including myoclonus, parkinsonism, dystonia and choreoathetosis,
mostly in association with viral encephalitides. We present three
unusual infections causing various movement disorders in this case
series.

Case 1: Opsoclonus-myoclonus syndrome in Scrub typhus
A 25-years old female presented with five days of fever and

dyspnea. She had an eschar in the right axilla. Scrub typhus IgM
ELISA was positive. She was initiated on doxycycline with which
fever defervesced and she improved by the tenth day of illness.
Subsequently she developed continuous, chaotic, conjugate eye

movements along with jerky movements of all limbs suggestive of
opsoclonus-myoclonus which resolved over the ensuing two weeks
spontaneously.

Case 2: Cerebellar ataxia due to neurosyphilis
A 50-years old male presented with three months history of

pancerebellar syndrome. There were no cognitive or sensory deficits.
Magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) of the brain was normal.
Cerebrospinal fluid (CSF) revealed lymphocytic pleocytosis with
elevated protein. CSF and serum VDRL and TPHA were positive.
Intravenous ceftriaxone was administered for two weeks. He had
significant clinical improvement.

Case 3: Parkinsonism with Hepatitis A
A 20-years old female presented with ten days of altered

sensorium and bradykinesia preceded by fever, jaundice and profuse
vomiting. MRI brain revealed bilateral basal ganglia hemorrhagic
infarcts. MR venography was suggestive of Vein of Galen thrombosis.
Her liver function test was deranged and serology for hepatitis A was
positive. She was initiated on anticoagulation and levodopa therapy
with partial response.

This series demonstrates some unusual causes of movement
disorders secondary to infections.

doi:10.1016/j.jns.2019.10.383
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Objective
To summarize the state of knowledge on aromatic amino acid

decarboxylase (AADC) deficiency, an ultra-rare inherited autosomal
recessive disorder characterized by deficiency of the neurotransmit-
ters serotonin, dopamine, epinephrine, and norepinephrine. Symp-
toms, including hypotonia, movement disorders, autonomic
dysfunction, and behavioral disorders, vary and emerge in infancy.
Diagnosis requires analysis of cerebrospinal fluid (CSF), assessment
of plasma AADC activity, and/or DNA sequence analysis.

Methods
A literature review was conducted; genotypes were accessed

from the database at http://www.biopku.org/home/pnddb.asp.
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Results
82 dopa decarboxylase (DDC) variants causing AADC deficiency

were identified for all 123 known patients. Biochemical and
bioinformatics studies provided insight into the impact of many
mutations. c.714+4ANT, p.S250F, p.R347Q, and p.G102S are the most
frequent variants (cumulative allele frequency=57%), and c.[714
+4ANT];[714+4ANT], p.[S250F];[S250F], and p.[G102S];[G102S] are
the most frequent genotypes (cumulative genotype fre-
quency=40%). Known or predicted molecular effect was defined
for 79/82 variants. Based on genomic DNA sequence databases and
abnormal CSF profiles in US patients, estimated prevalence of AADC
deficiency is 1/42,000 newborns. Most patients experience an
unrelenting disease course with poor or no response to dopamine
agonists, monoamine oxidase inhibitors, and pyridoxine derivatives.
Gene therapy is a promising new treatment. Clinical studies of
intraputaminal infusion of engineered adeno-associated virus type 2
vectors have demonstrated acceptable safety and tolerability and
improved motor milestones and cognitive symptoms.

Conclusions
Success of gene therapy in AADC deficiency will depend on timely

diagnosis to facilitate treatment before onset of irreversible neuro-
logic damage. Screening for the 3-O-methyl-dopa biomarker in dried
blood spots may enable early diagnosis.

doi:10.1016/j.jns.2019.10.384
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center, cross-sectional, observational study

V. Vishnua, P.W. Vinnyb, R. Rajana, V. Goyala, P. Srivastavaa, V. Lalc, P.
Sylajad, L. Narasimhane, S.N. Dwivedif, P.P. Nairg, D. Ramachandranh,
A. Guptai
aAll India Institute of Medical Sciences- New Delhi, Neurology, New
Delhi, India
bINHS Asvini, Neurology, Mumbai, India
cPGIMER Chandigarh, Neurology, Chadigarh, India
dSCTIMST, Neurology, Thiruvananthapuram, India
eMMC Chennai, Neurology, Chennai, India
fAll India Institute of Medical Sciences- New Delhi, Biostatistics, New
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iGIPMER New Delhi, Neurology, New Delhi, India

Background
A mobile medical application (Neurology Dx®) on iOS platform

was created to derive differential diagnoses from a set of patient
attributes viz. symptoms, signs, imaging data and lab values.

Methods
A multi-center, cross sectional study was designed incorporating

seven leading tertiary care teaching neurological institutes, to
compare the diagnostic accuracy of the app against neurology
residents in giving differential diagnosis. Participating residents were
asked to deduce relevant differential diagnoses to a set comprising of
15 Movement Disorder vignettes. A group of Experts were

empaneled to derive gold standard answers to the clinical vignettes,
which were classified into “high likely”, “moderate likely”, “less
likely” and “wrong” answers. Differential diagnosis of Neurology
residents and the app were compared against the gold standard
differentials derived by experts.

Results
Sixty Movement Disorder clinical vignettes in sets of 15 vignettes

each were tested on 100 neurology residents (one set of 15
vignettes) and also on the App(60 Vignettes). Residents correctly
identified the gold standard “high likely” answers with a frequency
of 13.64% as against 41.5% by the App (95% CI: 21.90–34.07, P b

.0001). On combining “high” and “moderate likely” answers,
residents could accurately identify gold standard differentials with
a frequency of 10.78%as against 37.92% by the App, (95% CI 22.56–
31.94, P b .0001).

Conclusion
In this era of artificial intelligence, a mobile medical application

based on a predefined knowledge base and smart algorithm can arm
the neurologist by complementing and augmenting the necessary
skills required to deduce a comprehensive list of differential
diagnoses. (CTRI/2017/06/008838)

doi:10.1016/j.jns.2019.10.385
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Idiopathic sudden sensorineural hearing loss: Labyrinthitis or
ischemia? Consideration based on VHIT and CVEMP

T. Murofushi, M. Tsubota, S. Daiji
Teikyo University Scool of Medicine Mizonokuchi Hospital, Otolaryngol-
ogy, Kawasaki, Japan

Background
Majority of patients presented with sudden sensorineural hearing

loss (SSHL) are idiopathic. In other words, causes of their hearing
losses are unknown. It is widely believed that viral infection
(labyrinthitis) and vascular ischemia could be the most probable
etiologies. However, it is not easy to determine the etiology in each
case. It is also well-known that SSHL is frequently accompanied by
vertigo. Recently, cervical vestibular evoked myogenic potential
(cVEMP) and video head impulse test (vHIT) enabled us to assess
functions of all the 5 parts of the vestibular labyrinth.

Subjects & methods
Patients presented with sudden hearing loss with or without

vertigo were enrolled. These subjects underwent vHIT of the 6
canals and cVEMP. When a decreased VOR gain and catch-up
(corrective) saccades were observed, the relevant canal was
regarded damaged. Five hundred Hz air-conducted short-tone
bursts (rise/fall time = 1 msec, plateau time = 2 msec, 125 dB
SPL) were used to evoke cVEMP. the asymmetry ratio of p13-n23
amplitude was assessed.

Results
Patients with high tone hearing loss showed tendency of isolated

posterior semicircular canal dysfunction with preserved cVEMP
responses. On the other hand, patients with profound flat hearing
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loss showed tendency of absent cVEMP and diversity of canal
dysfunction.

Conclusion
This study suggested that high tone loss could be caused by

ischemia of the vestibulo-cochlear artery while flat profound loss
might be caused by labyrinthitis. Saccule function shown by cVEMP
might be an indicator of etiology of SSHL with vertigo.

doi:10.1016/j.jns.2019.10.386
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Cerebral hemodynamics in patients with extracranial internal
carotid artery disease

G. Oidovdorja, L. Natsagdorjb, S. Jambald, B. Dagvajantsanc

aDepartment of Neurology, Mongolia-Japan Teaching Hospital, Mongo-
lian National University of Medical Sciences, Mongolia
bThird State Central Hospital, Department of Neurology, Ulaanbaatar,
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Background
The atherosclerosis of carotid artery is a relative common

disorder in the population and often leads to ischemic stroke,
cognitive changes and even dementia. The clinical grade of stroke
and the prognosis in patients with carotid artery occlusion depends
on preceding risk factors, stroke severity and on the situation of the
cerebral collateral blood flow.

Objective
To evaluate the risk factors and the correlation of the collateral

hemodynamics and cerebral lesions in patients with extracranial
internal carotid artery disease.

Methods
Usingcross-sectionalstudydesignweselected20patientswithhigh-

grade stenosisorocclusionof internal carotidartery (ICA)andcompared
them with 20 patients with acute ischemic stroke without ICA disease.
The presence of Willisian and ophthalmic collaterials was assessed by
dopplersonography and color-coded duplexsonography. The location of
infarction onmagnetic resonance imagingwas categorized as territorial,
border zone, periventricular and lacunar infarcts.

Results
In patients with ICA occlusive disease males clearly dominated

(male:female=4:1). Among preceding risk factors the diabetes
mellitus (OR 3.77, 95% CI 0.82-17.2) and current smoking (OR 2.25,
95% CI 0.63-7.97) were significantly associated with ICA disease. The
presence and number of collateral pathways were significantly
associated with clinical manifestation (p=0.009). The border zone
infarcts were more common in patients with ICA disease, whereas
the control group showed exclusively territorial infarctions.

Conclusion
The carotid occlusive disease dominates in males. It is signifi-

cantly associated with diabetes mellitus and cigarette smoking. In

patients with symptomatic ICA occlusion the clinical severity and
outcome depends on the collateral supply pathways.

doi:10.1016/j.jns.2019.10.387
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Retrievable stent thrombectomy in acute ischemic stroke: Is it
beneficial in the elderly?
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cMediClinic and Medical Faculty of the MBR University, Neurology,
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Background
Mechanical thrombectomy in acute stroke is used in case of

systemic thrombolysis failure or contraindication. Stent retrievers
have proved to be safe and efficient. However, this therapy is still
under debate in the elderly.

Methods
Patients ineligible for systemic thrombolysis, treated with stent

retrievers’ thrombectomy only were studied. We aimed to analyze
the outcome (rate of recanalization and functional independence)
and the safety (intracranial hemorrhage and mortality) of
elderly (≥75years) in a series of patients with ischemic stroke
due to acute proximal MCA occlusion treated with stent-based
thrombectomy.

Results
In 65 consecutive acute ischemic stroke patients ineligible for

systemic thrombolysis, outcomes of elderly patients (16/32
women; 12/33 men) were compared to those of younger
(b75years) patients (17/32 women; 20/33 men). Admission NIHSS
was not significantly different between younger and elderly
patients. Recanalization was completely achieved in 49 cases
(72%) and didn't differ between younger and older patients
(Fisher’s exact pN0.05). NIHSS improvement before and after stent
retriever recanalization was highly significant in younger
(pb0.0001) and in older patients (pb0.0001). However, the size of
improvements did not differ significantly between younger and
older patients (p=0.17). Good functional outcome (mRS 0–2) was
significantly worse in the elderly (Fisher’s exact pN0.0006), but
there were no gender differences (Fisher’s exact pN0.05). Hemor-
rhagic transformation did not differ significantly.

Conclusions
These results suggest that stent-based thrombectomy in selected

patients for acute MCA occlusion is safe, very effective, associated
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with improved neurological outcome and should be considered in
elderly patients without gender consideration.

doi:10.1016/j.jns.2019.10.388
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Teleneurology from 2014 to 2019 in France: Results from a
national mandatory hospital survey conducted by the Ministry of
Health

R. Ohannessiana, S. Deltourb, E. Medeiros de Bustosc, T. Moulinc

aUniversité de Bourgogne-Franche-Comté, EA 481 Laboratoire de
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bAPHP, Urgences Cerebro-Vasculaires Sorbonne University, Pitié-
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Introduction
Telemedicine isa remotemedicalpracticeandwas legallydefined in

France in 2009. The first national teleneurology survey was conducted
online, in2019,byneurologistsacrossFrance.Theobjectiveof thisstudy
was todescribe teleneurologyactivity inFranceusinganadministrative
database from theMinistry of Health (MOH).

Method
Data was collected from the yearly health care facility (HCF) open

access online database in the mandatory yearly hospital declarative
survey (SAE). The survey,whichfirst started in1995, included indicators
on telemedicine and teleneurology since 2013. Due to methodological
changes in2014,only results from2014onwardswereused.Thenumber
of HCF declaring teleneurology activities as ‘requesting telemedicine’
(patient site) or ‘being requested for telemedicine’ (distant site), by
status of HCF, in public or private, was collected.

Results
No data was available for 2018 and 2019. In total, 155 HCF declared

teleneurology activities in 2014 (distant site=122, patient site=56) and
236 HCF in 2017 (distant site=180, patient site=90), representing a
65.7% increase in 4 years. The number of HCF on both requesting and
requested telemedicine situation was 23 in 2014 and 34 in 2017. The
percentage of public HCF varied between 90.4% and 94.4% among the
distant site, and between 87.7% and 91.7% among patient site.

Conclusion
Teleneurology in HCF increased in France from 2014 to 2017 as

declared in the SAE and was mainly performed by public hospitals.
This study was the first to be conducted on teleneurology at a
national scale from an open database.

doi:10.1016/j.jns.2019.10.389
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Patients with fibromyalgia display two different clinical profiles
based on their GABAergic EEG markers: Preliminary results

C. Mancinia, C. Wichtb, M. Mouthona, S. Goetzc, J. Chabwined
aFribourg University, Neuroscience and Movement Science, Fribourg,
Switzerland
bFribourg University and Hospital, Neuroscience and Movement Science-
Neurology, Fribourg, Switzerland
cFribourg Hospital, Rehabilitation, Chemin du Village- 24, 3280 Meyriez,
Switzerland
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Mechanisms undelying chronic pain in fibromyalgia are still
unknown and most treatments remain unsuccessful. A neurotrans-
mission-based approach could contribute to further understand this
disease and better tailor therapeutic strategies. Previous data showed
decreased GABAergic electroencephalographic (EEG) markers corre-
lated chronic neuropathic pain intensity.

This study measured β global spectral power (GPS) as a
GABAergic marker, using a 20-minute high-density (64 electrodes,
BIOSEMI) resting-state EEG recording, in addition to pain intensity
and components (Visual Analog Scale (VAS)/10, emotional and
sensory items of the MacGill Pain Questionnaire Short-Form (MPQe
and MPQs)/10), and mood disturbance (anxiety and depression
scores of the Hospital Anxiety and Depression (HAD) scale
(HADa and HADd)) in 7 fibromyalgia patients (FibroP, ~60 y,
females). Data analysis was perfomed using MATLAB and SPSS
(mean(SD)).

Two distinct groups emerged from EEG data: G1, similar to
previous data (n=3), displayed two β peaks (16 Hz, -2.6 (4) dB and
25 Hz, -5.8(1.1) dB) whereas G2 (n=4) showed one unique peak (20
Hz, (-4.7(4.1) dB). Pain and mood scores tent to be worse in G2 than
in G1: higher VAS (7.1(0.9) vs 2.8(2.5)), MPQe (6 (2.8) vs 1.5(0.4))
and MPQs (6.6(0.9) vs 2.9(0.4)); pathological HADd (11.8(2.8) vs 5
(5)) and HADa (8.5(3) vs 5 (5)), higher neuropathic component
(DN4=8(0) vs 3(1)).

Overall, G2 FibroP display more pathological clinical conditions
than G1 coinciding with more remarkable (so far qualitative)
changes in GABAergic neurotransmission. These preliminary data, if
confirmed, suggest GABAergic markers as potential criterion for
differenciation between sub-classes of FibroP with potential use for
analgesic strategies.

doi:10.1016/j.jns.2019.10.390
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An evaluation of the treatment and prognosis of patients with
idiopathic intracranial hypertension at the national Institute of
Neurology and Neurosurgery, Mexico

A. Leyva-Rendóna, K.M. Castro Gutiérreza, D.G. Zuñigab
aInstituto Nacional de Neurología y Neurocirugía, Neurology, Mexico
City, Mexico
bInstituto Nacional de Neurología y Neurocirugía, Outpatient Clinic,
Mexico City, Mexico

Idiopathic intracranial hypertension (IIH) is a neurological
disorder more frequently observed in obese women of childbearing
age. It is characterized by papilledema, headache, pulse-synchronous
tinnitus, transient visual obscurations and visual field loss. In some
cases, it may be considerably disabling.
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Weight loss is the mainstay of its treatment. Acetazolamide is the
initial drug but, in refractory cases, interventional treatment may be
necessary. The clinical course of the disease is not well defined, as
some patients may have occasional relapses, while other develop
progressive disease.

The objective of this study is to describe the frequency of the
treatments used and the prognosis in IIH patients.

This is a retrospective, descriptive and analytical study. We
included 74 patients with IIH at the National Institute of Neurology
and Neurosurgery, from 1995 to 2013.

We recorded demographic, laboratory and clinical variables, as
well as different treatments. We compared groups with good vs poor
clinical outcomes (recurrence, neurologic sequelae, response to
treatment) were compared.

The most common treatment was acetazolamide (75.7%),
followed by lumbo-peritoneal shunt.

Women presented a better response to treatment (80% vs 50%;
p=0.063). Among the clinical characteristics, smoking was signifi-
cantly associated with a less favorable and late response (p=0.019).

According to these results we could propose a treatment protocol
with better patient selection, considering an early intensive medical
(or interventionist) and a closer surveillance in men and patients
with a recent history of smoking.

doi:10.1016/j.jns.2019.10.391
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Efficiency and effectiveness of combined cell therapy in previ-
ously chronic and complete spinal cord injury subjects

M.T. Moviglia Brandolino, G.A. Moviglia, S. Picone, D. Couto
Universidad Maimónides, Centro de Investigacion en Ingenieria de
Tejidos y Terapia Celular, Buenos Aires, Argentina

Background
From January 2016 to January 2019, twenty one (21) patients

with Chronic and complete (ASIA A) Spinal Cord Injury (10
quadriplegic and 11 paraplegic) received combined cell treatment
associated with intensive and rehabilitation program.

Material and methods
Cell treatment consisted in spinal cord intra-artery implant with

neural progenitor cells and lymphocytes previously activated with
CEREBROLICYN, and Intramuscular implant of the atrophied muscles
with muscular progenitor cells and lymphocytes previously activated
with antigen derived from muscular proteins. Neural progenitor cells
and muscular progenitor cells were obtained from in vitro differen-
tiation of autologous adipose mesenchymal cells. Patients received
spinal cord implant each 6 months and muscular implants each 2
months. Intensive rehabilitation program consisted of 25hs per week
of training in regaining lost functions.

All implants were well tolerated. Objective sings of recovery were
observed in the histology samples and ultrasound of the implanted
muscles. 8/10 paraplegic and 7/11 quadriplegic patients recovered
the independent standing position, 5/10 paraplegic and 1/11
quadriplegic achieved independent gait. Spasticity was progressively
controlled giving place to voluntary moment of the limbs. 6/10
paraplegic and 3/11 quadriplegic recover isolated voluntary

muscular contraction. Deep sensitivity, proprioception and vibration
perception improved in all treated patients. Severe spasticity was a
sing of poor response to treatment. 4 patients recover voluntary anal
contraction.

Conclusion
In this population spinal cord cell therapy should be associated

with cell implants in the atrophied muscles. Cell therapy must be
combined with intensive rehabilitation. More understanding about
what is happening in the spinal cord after the cell implant is needed.

doi:10.1016/j.jns.2019.10.392
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Neurophysiological characteristics of vestibular migraine,
Meniere’s disease and vestibular migraine/Meniere’s disease
overlapping syndrome

T. Murofushi, M. Tsubota, D. Suzuki, R. Suizu
Teikyo University Scool of Medicine Mizonokuchi Hospital, Otolaryngol-
ogy, Kawasaki, Japan

Background
Meniere’s disease (MD) and vestibular migraine (VM) are

representative diseases which present with episodic vertigo. Their
clinical diagnoses basically depend on medical history. Recently,
overlapping syndrome of the 2 diseases has also been recognized
(VM/MD-OS). Objective tests which enable clinicians to differentiate
these diseases are required.

Subjects & methods
Patients who were diagnosed with having MD, VM, or VM/MD-OS

were enrolled. As neurophysiological tests, cervical vestibular evoked
myogenic potential (cVEMP) testing and auditory middle latency
response (AMLR) testing were studied. While cVEMP testing were
done to prove endolymphatic hydrops using cVEMP tuning property
test in MD, AMLR testing were done to prove lack of habituation to
repetitive auditory stimulation in VM. In cVEMP tuning property
tests, cVEMP amplitudes to 500Hz short tone bursts (STB) with
1000Hz STB. In AMLR testing consecutive averaging of 800 responses
to binaural click stimulation were performed. Responses were
averaged and divided to 4 sets. The first set was averaging of the
first 200 responses (set1), while the fourth set was averaging of the
last 200 responses (set4). Relative amplitudes of No-Po and Na-Pa of
sets 2-4 to set 1 were calculated.

Results
While majority of MD patients showed positive results suggestive

of EH in cVEMP tuning property test, only a few VM patients were
suggestive of EH. Concerning habituation in AMLR, MD patients
showed normal habituation, although VM patients had lack of
habituation. Interestingly VM/MD-OS patients had tendency of
showing both of EH-positive responses in cVEMP tuning test and
lack of habituation in AMLR.

doi:10.1016/j.jns.2019.10.393
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A new developed non-invasive cortical stimulation on mirror
neurons in children with autism spectrum disorders
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Irbid, Jordan
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Background
Dysfunctional mirror neurons are associated with clinical features

observed in children with autism spectrum disorder (ASD). Mirror
neurons network spreads in the prefrontal cortex, premotor, primary
motor, somatosensory, and inferior parietal areas. Herein, this study
attempted to identify any potential therapeutic effects of a new
developed bilateral anodal transcranial direct current stimulation
(tDCS) applied over the left and right mirror neurons on the clinical
characteristics of children with ASD.

Method
This study is a pilot randomized control trial. Fifty children with

confirmed ASD medical diagnosis were divided equally and randomly
into the tDCS treatment group and control group. The tDCS treatment
group underwent ten sessions (20-minute duration, five per week) of
bilateral anodal tDCS stimulation applied simultaneously over the left
and right prefrontal and motor areas, whereas the control group
underwent the same procedures but with the use of sham tDCS
stimulation. Autism treatment evaluation checklists’ (ATEC) total
score and sub-scores (language and communication; sociability;
sensory awareness; and behavioral, health, and physical conditions)
measured before and after tDCS treatment sessions of both groups.

Results
There were significant decreases in ATEC total score (p=0.014),

sociability sub-score (p=0.021), and behavioral, health, and physical
conditions sub-score (p=0.011) in the tDCS treatment group. No
significant changes observed in the ATEC total score and sub-scores
in the control group.

Conclusion
bilateral anodal tDCS applied over mirror neurons showed

potential therapeutic effects in children with ASD in terms of
improvement in sociability, behavioral, health, and physical condi-
tions with no reported side effects compared with the control group.

doi:10.1016/j.jns.2019.10.394
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Targeted delivery of erythropoietin combined with nanoparticles
under magnetic guidance

C.H. Hwangab, C.T. Nguyena, C.R. Kimb, S.A. Muna, T.H. Lea, K.I. Kooa
aUniversity of Ulsan, Department of Biomedical Engineering, Ulsan,
Republic of Korea
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Physical Medicine and Rehabilitation, Ulsan, Republic of Korea

Authors conducted this proof-of-concept study to demonstrate
the targeted delivery of erythropoietin (EPO) using magnetically
guided magnetic nanoparticles (MNPs). The MNPs consisting of a
ferric-ferrous mixture were prepared via co-precipitation. The drug
delivery system (DDS) was manufactured via spray-drying using a
nanospray-dryer. The DDS comprised 7.5 mg sodium alginate, 150
mg MNPs, and 1000 IU EPO. As the results, scanning electron
microscopy showed DDS particles b 500 nm in size. DDS particles
had rough surfaces covered with tiny particles composed of MNPs
and/or EPO, whereas alginate particles had smooth surfaces. Fourier-
transform infrared spectroscopy of the DDS revealed peaks charac-
teristic of MNPs and of alginate. A microchannel with one inlet and
two outlets was made by soft lithography, and DDS particles
containing fluorescent beads were injected into the inlet. The
fluorescent DDS particles reached only one outlet reservoir in the
presence of a neodymium magnet. For neurotoxicity conformation, it
was evaluated by treating SH-SY5Y cells with a solution containing
sodium alginate, MNPs, or sodium alginate + MNPs. Cell viability
after MNP treatment was 93%, and viability after sodium alginate +
MNP treatment was 94%, compared with the control (p b 0.01). As
for one of the neuroprotective tools in the future, the DDS-EPO
construct developed here can be guided using magnetic control
without significant neurotoxicity.

doi:10.1016/j.jns.2019.10.395
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Facial synkinesis in patients with long-standing Bell’s palsy is a
reversible consequence of disruption of reciprocal inhibition
caused by prolonged absence of proprioceptive feedback

A. Pashov, O. Pashova
Crystal Touch Bell's Palsy Clinic, Facial Rehabilitation, Rotterdam, The
Netherlands

Aims
To analyze inconsistencies in existing theories of synkinesis.

Using the new quantitative instrumental method of Synkinetic
Correlation (SC), to research, define and substantiate probable cause
of synkinesis after long-standing Bell’s palsy. To investigate the
resulting possibility to reverse facial synkinesis regardless of the time
passed since the onset.

Method
For 75 Bell’s palsy patients (65 female and 10 male, age 18–78,

time since onset N1 year) measured oral-ocular and ocular-oral
synkinesis, using Synkinetic Correlation method. Results were
compared with measurements from the same patients’ healthy side.
Duration and amplitude of contraction efforts from facial muscles on
both sides analyzed for 13 standard facial expressions.

Results
Both “muscles-Masters” and “muscles-Slaves” in measured syn-

kinetic pairs of antagonists have shown significantly higher ampli-
tudes and duration of contractions on the affected side, compared to
healthy side of same patients.
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Conclusions
During early stages of Bell’s palsy patient exerts constant mental

efforts of high intensity, trying to produce facial movements. Due to
high intensity, those efforts cannot be finely differentiated between
proper facial muscles. This leads to a “mass-contraction” pattern of
resulting efferent signals and suppresses natural mechanism of
reciprocal inhibition of antagonists. Volitional mimetic center of the
brain begins to form new, Pathological Amplification Mimetic Pattern
(PAMP). When the regenerating nerve fibers finally reconnect to
their facial muscles, PAMP manifests itself in synkinesis, rigidity of
facial muscles, and gradually solidifies into a conditioned reflex. As
any conditioned reflex, facial synkinesis can therefore be reversed by
negative feedback, as demonstrated by results of our patients.

doi:10.1016/j.jns.2019.10.396
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“Virtual reality based neuro-rehabilitation in acute stroke: A
prospective cohort study of its effectiveness for upper limb motor
recovery”

M. Thakrea, C. Sankhalaa, P. Vengurlekara, G. Garipellib
aP. D. Hinduja National Hospital and Medical Research Centre,
Neurology, Mumbai 400016, India
bMindMaze SA, Neuroengineering Scientist, Chemin de Roseneck 5,
Lausanne 1006, Switzerland

Background
Recent evidence has demonstrated the efficacy of Virtual Reality

(VR) for stroke rehabilitation. There is insufficient evidence about
the positive effect of virtual reality on motor function in acute to sub-
acute stroke.

Objectives
To evaluate the functional outcomes in the upper limb when

exposed to intensive VR-based therapy and its impact on the
activities of daily living capacities in acute stroke patients.

Methods
This is prospective cohort study conducted among acute stroke

patients. We enrolled 14 subjects who had NIHSS between 5 and 14
(moderate). The intervention consisted of 90 minutes neuro-
rehabilitation sessions of VR plus standard physiotherapy, with a
frequency of 5 sessions per week over a period of 6 weeks (total 30
sessions). The outcome measures at baseline (T0), post-treatment
(T1) and at 4-week follow-up (T2) were the Fugl-Meyer Assessment
for Upper Extremity (FMA-UE), Barthel Index, Nine Hole Peg Test
(NHPT) and Box and Block Test(BBT) and Patients’ answers to the
questionnaire for technology acceptance and safety.

Results
The functional outcomes significantly improved in all outcome

measures. Mean difference post therapy FMA-UE was −17.85 ± 8.21
(p b 0.001), for NHPT was 66.20 ± 34.24 (p b 0.001), For BBT was
-12.25 ± 6.51 (p b 0.001), Barthel Index was −29.28 ± 12.83 (p b

0.001). Interestingly effect was persistent in all outcome measure
in follow up, FMAUE −9.07 ±6.55 p b 0.001), NHPT 34.46 ± 34.12
(p = 0.003), BBT −7.57 ±4.75 (p b 0.001).
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Conclusions
VR rehabilitation in acute post-stroke patients seems effective in

restoring upper limb motor impairments and motor related func-
tional abilities.

Keywords: Stroke, Upper limb, Exercise therapy, Virtual reality,
Motor recovery, Treatment outcome

doi:10.1016/j.jns.2019.10.397
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BOS-technologies of rehabilitation in patients with Parkinsonism

Y. Bykov, T. Bender
Irkutsk State Medical University, Neurology, Irkutsk, Russia

Background
Parkinsonism is progressive neurodegenerative pathology. It is

subdivided on Parkinson’s diseases (PD) and syndrome of parkin-
sonism (PS). Mobile biofeedback-brain stimulation is one of new
technologies of rehabilitation in neurology.

Methods
Assessment tools:MoСa-test, HADS, UPDRS, Hoehn-Yahr Scale,

Vegetative disturbance Scale, SF-36.
150 patients were included this trial: PD – 112, PS – 38. All groups

were divided into 2 subgroups: 1) therapy with BOS-brain stimula-
tion; 2) therapy without stimulation. Sensory-motor processes of
finger tapping were accessed by special mobile application installed
on smartphone. Stimulation programs were prescribed for patients
as a sound stimulus by headset in individual regimes during 14-20
days twice per day.

Results
PD group: 63,4% of patients had akinetic-rigid-tremor syndrome

as motor dysfunction, 32,1% had mild cognitive impairments, 35,7% -
anxiety, 33% – depression. PS group: 36,8% of patients had akinetic-
rigid syndrome as motor dysfunction, 50% had mild cognitive
impairments, 39,5% – subclinical depression.

Best results of BOS-stimulation were revealed in PD group. it was
evidenced by MoCa-test (рb0,0001), HADS anxiety index (рb0,0001),
HADS depression index, SF-36 (рb0,0001).

Results of BOS-stimulation in PS group evidenced by MoCa-test,
HADS anxiety index, HADS depression index.

Conclusions
Obtained data reveal that most frequent type of Parkinson’s

disease was akinetic-rigid-tremor, non-motor symptoms were
presented by mild cognitive impairments, anxiety, depression. In
group of syndrome of parkinsonism most frequent type was akinetic-
rigid, non-motor symptoms were presented by mild cognitive
impairments and subclinical depression.

Best results of BOS-stimulation therapy were received in
Parkinson’s disease group, particularly in motor, cognitive and
emotional functions.

doi:10.1016/j.jns.2019.10.398
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The relationship of the occupational circumstances and commu-
nity integration in schizophrenia

G. Akyurek, H. Isik, G. Bumin
Hacettepe University, Occupational Therapy, Ankara, Turkey

Purpose
This study was investigated to occupational circumstances in

schizophrenia and its relationship with community integration in
people with schizophrenia.

Methods
Fifty people with schizophrenia were assessed with Occupational

Circumstances Interview And Rating Scale V2 (OCAIRS-V2) and
World Health Organization-disability assessment schedule 2.0
(WHODAS 2.0).

Results
TheOCAIRS V2was assessed by Rasch Analysis and the relationship

of occupational circumstances with community integration was
assessed by correlation coefficient. After rescoring the disordered
response categories and sub testing “short-termgoals” and “long-term
goals”, itemset satisfiedRaschmodel expectationswith amean itemfit
of 0 (SD 0.631) and person fit of 0.706 (SD 1.1). While the
unidimensional assumption was confirmed, the subset of “long and
short-term goals” showed differential item functioning in terms of
education. (Thosewith aneducation level of primary schoolwere rated
lower than those with high school and university graduation.) The
presence of the expected level of correlations betweenOCAIRS V2, and
WHODAS 2.0 has confirmed the relationship between occupational
circumstances and community integration.

Discussion
In this study, it was examined that the relationship between

occupational circumstances and community integration. During
the medical intervention, the rehabilitation plan was aimed
at improving the community integration for people with
schizophrenia.

doi:10.1016/j.jns.2019.10.399
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Reflections of mirror therapy on the functional recovery after
stroke

M. Mandeep, D. Khurana
Post Graduate Institute of Medical Education and Research, Department
of Neurology, Chandigarh, India

Introduction
Motor function after stroke is improved after mirror therapy.

During mirror therapy, a mirror is placed in the mid-sagittal plane
thus reflecting movements of non-paretic side as if it were the
affected side.
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Objectives
To evaluate the effectiveness of mirror therapy on upper

extremity motor recovery and hand related functioning of patients
with sub-acute stroke.

Method
A total of 60 patients with stroke were randomly selected, all

within 6 months post stroke, with 30 patients in each, experimental
and control group. Each day, 30 min of mirror therapy was given to
patients in experimental group consisting of wrist and finger flexion
and extension movements in addition to conventional stroke
rehabilitation program, 6 days a week, 1 h a day for 4 weeks, while
those in control group didn't receive mirror therapy program. Main
Outcome Measures- The Brunnstrom stages of motor recovery &
Hand- related functioning (Self-care items of FIM instrument)

Results
Meanageof thepatientswas55 years. The scoresof theBrunnstrom

stages for hand and upper extremity and FIM self - care score improved
more in experimental group than in control group after 4 weeks of
treatment(by0.81,0.86and4.1respectively;allP b .05)andat6 month
follow -up (by 0.18, 0.51and 2.52 respectively; all P b .05)

Conclusion
Hand functioning improved more after mirror therapy compared

withcontrolgroupafter4 weeksof treatmentandat6 monthfollowup.

Keywords: Mirror therapy, Stroke, Brunnstrom stages, Motor recov-
ery, Motor skills

doi:10.1016/j.jns.2019.10.400
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Role of botulinum toxin A in cerebral palsy – 15 Yrs experience

P.A.M. Kunjua, R. Ismailb, M. Sreedharana, M. Iypea
aGovt Medical College - Trivandrum, Pediatric Neurology Department,
Trivandrum, India,
bGovt Medical College - Trivandrum, Pediatrics Department, Trivan-
drum, India

Botulinum Toxin has been used for over 20 years to help people
with problems like strabismus & blepharospasm1. Within the last 15
years, it is being successfully used to treat spasticity in children with
cerebral palsy2. From 2000 to 2010 Botulinum toxin A (BT) was tried
for spasticity (diplegic & hemiplegic) management in 60 children
with cerebral palsy. 48 of them had severe spastic diplegia & 12 had
hemiplegia. All were monitored for 6–24 months before BT injection.
48 had calf muscle spasticity with equinus, 40 had scissoring due to
adductor spasm. 36 had flexion at knee due to hamstring spasm and
8 had spasm at different levels. Target muscles identified by
functional spasticity assessment or by EMG guidance. The mean
follow-up time was 36 months. Post injection, intensive physiother-
apy was given

Response parameters included changes in muscle tone, longitudinal
gait parameters as well as parental assessments of improvement. The
peak effect noticed by 1 to 2 weeks in the majority & lasted for 3 to
10 months. All children except 2 with fixed contractures experienced
decreased spasticity scores, scissoring, equinus deformity and
improved mobility. 13 nonambulatory children became ambulatory
with assistance and five with assisted ambulation became more
independently mobile. Remote effect like improvement in drooling &
swallowing also noticed. None of the children had any untoward side
effects. Post treatment physio and appliances helped in consolidating
the results.

doi:10.1016/j.jns.2019.10.401
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Rehabilitation issues in stroke patients: Asian perspectives

S. Pramoda, B. Patidarb
aIndian Forum for Healthcare, Med, Indore, India,
bSFHCP, Med, Indore, India

Background and aims
Analyze rehabilitation issues/needs & their status. Urgently

needed to focus on development of program guidelines for paralysis
cases due to stroke. Policy paper for implementation of this program
in rural/tribal areas urgently needed.

Methods
We conducted this pilot study in six rural-villages.7 nurses, 2

physicians & 1 counselor participated. 246 Patients, 34 caregivers, 18
spiritual/Community Leaders participated. Relief of distressing-
symptoms reported in 80%. Responses on rehabilitation-needs
analyzed using Questionnaires while Community/spiritual Leaders
participated through focus group discussions. 90% participants
expressed need for better rehabilitation/palliative-services.

Results
Rehabilitation services not easily available in Asia. Spiritual Pain

control had highest correlation to QOL in comparison to functional/
emotional/physical/social wellbeing. 90% of patients and caregivers
reported free communication about illness. We also need to modify
attitudes of caregivers towards psychosocial needs of patients & their
families epilepsy care hospitals must have separate departments for
handling these issue.

Conclusions
Resource-poor-nations need researchers to develop rehabilitation

programs in absence of government-run-healthcare-setup. We need
platform to discuss this project ideas/concerns/difficulties with
senior researchers from developed nations. Senior searchers must
take initiative in propagating such efforts in developing-nations.
Development of comprehensive care program for paraplegics is
distant dream in resource poor nations.

doi:10.1016/j.jns.2019.10.402
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Alexithymia and emotional awareness are negatively associated
with sleep parameters in patients with myalgic encephalomyeli-
tis/chronic fatigue syndrome – An exploratory study

I. Bileviciute-Ljungara, D. Marotib, D. Fribergc
aDept. of Clinical Sciences, Karolinska Institute, Stockholm, Sweden,
bKarolinska Institute, Clinical Neurosciences, Stockholm, Sweden,
cUppsala University, Surgical Sciences, Uppsala, Sweden

Background
Patients with Myalgic encephalomyelitis/Chronic fatigue syn-

drome (ME/CFS) suffer from both subjective and objective poor
sleep. Unrefreshing sleep is one of the diagnostic criteria in ME/CFS.
Our studies indicate even increased parameters of alexithymia and
decreased level of emotional awareness (LEAS) in ME/CFS patients as
compared to healthy controls. This indicates difficulties in emotional
regulation, however, the reasons for that are not known.

Purpose
To investigate if there is an association between objective sleep

parameters with alexithymia and LEAS. 20 patients (5 men and 15
women) of age 43 (12) with BMI 24 (3) fulfill TAS-20 which
measures alexithymia and LEAS. Sleep parameters were investigated
by full-night polysomnography (PSG) at university hospital if
investigation was motivated due to increased daytime sleepiness or
other clinical indications. The use of clinical data for scientific
analysis was considered by the regional ethical review board in
Stockholm (Ref. no. 2014/300-31) and approved by Danderyd
University Hospital (DS2014-0447). Written informed consent was
obtained from all participants.

Results
Patients had overall impaired parameters in PSG as compared to

norms. Spearman correlation analysis showed that difficulties to
identify feelings in TAS-20 and total TAS-20 correlated negatively
with sleep stages 3–4 (−0.632, p = .005 and −0.634, p = .005,
respectively). LEAS correlated negatively with number of arousals
(−0.6, p= .005).

Conclusion
Results indicate that sleep stages responsible for emotional

regulation are impaired in patients with ME/CFS. Shorter deep sleep
is associated with higher alexithymia, especially in identifying
feelings. Number of arousals might negatively affect emotional
awareness and should be treated if possible.

doi:10.1016/j.jns.2019.10.403
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Epidemiology of low back pain Vyshlova I Karpov S Bairamkulova A

I. Vyshlova, S. Karpov, A. Bairamkulova
City Clinical Emergency Hospital of the city of Stavropol, Neurology,
Stavropol, Russia

Background and aims
Back pain — a whole group of diseases with similar manifesta-

tions, one of the most prominent problems of health care as it occurs
in approximately 80–90% of the population. Our objective is to study
the distribution of low back pain (LBP) among the population of
Stavropol depending on age, sex, social, economic and professional
factors.

Methods
We studied patients with low back pain, in the 18–87 age group,

on the basis of 1897 case histories for 2014, the evaluation was
carried out using a specially designed questionnaire.

Results
It is established that prevalence of low back pain for 2014 made

up 30%, from total number of the hospitalized patients. Average age
of patients made up 53 ± 34 years. Reflex pain syndromes are
detected in 417 patients (74%). Compression and radicular pain
syndromes are detected in 143 patients (26%). All studied patients
underwent complex treatment. As a result of the carried-out
treatment, improvement was noted in 517 people (93%). The
condition remained without changes in 43 people (7%), consultation
of a neurosurgeon was recommended in 101 patients (18%), 11
patients (2%) were transferred to the neurosurgical office for further
operational treatment.

Conclusion
Thus, prevalence of LBP among urban population is high, most

frequently in the summer. In structure of reflex pain syndromes,
poliradiculalgia prevailed. The carried-out complex treatment in
most cases was effective.

doi:10.1016/j.jns.2019.10.404
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Glaucoma and cerebral blood flow autoregulation: Pilot study

Y. Hamarata, V. Petkusa, M. Deimantaviciusa, L. Bartusisa, V.
Putnynaitea, P. Lucinskasa, A. Daveckaiteb, L. Siaudvytyteb, E.
Maciulaityteb, I. Janulevicieneb, A. Harrisc, A. Ragauskasa
aKaunas University of Technology, Health Telematics Science Institute,
Kaunas, Lithuania;
bLithuanian University of Health Sciences, Department of Ophthalmol-
ogy, Kaunas, Lithuania;
cIndiana University School of Medicine, Glaucoma Research and
Diagnostic Center, Indianapolis, USA

Glaucoma is a leading cause of irreversible blindness worldwide.
Although high tension glaucoma (HTG) is associated with increased
intraocular pressure, the causes of normal tension glaucoma (NTG)
are controversial. We hypothesize that NTG can be related with
disturbed cerebral blood flow, therefore, our objective was to
explore cerebrovascular autoregulation (CA) status in glaucoma
patients.

Pilot study of non-invasive CA monitoring included 10NTG
patients, 8HTG patients and 10 volunteers in control group. All
participants were 63–80 y/o. CA status was monitored by using non-
invasive ultrasonic CA monitoring technology based on intracranial
blood volume (IBV) slow-wave measurement.
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Real-time recording of volumetric reactivity index (VRx(t)) was
used in order to identify dynamics of CA changes. VRx(t) reflects a
time dependence of a phase shift between non-invasively measured
IBV(t) and arterial blood pressure ABP(t) slow-waves.

Mean values of VRx(t) and SD were as follows: control mVRx =
−0.179, SD = 0.22; NTG mVRx = 0.056, SD = 0.168 and HTG mVRx
=−0.070, SD = 0.249 (Fig. 1). Statistically significant differences
were found in comparing mVRx indexes as well as duration of
longest CA impairment events in NTG and control group (Mann-
Whitney U tests P = 0.025 and P = 0.007, respectively). However,
these differences were not significant in HTG and control group.

By using this non-invasive technology, it has been shown for the
first time that CA status is deteriorated in NTG patients and that
mean VRx(t) values are statistically significantly different comparing
NTG and control groups. We didn't find statistically significant
difference between HTG and control group.

doi:10.1016/j.jns.2019.10.405
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Stress-load and it’s correlation with infections in patients with
myalgic encephalomyelitis/chronic fatigue syndrome

I. Bileviciute-Ljungar
Dept. of Clinical Sciences, Karolinska Institute, Stockholm, Sweden

Background
In Sweden, a psychiatric diagnosis of Exhaustion Syndrome (ES) has

been introduced in 2003. Myalgic encephalomyelitis/Chronic Fatigue
Syndrome (ME/CFS), so far is considered to be a neurological diagnosis.
Both groups, however, suffer from overlapping symptoms such as
exhaustion, fatigue, poor sleep, cognitive deficits and intolerance to
stressors.Thismightleadtodiagnosticchallengesorwrongtreatment.ES
is associated with stress-load while ME/CFS with infection. Our clinical
experience indicates that stress-load alone or in combination with
infection precedes the developing ofME/CFS inmany patients.

Purpose
To identify the prevalence and a relationship between stress-load

and infection in patients refereed to ME/CFS clinic. The use of clinical

data for scientific analysis was considered by the regional ethical
review board in Stockholm (Ref. no. 2014/300-31) and approved by
Danderyd University Hospital (DS2014-0447). Written informed
consent was obtained from all participants.

Results
Records of totally 225 patients were analyzed. Approximately half

of patients refereed to ME/CFS clinic (45%) suffered from a previous
stress-load and/or ES. Approximately 63% of patients reported
presence of infection before the start of ME/CFS symptoms. There
was a week (0.2) but significantly positive correlation between the
stress-load and infection.

Conclusion
Results show that preceding stress-load and infections are quite

common in patients with ME/CFS. Findings suggest an importance of
identifying and treating both stress-load and/or ES in order to
prevent development of ME/CFS. Theoretically, stress-load enhances
the risk of infection. Therefore, patients need a tailored treatment
and rehabilitation approach in order to reduce stress reactivity.

doi:10.1016/j.jns.2019.10.406
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Treatment patterns and outcome in cerebral venous sinus
thrombosis (CSVT)

S.P. Gorthia, N. Ashwinib, M. Thumbia, P. Varshaa
aKasturba Medical College, MAHE, Neurology, Manipal, India
bKastuba Medical College, MAHE, Neurology, Manipal, India

Introduction
CSVT is a potentially life threatening condition requiring early

deduction and appropriate intervention at the earliest to prevent
morbidity and mortality. There are very few studies available in
literature from India addressing these issues.

Aim
To study the case records of CSVT cases and correlate therapeutic

intervention with outcome.

Methods
A prospective study of CSVT patients was conducted over a period

of one year. Clinical features, laboratory investigations and treatment
particulars are all documented. Functional outcome was assessed at
first follow up using modified Rankin scale. Telephonic assessment
was resorted to if patients did not report for follow up. An mRs grade
of 0–2 as good outcome and 3–6 as bad outcome. Statistical analysis
was done using EZR (Easy R).

Results
a total of 56 patients were studied and 70% males and 48% are

below 35 years. Approximately in 61% case hyperhomocytinemia.
JAK2 mutation could be tested in only three cases and two patients
were positive. Fifty-eight percent CVST cases were treated with low
molecular heparin and others received plain unfractionated heparin.
Oral anticoagulation with warfarin was administered to 92% cases.
Oral anticoagulation was initiated within seven days of
hospitalisation in 77%. Recurrence was encountered in 12% cases.
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Eighty-four percent patients could be followed up. Good functional
outcome was seen in 42%. Three is no significant correlation was
observed between age, gender, clinical features and functional
outcome (p. 0.05).

Conclusion
CVST pursues a rather benign course and with effective interven-

tion with anticoagulation good outcome is possible.

doi:10.1016/j.jns.2019.10.407
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Association of IDH1 mutation with survival of glioma patients in
Indonesia

R.G. Maluekaa, E.K. Dwianingsihb, H.F. Bayuanggaa, I.W. Argoa, A.D.
Donurizkia, S. Shaleha, A.S. Wicaksonoc, K. Dananjoyoa, A. Asmedia, R.
A. Hartantoc
aFaculty of Medicine, Public Health, Nursing Universitas Gadjah Mada,
Department of Neurology, Yogyakarta, Indonesia,
bFaculty of Medicine, Public Health, Nursing Universitas Gadjah Mada,
Department of Anatomical Pathology, Yogyakarta, Indonesia,
cFaculty of Medicine, Public Health, Nursing Universitas Gadjah Mada,
Division of Neurosurgery, Department of Surgery, Yogyakarta, Indonesia

Background
Glioma is one of the most common primary brain tumors in

adults. Nowadays, glioma classification has been changed from
morphology based to molecular-based classification. One of the most
important molecular biomarkers for glioma is isocitrate dehydroge-
nase (IDH) mutation. IDH1 C.395GNA (R132H) mutation has been
shown to be associated with better overall survival in glioma
patients. However, this has never been studied in the Indonesian
population. This study was performed to identify the association
between IDH1 mutation and overall survival of glioma patients in
Indonesia.

Method
In total, 103 glioma patients in Yogyakarta, Indonesia were

recruited. Glioma tissues in the form of paraffin tissue blocks or
fresh samples were sliced for hematoxylin-eosin staining and
immunohistochemical examination. Genomic DNA was extracted
from the samples, and IDH1 mutation status was analyzed by PCR
and nucleotide sequencing. The survival distributions were esti-
mated using the Kaplan-Meier method and compared among the
patient subsets using log-rank tests.

Result
IDH1 C.395GNA (R132H) mutations were detected in 22 (21.4%)

of the samples. Median overall survival of patients with IDH1 R132H
mutation is significantly longer than patients with wild type IDH1
gene (43.8 ± 1.2 months vs. 11.1 ± 3.3 months respectively, p =
.008).

Conclusion
In conclusion, IDH1 R132H mutation is frequently found in

Indonesian glioma, and associated with longer overall survival.

doi:10.1016/j.jns.2019.10.408
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Subjective and objective neurological findings induced by low-
dose arsenic contaminated drinking water in Myanmar

H. Mochizukia, K.P. Phyub, M.N. Aungb, P.W. Zinb, Y. Yanoc, M.Z.
Myintd, W.M. Thitd, Y. Yamamotoe, Y. Hishikawaf, K.Z. Thantb, M.
Maruyamag, Y. Kurodae
aUniversity of Miyazaki, Department of Internal Medicine, Miyazaki,
Japan,
bMinistry of Health and Sports, Department of Medical Research,
Yangon, Myanmar, Burma
cUniversity of Miyazaki, Center for International Relations, Miyazaki,
Japan,
dYangon General Hospital, Department of Neurology, Yangon, Myanmar,
Burma
eUniversity of Miyazaki, Department of Public Health, Miyazaki, Japan,
fUniversity of Miyazaki, Department of Anatomy, Histochemistry and
Cell Biology, Miyazaki, Japan,
gUniversity of Miyazaki, Department of Applied Physiology, Miyazaki,
Japan

Background
As the human population continues to increase, increasing

numbers of people consume groundwater contaminated by arsenic.
At least 200 million people are exposed to arsenic contaminated
drinking water.

Objective
To evaluate the relationship between neurological impairments

and the arsenic concentration in drinking water (ACDW).

Participants and methods
We performed medical examinations of 1867 residents in seven

villages in the Thabaung township in Myanmar. Medical examina-
tions consisted of interviews regarding subjective neurological
symptoms and objective neurological examinations of sensory
disturbances. For subjective neurological symptoms, we ascertained
the presence or absence of defects in smell, vision, taste, and hearing;
the feeling of weakness; and chronic numbness or pain. For objective
sensory disturbances, we examined defects in pain and vibration
sensations. We analyzed the relationship between the subjective
symptoms, objective sensory disturbances, and ACDW.

Results
Residents with ACDW ≥10 parts per billion (ppb) had experi-

enced a “feeling of weakness” and “chronic numbness or pain”
significantly more often than those with ACDW b10 ppb. Subjective
symptoms, probably due to peripheral neuropathy, occurred at very
low ACDW (around 10 ppb). Residents with ACDW ≥50 ppb had two
types of sensory disturbances significantly more often than those
with ACDW b50 ppb. Objective peripheral nerve disturbances of both
small and large fibers occurred at low ACDW (N50 ppb).

Conclusion
Our findings suggest a threshold for the occurrence of peripheral

neuropathy due to arsenic exposure, and indicate that the arsenic
concentration in drinking water should be b10 ppb to ensure human
health.

doi:10.1016/j.jns.2019.10.409
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Ethical issues in Phase I trials of neurological disorders: An
examination of the neuralstem als Phase I trial

M. Yarborougha, N.C. Joyceb
aUniversity of California Davis Health, Bioethics Program, Sacramento,
USA
bUniversity of California Davis Health, Physical Medicine and Rehabil-
itation, Sacramento, USA

According to The Belmont Report and other key documents
establishing the ethical requirements for clinical trials, trials
should only proceed if risks have been minimized and determined
to be proportional to benefits and if research candidates are able
to give voluntary informed consent. Meeting these requirements
for early phase trials of serious neurological disorders can prove
challenging if there are flaws in the design and conduct of both
preclinical and clinical studies. Preclinical studies can produce
unreliable findings if they lack internal, external, or construct
validity, if they are underpowered, if they fail to use randomiza-
tion or blinding, or if they confuse a hypothesis generating study
with a hypothesis confirming one. Alone or in combination, these
problems increase the likelihood that published findings may be
false.

Regulatory bodies such as the U.S. Food and Drug Administra-
tion or the E.U. European Medicines Agency can sanction Phase I
trials without detecting errors in the preclinical studies. In
addition, they may also sanction studies even in the absence of
preclinical efficacy studies, since their primary concern is safety.
The limited scope of regulatory review combined with potentially
flawed preclinical studies create a cloud of uncertainty that
confounds the design of Phase I trials and the ability of ethics
review committees to approve them. This uncertainty, and the
implications of it, diminishes the effectiveness of informed
consent. A recent ALS Phase I trial will be reviewed to illustrate
the cumulative effect of these issues on the people who
volunteered for it.

doi:10.1016/j.jns.2019.10.410
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Lack of correlation electroencephalographic and neuroimaging
findings in patients with transient global amnesia

B.C. Viniciusb, L.S. Vianaa, E. Zippoc, K. Narimatsub, R. Franco
Morgulisb, R. Carolina Acre Nunes Mirandab, A. Heins Vacarib, R.
Meirelles Massaudb, G. Sampaio Silvab
aHospital Israelita Albert Einstein, Neurocritical Care Unit and Neurol-
ogy, Sao Paulo, Brazil,
bHospital Israelita Albert Einstein, Neurology, Sao Paulo, Brazil,
cFaculdade Israelita de Ciências da Saúde Albert Einstein, Neurology,
Sao Paulo, Brazil

Transient global amnesia (TGA) is still a controversial disease. The
frequency of brain magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) hyperintense
lesions on diffusion-weighted imaging (DWI) in the hippocampus
varies from 57 to 100% of the patients with TGA. The incidence of
electroencephalogram (EEG) abnormalities is described in up to 83%
of the patients, mostly the presence of slow waves. The relationship
between both exams in patients with TGA is still unclear.

We retrospectively analyzed patients admitted to a tertiary
Brazilian hospital from June 2009 to January 2019. Eligible patients
fulfilling diagnostic criteria for TGA were evaluated. SPSS version
17.0 was used for statistical analysis.

A total of 55 patients were diagnosed with TGA (mean age 61.69
years +/− 9.88, 61.8% males). The most frequent comorbidities were
hypertension (52.7%) and dyslipidemia (32.7%). Thirty-nine patients
(70.9%) were evaluated with EEG. Eleven exams were abnormal (28.2%),
showing slow waves bursts, more frequently on left side. Form the 50
patients evaluated with brain MRI (90.9%), 24 (n=48%) had punctiform
hippocampal lesions also with slight predominance on the left side.

Among patients with left temporal slow waves, only one had DWI
punctate lesions but on the right side. Of those with hyperintensities
in the left hippocampus, only one had EEG abnormalities, but on the
opposite side. In conclusion, there was no correlation between EEG
and MRI findings in this well characterized series of patients with
TGA. Further investigation on the role of diagnostic exams in patients
with TGA is therefore important.

doi:10.1016/j.jns.2019.10.411
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